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Foreword
Excellence in science and technology is essential for Canada's successful
participation in the information age. Canada's youth, therefore, must
have a science education of the highest possible quality. This was
among the main conclusions of theSCienCe Council's recently published
report; Science for Every Student.. Educating Canadians for Tomorrow's World:

Science for Every Student is the prodiitt of a comprehensive study of
science education in Canadian schools begun by Council in 1980. The
research program, deSighed by Council's Science Education Committee
in cooperation with every ministry of education and science teachers'
association in Canada, was carried out in each province and territory by
some 15 researcher§. Interim research reports; discussion papers and
workshop proceedings formed the basis for a series of nationwide con-
ferences during which parents and students; teachers and administra-
tors, scientists and engineers, and representatives of business and labour
discussed future directions for science education. Results from the con-
ferences Were then used to develop the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of the final report.

To stimulate continuing discussion leading to Concrete changes in
Canadian science education; and to provide a factiial basis for such dis-
cussion, the Science Council is now publiShirig the results of the re-
search as a background study; Science Education in Canadian School's.
Background Study 52 concludes, not with its Own recommendations;
but with questions for further deliberation.

The background study is in three volumes, coordinated by the
study's project officerS, Dr. Graham Orpwood and Mr: Jean-Pascal
Souque. Volume I, IntrodactiOn and Curriculum Analyses; describes the
philosophy and methodology of the study. Volume I also includes_an
analysis of science textbooks used in Canadian schools. Volume II, Sta.:
tistical Databaie for Canadian Science Education, comprises the results of a na-
tional survey of science teachers. Volume III, Case Studies of _Science

Teaching, has been prepared by professors John Olson and Thomas
Russell of Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, in collaboration with
the project officers and a team of researchers from across Canada. This
volume reports eight case studies of science teaching in action in
Canadian schools. To retain the anonymity of the teachers who allowed
their work to be observed, the names of schools and individuals have
been changed throughout this volume.
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As with all background studies published by the Science Council,
this study represents the views of the authors and not necessarily those
of Council.

James M. Gilmour
Director of Research
Science Council of Canada
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I. Focus of the Study

Science forms part of the curriculum of almost every school in Canada.
In all provinces and territories, students are required by ministry/
deportment of education policy to study this subject from their earliest
years in the classroom until at least grade 9 or 10. In many of these class-
rooms, special facilities for use in teaching and learning science are pro-
vided; in most, textbooks focussed on science are a major component of
the students' experience. Correspondingly, teaching science is an impor-
tant activity for many teachers. For some, it is their specialty; for others,
one subject among several that they teach.

But why do students study science at all? For what purposes are all
these provisions made? For what objectives are the textbooks and class-
room activities designed? What educational aims are -in-the minds of
those who teach? Furthermore, are these various intentions, purposes,
and aims congruent? Are the aims of science education set forth in min-
istry/department policies reflected in the objectives of teachers, text-
books; and classroom activities? And, most important of all, do all (or
any) of these objectives reflect the needs of students in school, who are
living and growing as individuals, as members of society and as partici-
pants in the Canadian economy, now, to the turn of the century and
beyond?

Why is science taught? Although this might seem a trivial question,
it is important not just to assure oneself that there are answers that
science is a defensible part of what students are offered but because
the nature J f the answer(s) affects what one expects of science educa-
tion. And, in asking about the aims of science education; we are asking
about the health of the enterprise itself and about its relation to the so-
cial context. The relationships among the stated aims of science educa-
tion, the concrete realities of science in schools and the future needs of
Canadians are recurrent themes in this study of science education in ele-
mentary and secondary schools.
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While this background study is bound, for convenience; in three
volumes, it is not a series of independent studies. The research program
of the overall study consists of a group of interrelated components; all of
which are set in the larger context of an overall strategy called a "delib-
erative inquiry." To assist the reader in apprecizting this strategy and
the relationships among its various components; part one of this volume
contains discussions of the objectives and focus of the study (chapter I),
of the overall strategy of deliberative inquiry (chapter II) and of the re-
search program conducted (chapter III): Parts two and three describe in
detail analyses of provincial curriculum policies for science and of
science textbooks: Volume II contains reports of a survey of science
teachers and volume case studies of science teaching.

Criticisms of Science Education
In October 1979; the Science Council decidad to undertake a study of
science education in response to various criticisms that had begun to
surface during the previous few years. Criticism of education is nothing
new; the school curriculum is a perennial target for critical comment
from inside and outside the school system. But from time to time, criti-
cisms of a particular type come together to generate an especially strong
challenge for change. The history of education contains many examples.
In the case of science education, the post-Sputnik move towards a
greater emphasis on teaching about the nature of science is one such in-
stance. But the present round of criticism is quite different. At issue now
is not that students are not learning what science is, nor that they are
failing to learn enough of it (although these are both of continuing con-
cern to some critics), but rather that students do not come to appreciate
the personal, social or national relevance of science:

A significant influence on the Science Council's decision to conduct
the study was Professor Thomas Symons: He observed in the report of
the Commission on Canadian Studies:

"Canadian school children learn of the accomplishments and im-
pact of science in other countries... but they learn virtually noth-
ing about the impact of science in their own country. And the
reason is that they are not being taught such matters."

Symons was, of course; concerned that science was not being identified
for students as part of the "cultural fabric of society."2 Rather, it was
being presented as a body of knowledge and technique, divorced from
any national context of practice and application including its historical
development in and social implications for the Canadian community.
Such a criticism is puzzling, even offensive, to many who are trained in
science and who take particular pride in the universality of their disci-
pline. This reaction is a matter to which we shall return:

David Suzuki, himself a member of the Science Council of Canada;

is another prominent critic of Canadian science education. He has often
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suggested that by perpetuating the separation of the two cultures (arts
and science); schools "fail to educate."3 Such an education, he claims,
serves neither the country's future scientists nor the general public and
their political leaders On the one had potential scientists are not
taught that they have a moral responsibility to society, while, on the
other, members of the public, even the highly educated public, are
shamelessly ignorant about the effects of science and technology on
their lives.

While these criticisms were directed towards science education
throughout Canada, more specific concerns were also surfacing in some
provinces, where more intensive research into the state of science teach-
ing had been conducted. In Quebec, for example, Jacques Desautels, in
&ale + Scicace = Echec (School + Science = Failure), strongly challenged
current ways of teaching science. He warned:

"Research results show that students are not developing scientific
attitudes. Their interest in science is decreasing instead of increas-
ing. Still worse; because of 'streaming' in schools, science teaching
promotes elitism rather than scientific literacy. Not only do our stu-
dents fail to learn anything; they are miseducated."5

Thus, both at the national and at the provincial level; concerns were
being expressed about the state of science education in schools.

The Science Council did not accept these criticisms without ques-
tion. Nevertheless, coming from well-placed observers of the educa-
tional system, they were cause for concern. If the assertions were
correct; the consequences for Canada and Canadians were serious. In a
society increasingly dependent upon science and technology, a public
with little or no understanding of science and its impact on society is at
the mercy of technological change. Recognizing the seriousness of these
criticisms, the Science Council of Canada concluded that the establish-
ment of a study on science education in Canada could be Justified as im-
portant to the scientific health of the nation and thus as falling within its
responsibilities.

Concern over the state of science education is not a uniquely
Canadian phenomenon. In the past several years, reviews of science
education have been conducted in the United States6 and in England?
And in the developing countries, the need for revitalizing scientific and
technological education is so great that UNESCO recently sponsored a
special conference on the subject.8 Thus; the Science Council's study
can be seen as parallel to other national responses to similar concerns
about the teaching of science in schools.

Objectives of the Study
The criticisms and concerns have been articulated with sometimes dis-
arming clarity and force. However; it does not follow that a problem
amenable to research, and policy analysis is equally clearly discernible.9

21. 23



While all the critics agree that science education in Canada needs im-
rrovement; they do not observe the same symptoms, diagnose the same
ailment or prescribe the same remedy. Suzuki's concern for the lack of a
sense of moral responsibility among Science specialists would not be af-
fected by Symons's suggestions for greater attention to Canadian
science. Nor would Desautels's preferred curriculum. solve the problem
of inadequately trained human resources for hightechnology industry,
identified by others. It is difficult, therefore, to identify a research prob-
lem directly based on these comments without implicitly backing the
position of one critic over the Others and thus, to some degree at least;
anticipating the conclusions of the study.

However, the apparent confusion can be resolved into a series of ar-
guments over the ways students are taught science and the purposes for
which students learn Science. The critics are arguing that science educa-
tion is not being directed towards what they regard as the most impor-
tant objectives or, at least, that science education is not achieving the
objectives it claims to be achieving. And; for the most part, they are bas-
ing their arguments on assessments of the present or future needs of
students. This type of criticism is quite distinct from concern over the
content of science education. For example; we have not been hearing in
recent years that students should learn more (or less) about, say, mag-
netism or genetics, but that such topics should be learned so that stu-
dents come to recognize the social and personal relevance of scientific
knowledge.

Based on this interpretation of the thrust of the major critics of
science education in Canada; the study Was established in the spring of
1980 with three general aims:

a to establish a documented basis for describing the present pur-
poses and general characteristics of science teaching in
Canadian schools;

a to conduct an historical analysis of science education in Canada;
to stimulate active deliberation concerning future options for
science education in Canada.

The first of these aims arises from the need to have a factual basis for
debating criticisms of the variety discussed earlier. Since Canadian
science education generally lacked such a basis, the research reported in
this background study was conducted to meet this need. At the time of
writing, work on the second aim is still in progress. The historicalper-
spective enables one to underStand present practice (including the ob:
jectives of the enterprise) in the light of past experience. Very little
effort has been made in the past to collect or analyze the historical back-
ground of science education in Canada. The third and most important
aim followS from the first two. If change is not only to be justified logi-
cally but al§o to be implemented practically; then those responsible for
science education in Canada must themselves deliberate over their pur-
poses and practices. Work towards this aim consists of stimulating a
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process rather than developing a product and will be discussed in more
detail in chapter II. For the present, the concept of "purposes of science
teaching" must be clarified ..nd linked to concrete targets of research.

Conceptual Basis of the Study's Objectives
Two pieces of theoretical work have been particularly useful in clarify-
ing what we mean by "purposes, aims, or objectives in science teach-
ing," and how we have tried to identify them in practice: Roberts's
concept of a "curriculum ernphasis,"1° and Argyris and Schon's analysis
of different "theories of action."" In this section, we explain these two
conceptual components of the study and use them to clarify the rela-
tionships among the aims of science education, the practice of science
teaching in schools, and the needs of students. The third conceptual
component, educational "needs," is more difficult to explore. "Needs"
adds a normative or ethical component which changes the nature of the
overall problem. It is the key to understanding the methodology of the
study and will be discussed in detail in chapter II.

Curriculum Emphases: Expressing Educational Aims
through Teaching
The teaching of science, like most other forms of communication, con-
veys more than one set of messages to its recipients simultaneously. At
one level, science teaching communicates scientific information. But,
beyond this level of communication, science content is always embed-
ded in a contextual web of intent or purpose. The various contexts in
which science topics can be presented can result in correspondingly dif-
ferent learnings on the part of the student. These different "contexts"
have been described by Roberts as "curriculum emphases." He explains
this term as follows:

"A curriculum emphasis in science education is a coherent set of
messages to the student abbut science (rather than within science).
Such messages constitute objectives which go beyond learning the
facts, principles, laws, and theories of the subject matter itself
objectives which provide answers to the student question: 'Why
am I learning this ?' "12

And, while part of any science educator's concern is for teaching the
content of science to students, another frequently an even more im-
portant part is that the content be learned for some purpose beyond
itself.

The example of separate treatments of the same science topic in two
different grade 8 textbooks illustrates the point. In one textbook, all of
the information about the methods of heat transfer (conduction, con-
vection and radiation) is set in a context of explanations about how re-
frigerators and solar heaters work. Photographs and "cut-away"
diagrams illustrate these explanations. In the other, the same scientific
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principles are discussed but, this time, accompanied by an historical
comparison of different (and competing) theories to explain thermal
phenomena. This account is illustrated with excerpts from 18th-century
scientific reports. In each case, the science content being communicated
is the same while the contextual communication the curriculum em-
phasis is markedly different. And these different emphases are the
concrete representations of each book's different purposes for a stu-
Aient's learning of science.

Considerable research in recent years has shown the "curriculum
emphasis" concept to be useful, not only for analyzing 'textbooks, but
also for understanding curriculum policy debate," for developing in-
structional units" and for interpreting different strategies of classroom
teaching." In the present context; it provides a conceptual link between
two key components of the study; the aims or purposes for science edu7
cation and the teaching strategies through which those aims are realized
in practice. This relationship (see Figure I.1) appears simple when
viewed abstractly. However, when one examines, as the study has had
to do, both the rhetoric' and the practice of science education, its com-
plexity intensifies. For clarification of this conceptual component of the
research, we turn to the analysis of Argyris and Schon, whose concern is
with how individual professionals think and work within institutional
contexts.

Figure 1.1 The Link Between Aims AndTtathitig Strategies

Level of Rhetoric. AIMS (A) curriculum
emphases

(T) TEACHING STRATEGIES

Theories of Action: Teaching and Talking about Teaching
Relating theory to practice in education as in most other professional
fields has been a traditionally controversial and seemingly intractable
problem. this is not the place to review the variety of attempts at re-
solving it and the corresponding variety of consequences for research

'Note that "rhetoric" is being used here in its root sense of "language designed to
persuade or impress" and not in its more usual, modern sense implying insincerity or
emptiness.
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and professional educatiOii. The "curriculum emphasis" concept helps
one to understand the relationship between the aims of science educa-
tion and the strategies teachers use in classrooms. But one must also
realize that thiS concept can apply to education in more than one way:

Argyris and Schen, whose work has focussed on the problems of
increasing professional competence within organizations, have de-
veloped the notion that individuals' behaviours are determined on the
basis of personal "theories of action Such theories are about how to
produce intended consequences and thus about human effectiveness??
Every One haS a "theory of action" for their deliberate activities; whether
Or not they have articulated these theories. However, Argyris and Schon
point out that people do not necessarily behave congruently with their
stated theories of action.

"When someone is asked how he would behave under certain cir-
cumstances, the answer he usually gives is his espoused theory of
action for that situation. This is the theory of action to which he
gives allegiance and which, upon request; he communicates to oth-
ers. However, the theory that actually governs his action_ is his
theory-in-use; which may or may not be compatible with his es-
poused theory; furthermore; the individual may or may not be
aware of the incompatibility of the two theories."I8

Argyris and Schiin assert that "although people do not behave congru-
ently with their espoused theories,. . . they do behave congruently with
their theories-in-use, and they are unaware of this fact."19 According to
this notion, all professional practitioners, such as doctors, teachers and
research scientists, have two sets of theories relating to the various parts
of their professional practice. Such an idea is not of course, a reVoltiz
tionary one; the gap between practice and theory, between concrete
events and the rhetoric concerning them, is well documented in several
professional fields. Argyris and SchiSn's contributions are, firstly, in gen-
eralizing the idea and secondly, in developing proposals for profes-
sional improvement on the basis of this idea.

Following Argyris and Schen, our research program addresses two
levels of reality (Figure I.2). One level corresponds to the "espoused
theories" of &hi-cat-6-S, described here as the "level of rhetoric." At this
level, talk about teaching or about educational aims takes place. Policy
statements from ministries /departments of education such as cur-

giiideliheS, prefaces to textbooks and teachers' talk about the
aims and techniques of science teaching all function, by definition; at
this level. The second level, the "level of practice," corresponds to
teachers " 'theories -in -use" and represents the level of educational real-
ity at which science classrooms function: The ways in which teachers
Actually teach, the real content of textbooks; and the concrete activities
in which students participate are all at this level. It must be stressed that

recognition of these two levels of reality implies no pejorative attitude
towards activity at either level: Practice is not necessarily worse because
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it does not correspond to rhetoric nor is talk about practice necessarily
futile because its outcome cannot be translated directly into action.
However, research into science education must be planned to take into
account the existence of these two levels (and the inevitable discrepan-
cies between them). Only through such planning can research be expec-
ted to increase the common understanding common, that is, both to
practitioners and observers or critics of science education in Canada.

Figure 1.2-- TWO-Levet:Li:if Reality for Educational Research

Level of Rhet onc AIMS (A) (T) TEACHING STRATEGIES

Level of Practice: aims (a) (t) teaching strategies

Scope of the Study
Certain practical limits to the scope of the study were established at the
outset. Two, in particular, deserve mention: the levels of education at
which the teaching of science was examined; and the definition of
"science" stipulated by the study.

Educational Levels
The study is primarily concerned with the teaching of science at the pre-
college levels only. The main reason relates to the objectives of the
study, which are focussed on the purposes or aims of science education.
As students grow and move through the educational system (from kin-
dergarten on, even perhaps to graduate school) their reasons or purposes
for studying science change and so, correspondingly; do those of the
programs and courses. At the highest levels; where students intend to
specialize in scientific work for a career; program objectives are rela-
tively few and specific (even if they are not well articulated). By con-
trast, at the elementary and secondary levels; the numerous and broad
objectives correspond to the much broader range of students. At these
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levels, schools must attend to the needs of all students and science pro-
grams must therefore serve a wide variety of purposes. And it is to
science education at these levels that the criticisms considered earlier
have been directed.

The selection of science education in elementary and secondary
schools as the study's major focus does not, of course, preclude consid-
eration of other related activities which impinge on school science: uni-
versity or college-level science education, science writing, broadcasting
and films, museums and science centres, and any activity, organization,
publication or event that can have an impact on the teaching or learning
of science in school.

Table I.1 - Distribution of Grades by Province
Early Middle Senior

Province/Territory Years Years Years

Newfoundland K-6 7-9 10-11a

Prince Edward Island 1-6 7-9 10-12

Nova Scotia K-6 7-9 10-12

New Brunswick 1-6 7-9 10-12

Quebec K-6 7-9 10-11

Ontario K-6 7-10 11-13

Manitoba K=6 7-9 10-12

Saskatchewan K-6 7-9 10-12

Alberta K-6 7-9 10-12

British Columbia K-7 8-10 11-12

Northwest Territories K-6 7-9 10-12

Yukon K-7 8-10 11-12

a At the time of data collection, Newfoundland had not yet implemented its
grade 12 program.

Within the years of elementary and secondary schooling, each
province and territory groups its grades into levels for curriculum pur-
poses. Following this practice, we decided to refer to three clusters of
grades as early years," "middle years" and ''senior years" within each
jurisdiction. However, provinces group their grades in various ways. We
therefore Followed the grouping of grades encountered in each province
rather than imposing a uniform distribution. Table LI shows the three
levels used throughout the study with the corresponding grades.

-Science- in Schools
The stipulation of what is regarded as "science" in the context of this
study has been controversial because it is necessarily arbitrary. The con-
troversy was not readily resolved by using a formal definition of science
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to distinguish among school programs. Lists of school programs often
have administrative rather than philosophical significance. Yet school
people know what they mean when they talk of "science" programs as
distinct from other school program areas. And since the school science
curriculum is the focus of the study, such school convention has also ap-
peared to be the best basis for a stipulated definition of "science." The
study has therefore examined those areas of the school curriculum
designated in each province and territory as "science."

Concretely, this has meant that physical, biological and earth
sciences have been included and mathematics and social studies have
been excluded from the major focus of the study. However, the effect of
these latter subjects on the teaching and learning of science has also
been considered. This leaves a number of subjects, such as computer
studies, agriculture and technology in a poorly defined "grey area." In
provinces where these subjects are considered to be science subjects,
they have been included.
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II. Deliberative Inquiry

Overview of the Strategy
In this study; we take the position that discussions concerned with
changing the school curriculum inevitably possess both a rational and a
political character. While much Of What follows in this three-volume
background study is an account Of apparently conventional research;
the rational/political character of the context in which it was conducted
is crucial to understanding its significance. It is thus worthwhile to ex-
plain the position in some detail in order to clarify the study's overall
strategy whose very-name, deliberative inquiry, is intended to convey
its eclectic nature. There are essentially three grounds upon which this
position rests.

Science Curricula as Policies
That a study focussed on the teaching of science in Canadian schools
has both a rational and a political Character derives, first, from the view
that the school curriculum is itself a form Of policy. This is not the con-
ventional view. The traditicing view_ sees the process of curriculum
change as being highly rational_ and frequently linear. Aims are first
identified, sometimes on the baSiS of So-called needs assessments; then
instructional _strategies are developed as the means of reaching those
aims. One of US haS argiied at length elsewhere) that such a view is
inadequate. Curricula Should not be regarded as though they were mere
artifactS, things that can be made. If that were the case; the rational
Planning models might indeed be appropriate: However; a curriculum
decision repretentt more than just a rational conclusion to include
topic X or method Yin a curriculum document. It represents a commit-
ment on the part of an individual or a group to act in a specific manner in
a given context (defined in terms of both time and place). Afid that is a
political judgement as well as a rational one.
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An example may clarify the point. Suppose the coordinator of
science for a school board has made the decision to include in the erade 7
science program for the board a unit on energy to be taught with a cur-
riculum emphasis on its social relevance. And suppose; also; that this
decision has been endorsed by the director of education; it then becomes
part of the board's official program, which teachers of grade 7 science in
that jurisdiction are required to teach: The decision is; or should be; a ra-
tional one the coordinator should be able to defend it with reasons;
presumably based on students' prior knowledge; their future needs; the
topic's place in the discipline; the social context of education and so on.
But the decision also has political impact; it requires people (mostly
teachers) to act in certain ways to teach energy with the approved
emphasis when placed in specific circumstances: this board, this
grade; this year and so on. If the decision-making process has failed to
take into account this duality of character, the chances of effecting a de-
fensible change are small. If the coordinator acts only in a rational man-
ner and fails to consider the impact of the new requirement on the
teachers involved, the decision, however defensible in principle, will
likely be resented and very possibly not implemented. If, by contrast,
the coordinator acts in a purely political manner and disregards the sub-
stantive merits of the decision, he has failed to live up to a professional
responsibility to seek ways of improving the board's science program:

Curricula are therefore regarded as a type of policy2 involving rules;
plans or guides for the determination of what shall be taught in specific
situa:ions. They are therefore distinct from curriculum resources such as
textbooks that are developed for general and voluntary use: A cur-
riculum is both a product of reason and a commitment of will It has
political force as well as rational content: A study of science curricula in
Canadian schools must take this duality into account; particularly if that
study seeks to recommend changes to those curricula.

Needs Assessment and Discovery of Alms
It is sometimes suggested that the key to curriculum planning is to begin
with a systematic empirical assessment of what students ought to learn:3
Indeed, we have acknowledged that arguments about what ought to be
taught in science classes and criticisms of what is taught are usually
based on assumptions concerning the needs of students either now or in
the future. But the future is by no means clear: And the problem is that
both children and the society in which they live have a bewildering
variety of what can be called needs; each suggesting a different direction
for the curriculum. As Len Berk points out:

"We have no standard procedure for resolving disputes over who
needs how much of what: In fact; the individual needs that can in
principle; be met through schooling can also, in principle, be ob-
viated by altering some feature of our public life. . . . Because we



cannot assume our public life is beyond question, any attempt to
determine what students neeJ is liable to be contentious."

Berk refers to an earlier wave of enthusiasm in the United States for
"scientific curriculum-making," as it was actually called in the 1920s.
His conclusion is disarmingly clear:

"As a procedure resembling inquiry more than deliberation, needs
assessment seems to supply a dodge in the face of disagreement; it
would permit us to discover the aims of schooling instead of our
having to decide them. Franklin Bobbitt also hoped to discover the
aims of schooling and was, properly, roasted for it. Then as now
deliberation about aims seemed risky; unmanageable; and subject
to contamination by politics. So it is Discovery of aims (or of the
needs that produce them) seemed systematic, authoritative, and
politically antiseptic. This is a delusion."5
While educational needs and the corresponding aims or objectives

are important for the assessment or determination of science curricula at
the levels of both rhetoric and practice (see Figure 11.1), they cannot be
discovered from the research literature. They must be deliberated over
and, in a democratic society, all who have a stake in the outcome have
the right to participate in such deliberations.

Figure Educafional Aims, Teaching Strategies,
aril ltiia Need of Students

Level of Rhetoric: AIMS (A) (T) TEACHING STRATEGIES

Level of Practice: aims (a)

(N) NEEDS

(n) needs

(t) teaching strategies

Stakeholders in the Science Curriculum
The proponents of empirical research as the means of determining the
curriculum assume that there is in reality a social consensus cm the goals
of education and that the problem lies in uncovering that consensus. By
contrast, in this study we view society as containing value conflicts over
educational goals and regard the problem as one of consensus-building.6
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Talk of value conflicts implies the existence of interest groups and con-
sensus-building among different interest groups in society implies a
process of political deliberation. OF course, the specifics of the cur-
riculum are not often the focus of formal political debate nor do they
usually form planks in political platforms at election time However, the
needs of students in school, the orientation of the school curriculum and
the concrete activities of the classroom can be regarded as the product of
reasoned debate among definite and distinct interest groups.

Tithe has not altered this process, as a reading of Aristotle's Politics
shows. As he cites what we would call the school curriculum as a path:

digm of a political problem, he writes:
As things are there is disagreement about the subjects. For man-

kind are by no means agreed about the things to be taught.. The
existing practice is perplexing, no one knows on what jOrinci,le we

should proceed should the useful in life, or should virtue, or
should higher knowledge be the aim of our training, all three
options have been entertained."

The contemporary relevance of the nature of the controversies is strik-
ing. Yet, as we have noted already, such a political view of the cur-
riculum has not been common in the literature:

In a recent article, Connelly and his colleagues suggested that the
concept Of "stakeholders" can help in explaining the roles of the many
individuals and groups who hold views about the school curriculum and

desire to influence curriculum decisions correspondingly.8 As they point
but, everyone has some stake in the school curriculum.

This claim may be direct and immediate, or it may be tenuous or

obscure but it is always there; whether strident or passively si-
lent. The school is the creature of society, shaping it and being
shaped by it reflecting its characteristics and responding to its

needs; and in so doing, it and the teacher cannot disregard the

stakeholders."
Students, teachers, parents, school trustees; the scientific community,
industry, the labour movement and many other groups and institutions
all hold stakes in the science curriculum: The critics of science education
WhoSe comments were outlined earlirx are all stakeholders and their
stakes are as different as their backgrounds and viewpoints. In recogniz-

ing A variety of stakeholders in the science curriculum, we are not neces-
sarily imputing to such individuals or groups any improper motivation
or intent to subvert the schools to their own purposes. We merely recog-
nize a reality whose existence must be of key importance in planning a
study on science education in Canadian schools.

A study in which many stakes in the science curriculum are seen as

legitimate is likely to have a significantly different outcome than one
dominated by one or a narrow group of stakeholders; For example, in
the post-Spiitnik era, the science curriculum (especially in the US)

changed at leaSt at the level of rhetoric from an emphasis on the
)domestic and industrial application f science (dominant in the curricula
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of the 1940s and 1950s) to a more abstract and intellectually sophis-
ticated emphasis on the nature of science; its structure and processes. It
was no coincidence that this reorientation was influenced by scientists
in the academic community and funded (in the US at least) by the Na-
tional Science Foundation. Current concerns over the lack of relevance
of such curricula to society and to students' own experience of life are
demonstrating the effect of allowing one group of stakeholders to have
an overridinv e in determining the curriculum.

The stru ,ommitment of individual stakeholders to certain cur-
riculum emphases often results in their viewing other emphases
(equally strongly promoted by other stakeholders) as distractions, as
watering down the curriculum or as dow.nright misleading. The resis-
tance of some members of the scientific community to Symons's sugges-
tions that science be placed in a Canadian context is a case in point.
Decision makers must weigh the conflicting advice and ask who are the
relevant stakeholders and what are their stakes. If these questions are
not attended to the future direction of science education in Canada can
be determined by the loudest shout or the most devious political ma-
noeuvre. However, if the questions can be answered, then the issues can
be settled deliberatively with regard to the reasons for action.10 The pro-
cess should therefore be both political and rational.

Internal and External Stakeholders
Not all stakeholders are equal; however: The "internal stakeholders" are
politically or professionally accountable for the choices made in science
education. They are ministers of education and school trustees who
have political responsibility and accountability and their officials, ad-
ministrators and teachers; who are accountable by virtue of their em-
ployment in ministries or school systems. All others are, by definition,
"external stakeholders" university professors, persons in business
and industry; members of the public; parents and of course the Science
Council of Canada itself. They have stakes in the cumculum but are not
politically or professionally accountable for it. This combination of hav-
ing a stake in education and freedom from accountability gives them the
privilege of criticizing the work of education and many do, often and
vigorously. However, if external stakeholders are to contribute to the
improvement of education, they must observe and accept certain ethical
principles* governing their relationship to the internal stakeholders.11 A
specific instance of this relationship appears below:

During the course of the study; comments were made concerning
the propriety of a federally chartered and funded agency such as the
Science Council of Canada being involved in a study of science educa,
tion in elementary and secondary schools; clearly an area of provincial

These principles will be discussed in the context of their application in the specific
and different parts of the study.
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jurisdiction. The Science Council recognizes provincial authorities as in-
ternal and itself as external to the system of science education, but
argues that its mandate gives it an unquestionable stake in the enter-
prise. Moreover, the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada
(CMEC), in a formal vote at its meeting in September 1980, approved
cooperation with the Science Council in the study, subject to certain
conditions concerning the scope and day-to-day conduct of the study.

Finally, what of the Science Council of Canada's own stake in
science education? Since it has never declared itself on the subject in its
past reports, no "position" can be assumed in adVance. Indeed, the
study can be regarded as the means by which the Science Council has
determined the nature of its stake in the educational system. Its final re-
port of the present study is the statement from which its stake can be in-
ferred.* During the course of the study, Council has been concerned to
listen to others, to conduct its own research, and to facilitate delibera-
tions among a wide variety of Stakeholders.

Details of the Strategy
The third aim of the study, to stimulate active deliberation concerning
future options for science education in Canada," is the major one be-
cause both of the other aims are intended to contribute to its achieve-
ment: The following outlines the Means by which this goal has been
reached.

The name "deliberative inquiry" is intended to convey the idea of
two processes taking place in an integrated and mutually informing
manner throughout the study: inquiry into the present (and past) objec-
tives and methods of science education in schools, and deliberation over
future directionS in the field. Considered from another perspective,
these two processe8 each embody, though to differing extents, the ra-
tional and political characteristics essential to a study focussed on the
school curriculum. Indeed, it is possible at various stages of the study to
underStand its activities in terms of their rational and political functions.

To accomplish the aims of the study, deliberative inquiry must
generate three components:

a continuing commitment to delibeiratiOn and possible change
on the part of all stakeholders in Canadian science education;
particularly on the part of insiderS;
a reliable database about the context in which any proposed
change in science education must take place;
a range of issues and alternative courses of action to form the
substance of deliberation.

Since these components are interrelated, all three required simultaneous
attention. However, at any given time, one component occupied centre

See Report 36, &iince for Everk Student: Educating Canadians for Tomorrows World,
Science Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1984.
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stage. The study's progress comprised three overlapping phases, lasting
for some three and one half years (see Figure 11.2).

1. Issue identification (May 1980 to August 1982)
2. Data collection (January 1981 to December 1982)
3 Problem resolution (September 1982 to December 1983)

The following summary of the study's activities makes clear how each
phase contributes to each of the three components.

Figure 11.2 Schedule of the Study

0

Phase 1: What are the problems?
James Page's discussion paper, A Canadian Context for Science Education;
marked the beginning of the first phase; issue identification: This paper
was the first of a series of discussion papers; in which authors; from their
various perspectives as individual stakeholders; offered their particular
critical but constructive commentary on science education.12 Each paper
can be analyzed according to the view of the educated person its author
portrays and therefore according to what the author perceived to be the
learner's needs and the desirable aims for science education (see Ta-
ble 11.1 for our interpretation of the papers based on this analysis). From
their various perspectives, the authors criticized existing practices of
science education and suggested alternatives.

Some issues were more amenable to identification through work-
shops.than through discussion papers. The Science and Education Com-
mittee sponsored three workshops and published their proceedings.13
These papers and workshop proceedings were disseminated free of
charge to all who requested them. The study has also encouraged dis-
cussion by teachers, policymakers and other insiders. Supporting the
publications were bulletins sent out to a large mailing list of interested
individuals and speaking engagements undertaken by project staff
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throughout the country. A number of media interviews, magazine arti-
cles and reviews in professional journals helped to bring the study's
themes to the attention of the science education profession.

These forth§ of communication, especially the publications, from
which the others are derived, served three purposes. They stimulated
the insiders' awareness of criticisms of their enterprise and of the need
for them to participate in deliberations over future directions. The task
of stimulating deliberation was time-consuming and arduous, especially
in a country with the geographical; political and linguistic character of
Canada. However, science educators in all provinces and territories re-
ceived the communications and were actively imiblved in all aspects of

Table iia Summary of Positions Expressed by Discussion Papers
Pocitions Expressed

Author/Title
James Page;
A Cancidiiiii_
Context for Sciiiiee
Educatiai

Glen Aikenhead;
Science in Social
Issues: firiPlicationS
for Teaching

Donald George,
An Engineer's View
of Science Education

Hugh Munby,
What is Scientific
Thinking?

Man.c1 RiSi,
Macroscole:
Holistic Approach to
Science

DouglaS -Roberts;
Scientific Litera4:
Towards Balance in
Setting Goals for
School Science
Programs
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Selected Features
of the Educated
PerSon

A Canadian
citizen; aware of
his/her cultural
heritage
A person capable
of participating in
and
understanding
social and
political decisions

A solver of
practical prOblerni

An independent
thinker

A creative
contributor to
industry and
society

A scientifically
literate individual

Needs of Learners
and Implied Aims
for Science
Education

To understand
science as apart
of the cultural
fabric Of Canada

To understand
science as one
way of knowing
among many

To develop skills
such AS those of
the engineer

To understand_
the basis for one's
knowledge

To develop a
sceptical,
divergent,
questioning and
imaginative
approach towards
problem
situations

To reach a broad
spectrum of goals
through science
education

Critique of
Present Practice

Lack of a
Canadian context
In science
education
Science- taught as
all- and self-
sufficient

Only the skills of
the scientist
taught

Teaching
encourages
intellectual
dependence

Science taught
only as -a- body of
knowledge

An Imbalance of
aims



the study. This political function also had a rational component in that
debate and argument were undertaken wherever the papers were stud-
ied, and particularly in faculties of education. Out of these discussions
has developed a keener sense of some of the problems of science educa-
tion in Canadian schools, as viewed by both internal and external stake-
holders.

The discussion papers and workshops also contributed substantive
themes for the data-collection phase and furnished ideas about new di-
rections for the final deliberative phase of the study.

Phase 2: What are the facts?
As mentioned earlier, critics of science education (including the authors
of discussion papers) have frequently made claims about the existing
state of science education, for which there is no factual basis. Clearly;
the study needed to establish such a basis, if for no other reason than to
validate or invalidate these claims.

But beyond this need, deliberation over future directions also re-
quired a database about the present aims and practices of science educa-
tion. And the second phase of the study; the research or data-collection
phase; developed such a base: Not all types of empirical research on
science education are necessarily of value in building this database,
however: This research effort is not theory-oriented since its ultimate
goal is not that of acquiring knowledge but of informing the process of
deliberation. Action-oriented research is a less well understood or de-
veloped art (see chapter III for more details).

One of the constraints on research by outsiders such as the Science
Council in areas of insiders' responsibility is the need for both research-
ers and practitioners to work cooperatively. The Science Council and the
CMEC agreed upon general conditions at the outset. Both the ministers
and the CMEC secretariat were represented by observers at meetings of
the Science and Education Committee to advise on overall directions of
the study and to act as an official channel of communication between
the Committee and the CMEC. Furthermore; we did not conduct re-
search within any province without first consulting the corresponding
ministry/department of education: Finally; we sent copies of all reports
to ministries/departments of education sufficiently in advance of publi-
cation to allow for comments and criticisms.

No doubt; some will regard such negotiation and consultation
negatively; as threats to the independence and validity of the research.
However; we view the matter differently insiders such as ministries
and teachers can contribute to the research and by doing so increase its
validity and their commitment to its results. The dual nature of the
study is again evident; where even this most rational of the study's ac-
tivities has its political aspect.
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Phase 3: Where do we go from here?
In deliberative inquiry, conclusions are not deduced from theory nor in-
duced from experience. They are deliberated over using both research
data and value positions. As Schwab outlines:

"Deliberation is complex and arduous.... It must generate alterna-

tive solutions It must then weigh the alternatives and their
costs and consequences against one another, and choose, not the
right alternative, for there is no such thing, but the best one."14

Deliberations are limited to developing solutions that are the "best"
(under the circumstances) because those solutions have to be imple-
mented in real schools by real teacherS. Sometimes, programs for educa-
tional reform are developed on the basis of an ideal, what might be if
one could build a school system froni Scratch. However, rarely, if ever, is
one building from scratch without constraints. Implementing such pro-
grams sometimes distorts them beyond recognition.

The Science Council'S study is concerned with science education in
the schools that we have now and with how these can be improved, not
replaced. Whether or not a program can be feasibly implemented must
therefore be a constraint on the deliberative process. This is one of the
reasons why deliberative conferences were held separately, in each
province and territory, during the third phase of the study. In each of
these jurisdictionS, invitational conferences included a cross-section of
stakeholderS, both insiders and outsiders, to debate, in the light of the
Council's publications and research; the future needs and opportunities
for science education.

While specific agendas for each conference were developed locally,
all of them had three general objectives:

to review (a) the themes of the Science Council's study as set
out in published discussion papers arid workshop proceedings
and (b) the research data developed by the study, as these were

relevant to the province;
to identify desirable new directions for science education in the
province together with structural and other changes required to
implement these new directionS;
to develop suggestions for consideration by the Science Council
of Canada's Committee on Science and Education for the prepa-
ration of their final report.

Again, in this final phase,- the rational and political character of the pro-
cess is evident. While the deliberations attended to the reasons for
action, their broad representativeness (in terms of the array of stake-
holder-0 enhanced the political credibility of the outcome. For while
rationally argued -for solutions may be convincing intellectually, they
must alSo be politically acceptable if change is to take place. In sum-
mary, three ingredients are essential for successful deliberations.

1. People committed to finding or at least searching for solutions
to problems confronting science education. These must include
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insiders, those responsible for and professionally engaged in
science education; as well as an array of outsiders, those with a
stake in but no responsibility for the enterprise.

2. Information about the enterprise at hand, and about its aims
and teaching strategies in particular. This three-volume back-
ground study contains a major part of this information; how-
ever, participants in deliberation each have a personal base of
equally valuable information.

3. A set of issues and options for future action is the third and key
ingredient for deliberation. Again these are of two types: the
themes raised by the study through discussion papers and
workshops; and local issues of particular importance and
concern.

No deliberative process can be precisely mapped in advance: And
while the Science Council's role in the process is necessarily limited
both in scope and duration; the deliberations themselves need not be so
constrained: When the formal activities of the study are completed, it is
hoped and intended that the momentum of deliberations in each prov-
ince will be such that they continue.
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III. Research for Policy
Deliberation

Deliberations concerning the future orientation of science education
clearly need to be grounded in a firm base of knowledge about its Ores:
ent state. However; what is less easily determined in advance is the Spe=
cific information required for such a process and thus the type of
research program which should be mounted in the context of a delibera=
tive inquiry such as the present study. To some extent, the answers to
these questions have been anticipated in the first two chapters where;
first; the focus and, second, the overall strategy of the study have been
discussed. Two major features of the study from these earlier discus-
sions (the focus on aims of science education and the purposeof inform-
ing deliberatibri) are reviewed briefly here to set the stage for the
rationale and overview of the research program which follow.

Figure 1.2 (seep. 28) represents science education as the interplay of
four eleMentS --- the aims of science education and the corresponding
teaching strategies, as these two function in both the rhetoric and prac-
tice Of science teaching. These elements are designated for convenience
A,T,a,r. The "curriculum emphasis" concept has been described as the
means by which aims can be combined with science subject matter in
curriculum materials and instruction (AT) or by which curricular aims
or intentions can be inferred from observations of curriculum materials
and instruction (ta). The relation between the levels of rhetoric and
practice (Aat Tt) is more problematic as research concerning hoW
teachers translate curricula into practice or theorize about their own ex=
perience is still relatively new. This study may shed some light on this
important problem area; although that theoretical goal is not, of course,
its primary one.

The major purpose of this research program, as Set out in the
study's three overall objectives and discussed in the previous chapter, is
informing the deliberative process about the context of any changes be-
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ing contemplated. For this reason, it is important that information be
collected, not just about the four elements described earlier which are of
central interest to the Study, but also about the broader contexts in
Which these elements are set. Five such contexts can be identified as be-
ing particularly important in this regard:

a. policy context (curriculum guidelines; textbook authorizations,
teacher certification; etc.);

2. professional context (backgrounds; qualifications and experi-
ence of teachers; etc:);

3. instructional context (textbooks and other instructional re-
sources; also students, their abilities and interests, etc.);

4: instutional context (physical facilities, scheduling, class size,
etc:);

5: social context (attitudes of peers, school principals, parents,
school trustees, industry, universities, etc.).

These contextual factors are identified here to indicate the range of mat-
ters about which inforthation is required for deliberations where
changes in aims or teaching strategies are being contemplated.

The goal of this research informing the deliberative process is
sufficiently distinct from that of most science education research that
some reflection on the range of research strategies available and on their
relative appropriateness is Warranted in order to justify our particular
choice of a research program.

Explanatory Research and Prattical Research
Research for deliberation is not necessarily equivalent to science educa-
tion research in general. Certain forms or techniques of research may be
more appropriate than others. Although all research is directed towards
the generation of knowledge, it is necessary to determine which forms
of knowledge (and thetefore, which tools for knowledge generation) can
best serve the fiiriCtion of informing deliberation. The following piece of
conceptual analysis that contrasts two distinct functions of research
shows how we resolved this issue.

Most research activity in science education as in other disci-
plines = is designed to explain phenomena and events. Stephen
Toulmin speaks of the "explanatory ambitions" of scientists' and a
glance at any recent program of the National Association for Research in
Science Teaching or its journal, the journal of Research in Science Teaching,

shows this clearly. This aim; however, is not the only valid one.*
When teachers and policymakers make decisions in their class-

rooms or jurisdictions; they usually draw upon a very different form of

We hasten to add that, in the case of research in education, explanatory knowledge
is often intended to assist and improve educational practice. That this intention is
frequently unrealized has itself been an issue Of growing concern in recgpt years; it
has been the object of reflection and explanation in the literature.2 A sytTematic ac-
count of this matter is beyond the scope of the present work.
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knowledge than this formal explanatory type. They use what Freema
Elbaz calls "practical knowledge"3 or what Geoffrey Vickers describes
as an "appreciation of the situation." While Elbaz refers particularly to
the personal, intuitive knowledge of a situation possessed by an in-
dividual teacher, we shall adapt the concept of "practical knowledge" to
refer to the totality of information about a situation that one assembles
prior to making a decision. And practical research is; then; the process of
gathering information for use in such decision making.

These two types of research are crucially different in another way.
The results of explanatory research must be generalizable. Other re-
searchers must be able to replicate the research and show that the results
do not depend on the time or place but are true generally. By contrast,
the results of practical research must be directly relevant to the unique
situation at hand. For the teacher or policymaker, the same data may
have vastly different significance. Data concerning an atypical school
principal may be dismissed as "error" by one but be of key importance
and interest to the other.

In the present study, it was clearly practical research that was
needed to inform the deliberative process. It is inconsequential that this
research cannot be applied to other countries or other times. The knowl-
edge had to be relevant to each province and territory in which delibera-
tive conferences took place during 1983. And since the Science Council
of Canada's final report is national in scope, the knowledge had to be
relevant to the country as a whole.

Research Program Overview
Four principal projects and a number of additional ones have been un--
dertaken in the context of the study. The relationship of the following
major projects to the scope and purpose of the research as a whole is ex-
plained below (for a detailed account of the methodology and results of
each project; see the appropriate section or volume).

1: Analysis of Science Curriculum Policies (volume I, part two)
2. Analysis of Science Textbooks (volume I, part three)
3. Survey of Science Teachers (volume II)
4. Case Studies of Science Teaching (volume III)

Analysis of Science Curriculum Policies
In every province and territory of Canada; the aims; content and (some-
times) teaching strategies for school science programs are the subject of
policies established by the corresponding ministry/department of edu-
cation. Curriculum guides or guidelines contain statements of these
policies and they represent an important though limited _part of the
database for describing science education in Canadian schools._ Such
policy statements contain aims for science education at the level of rhet-
oric (A, see Figure 1.2). The major purpose of this research project was to
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analyze these documents to determine what types of aims are required
for science programs.

Science programs do not exist in a policy vacuum. They are set in
the context of the complete school curriculum. It was therefore impor-
tant to gather as much information as possible about the policy context
in each jurisdiction to understand each particular science curriculum
policy and to kompare the policies of different provinces for science
teaching; This project thus comprised two subprojects which together
provided information about the policy context of science education in
Canadian schools. One exami4es the place of science as a subject in the
curriculum and the other, the aims of specific science programs.

Analysis of Science Textbooks
One of the aspects of teaching strategy (T, Figure 1.2), often the subject
of policy regulation, is the selection of textbooks for use by students:
This regulation reflects an assumption on the part of the authorities that
one of the principal ways in which the aims of a science program are im-
plemented in practice is through the use of a textbook. Research from
many countries tends to support this assumption and data are presented
later that indicate the Canadian situation is, generally speaking, no dif-
ferent in this regard.

This being the case, it was important to determine the explicit aims
(A) of the textbooks in frequent use; together with their actual cur-
riculum emphases (t). From this information the implicit aims (a) of the
books were inferred. A comparison was then made among three ver-
sions of aims for science education: A (guidelines), A (textbooks, ex-
plicit); and a (textbooks, inferred from t). From such a comparison, an
assessment was made of the extent to which the aims stated for teaching
science are being realized in practice.

In addition to using the general categories of aims from the policy
analysis project, aims based on the criticisms of science education voiced
in the discussion paper series were also used as categories for analysis.
Interpretive inform tion gathered through interviews, survey data and
other research sources supplemented the reports of the policy and text-
book analyses. These additional sources are made clear in each instance:

Survey of Science Teachers
For an adequate appreciation of science education in Canada, the study
needed to go beyond the documentary analysis of policies of ministries/
departments of education and of the textbooks used in schools. It had to
gather the opinions of those most intimately involved in the profes-
sional practice of science education, namely, the teachers of science. A
survey was conducted to determine:

science teachers' beliefs concerning the importance of various
aims of science education;
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science teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of their teach-
ing in enabling studentS to achieve the various aims of science
education;

. obstacleS to the achievement of the various aims of science
education.

In short, we asked science teachers about their aims for teaching
science (A) (and thuS implicitly about the official aims). We also asked
about their approaches to teaching (T) and thus about the achievement
of their aims. And we asked for information about several of the con-
texts in which these aims and teaching strategies function, especially
about the professional, instructional, institutional and social contexts.

Case Studies of Sciekce Teaching
It is alwayS diffiCUlt for research to go beyond the level of rhetoric in de-
scribing the state of a practical art because most of the information
comes from written or oral accounts by practitioners that are necessarily
reflectiOn§ on their practice. However, case studies in education con-
ducted by trained observers have in recent years; been increasingly
used to penetrate the level of rhetoric and approach more closely the
level of practice. In the science education enterprise; studies directed by
Bob Stake and Jack Easley for the National Science Foundation in 1977
Clearly established the legitimacy and potential value of this type of re=
tearch.5 Volume III of this background study presents a series of case
studies that provide information about the actual teaching strategies (t)
used in classrooms; about the corresponding aims (a) and about the
ways in which teachers perceive their instructional, institutional and so-
cial contexts.

In their proposal for coordinating this research project, John Olson
and Tom Russell are quite clear about the value of such a research
strategy:

"One of the advantages of the case-study method is that the setting
in which events occur can be portrayed in detail. This detail is es-
sential for helping thOse who work outside the classroom to ap-
preciate and to assess interpretations of events that occur there.
And such appreciation is necessary for informed deliberation about
any compleX Matters of social policy."6

Case study research alWays draws upon any available sourcesof data to
gain a richer and deeper understanding of the phenomena under investi-
gation, and thiS is also true for the entire research program. During the
course of the Study, many informal or semiformal interchanges have
taken place among Science Council staff and science educators at all lev-
OS. Frani these encounters; much has been learned to help us interpret
and understand the data generated by the primary research projects.
Wherever possible, our use of such information in these volumes is
indicated.
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In addition to the four major projects, there are two research
projects whose state of progress at the time of writing prevents their in-
clusion in the present background study. It is intended that two addi-
tional studies, one reviewing historical aspects of science education in
Canada, and the other documenting statistical trends in enrolment in
science courses will ultimately be published. Both of these have obvious
though quite distinct contributions to make to deliberations on the fu-
ture direction of science education:

One of the most intriguing possibilities for a major research pro-
gram is the preparation of integrated accounts of the results. It might be
possible, for example, in the present study, to use the various themes of
the study, such as the "Canadian context" theme or the "science educa-
tion of women" theme, as foci for integrating results from each of the
four components of the research program.? While the present publica-
tion does not attempt such integrated analyses on a thematic basis, the
Council's final report on science education does, since policymakers and
teachers attend to such themes in their entirety and not in the uninte-
grated manner in which multiple research projects must perforce treat
them.
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Part Two

Analysis Of Science
Curriculum Policies



IV. Science in the SchtiO1
Curriculum

Teaching is a sufficiently complex and important activity that the need
to prepare and plan carefully for it is generally acknowledged. Of
course, the "curriculum" actually experienced by students in a class-
room is not always exactly the one that was planned. Nevertheless, the
expectation is that, by making certain strategic decisions in advance,
classroom events will have an overall shape and purpose they might
otherwise lack. The final curriculum planner is clearly the individual
teacher who must plan for each lesson in the light of the specific circum-
stances at hand. But the substance of a teacher's lesson plan is rarely
created de novo for each occasion by the teacher working independently
from scratch. The decision by teacher X to teach subject-matter topic A
using strategy B on a particular day is simply the last in a chain or net-
work of decisions made on previous occasions.

Some of these earlier decisions may have been the teacher's own,
made, for example, in the course of planning work for the year or week.
But others are likely to have been made elsewhere and intended to cover
many similar situations. And whatever the level at which those deci-
sions are made ministry of education, school district or school they
combine to form a context that limits the scope of the individual
teacher's specific planning. All of these limit-setting decisions can be re-
garded as curriculum policies. However, the policies that have particular
impact on the substance of teaching are those issued by ministries of
educations as curriculum guidelines covering each subject or course at
each level of schooling.

More specifically, two types of ministry policies exist both of
which affect the teaching and learning of science. One is concerned with
general matters which subjects must be offered in schools, the
amount of time to be spent on each subject, the requirements for a stu-
dent's graduation from high school, and so on This type of policy sets
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the policy context within which individual science programs are de=
veloped and is the focus of this chapter. The second deals with specific
matters the aims, content arid teaching strategies for science pro=
grams in schoOlS and is the focus of analysis and discussion in
chapter V.

Policy analyses are important to this study for two main reasons.
The major,focus of the study is the aims and objectives of science educa-
tion in Canada, and ministry policies set out the official aims and objec-
tives for science programs in schools. All instructional decisions
including the selection of textbooks and classroom activities can in
principle, be assessed by reference to these policies.* Secondly; the anal-
ysis of official policies for science education can help to assess the valid-
ity of the criticisms of science education: This analysis can help shape
deliberation concerning future aims for science education.

Methodology
The subject matter of two other reports is closely related to that of the
present one BOth have been prepared for the CMEC and both are used
extensively in this study.2 The first, Secondary Education in Canada: A Stu-
dent Transfer Guide, now in its third (1981) edition, was designed; as its
name suggests, to assist secondary schools in placing students newly ar-
rived from another province. It provides a useful overview of general
curriculum policies of each province and brief descriptions of secondary
school courses in each subject. Science: A Survey of Provincial Curricula at the
Elementary and Secondary Levels; is one of a series of reports designed to as-
sess the level of uniformity within Canadian curricula. As it examines
the science curriculum guidelines of all provinces; it is closely related to
the focus of the present study and has been useful as a cross-referefiCe
document.

The CMEC reports have their limitations. Neither of the reportS in=
cludes the territories. Since the Science Council's study includes both
provinces and territories, certain additional inquiries were required.'
Also; beCaiise Science: A Survey of Provincial Curricula at the Elementary and
Secondaty Levels haS a purpoSe and emphasis different from ours, we had
to review curriculum guidelines in a different way.

Given _this background, project staff followed a four -step procedure
to ensure the accuracy of the information in this study: First, ministries
in all provinces and territories were requested to send to the Science

This analysis of the official aims For science education was also used in the analysis
of science textbooks (part three of this volume) and in the survey of science teachers
(volume II),
" It ShoUld be pointed but here that the Northwest Territories follows the general
curriculum policies of Alberta; they have also developed, within that policytoritext;
science programs at all levels to meet the particular needs of their studenti.
the Yukon Territory follows the curriculum policies of British Columbia but has its
own science program at the elementary level
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Council copies of all policy documents relating to science curricula.3
These were collected during the period February to October 1980. The
second step involved summarizing the contents of each and analyzing
them using a common set of categories (November 1980 to February
1981).4 Third, we prepared a draft interim report and circulated it to
provincial officials for comment and correction of errors (fall 1981). This
process led to a final review and updating of the information for the
present study (August 1982).

This study, like all studies of this type, reflects the policies in force
at the time at which the documents were collected. Curriculum policies;
like other policies, change from time to time and it is both impossible
and undesirable to freeze such change for the duration of a study. The
CMEC study, though published in 1981; was based on documents col-
lected in June 1979. And our study, published in 1984, is based on docu-
ments collected to May 1982: Over one-quarter of the approximately
120 documents that we examined were published during the interven-
ing three years (1979 to 1982).

More specific information about the methodology of each analysis
of the documents is provided with the summary results. The remaining
sections of this chapter contain information about the range of science
courses offered in each province, the requirements for student gradua-
tion (with respect to science), the amount of time specified by provincial
policy to be spent on science courses, and the processes by which science
curriculum policies are developed in each province.

Science Course Offerings
Table IV.1 contains a summary of the science courses available in-each
province and territory for each of the three levels of schooling.5 In all
provinces, a basic core of science is offered throughout school, begin-
ning with an integrated program in the early years, continuing with a
gradual move towards separate science courses during the middle years,
and concluding with separate courses in physics, chemistry and biology
in the senior years. In addition, each province or territory offers a variety
of alternative courses at the senior level. One cannot tell without course
enrolment statistics which courses are taken by most students. For ex-
ample, in the Northwest Territories, it has been pointed out that many
more students take a general science course in grade 10 one specially
designed for students in the North than physics, chemistry and bi-
ology courses.

The mere existence of a science course communicates little about
substance of that course. While each ministry requires that science

b, aught at various levels, local school districts, schools and teachers
are expected to interpret and implement such a mandate. Thus, the de-
gree to which science is actually offered depends on many factors. How-
ever, ministry policies indicate more than simply which courses are to be
offered. Policies also set down graduation requirements for students.
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Table IV,1 - Science Course Offerings

Provime/Territory NH PEI NS NB Qué Out Man Sask_ Alta BC NWT YT

Early Years;

Sciencea X X X X X X X X X X X X

Middle Years:

Scienceb X X X X X X X X X X X Xd

Senior Yeirii:

Biology X X X X X X X X X X X' Xd

Chemistry X X X X X X X X X X X! Xd

Physics X X X X X X X X X X Xe Xd

General Science
e X X X1 Xs X X

Earth Science/Geology X_ X X X Xd

Physical Science Xs X X X X

Environmental Science () X X

Ecology/Conservation X X

Oceanography
(h)

X X

__Apiculture X (9 (9 (9

a In the early years, science is frequently taught not as a separate subject but in an integrated manner along with other parts of the curriculum:

b In Alberta and. Saskatchewan; life science is taught at grade earth science at grade 8 and physical science at grade 9. Elsewhere; each year's

program contains topics from several branches of science.

c Only courses considered by.ministries_of education as science courses are kited. Other tuuttes_Kthe school curriculum may, of course,

contain a science component, such as Health Education; Technological Studies, and 'People and Their Technology' See also note

d The Yukon follows British _Columbia curricula for these courses

The Northwest Territoriei follows Alberta curricula for these courses.

f Course is offered at vocational/practical level only._

; Courses are designed for students of 16Vier ability, NO ll such comes are listed,

h To be implemented in 1983.84;

'Agriculture is offered but not as part of a science prom. In Saikatchewan, it is part of a Saskatchewan Studies program; British Colunibia

and Alberta have separate agriculture programs.
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Science Requirements for Graduation
In the early years of school in all provinces and territories, students do
not choose what to study. Science is mandatory. Table IV.2 shows that
this is also the case for most jurisdictions in the middle years. However,
at the senior years; where extensive course selection is permitted, diffe.r=
ent provinces require students to take different numbers of science
courses to graduate. In practice, this means that-in seven of the 12 juris-
dictions, one science course beyond the end of grade 9 is required for
graduation. In Manitoba two science courses are required, while Prince
Edward Island and Nova Scotia do not require any science courses
beyond the grade 9 level for graduation. Quebec's new minimum re-
quirements (currently being implemented) include mandatory science
courses in grades _7 and 9 followed by one more course at the senior
level. In Ontario, beginning in 1984, one science course beyond grade 9
will be required.

Table IV.2 Science Requirements for Graduation

Province/Territory

Newfoundland

Prince Edward Island

Nova Scotia

New Brunswick

Quebec

Ontario
Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta
_ .

British Columbia Grades 8, 9, & 10 required

Northwest Territories Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

Yukon Territory Grades 8, 9 10_required

Middle Years Senior Years

Grades 7; 8; & 9 required

Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

Grades 7; 8; & 9 required

Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

Grades 7 & 9 requireda

Grades 7, 8, & 9 or 10b

Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

Grades 7, 8, & 9 required

In the process of implementation, 1982-86.
b Under review, 1982 -83

1 course (2
credits)

None required

None required

1 course required

1 course requireda

None required

2 courses required

1 course required

1 course (3
credits)

None required

1 course required

None required

Listed here are the minimum requirements for graduation, as stated
by ministry policy. Individual school districts or schools often have local
norms or expectations that raise the minimum requirements. In addi-
tion; because most ministries define their complete requirements for
graduation in terms of numbers of credits, courses or electives, it may, in,
practice; be very difficult for a student to meet these requirements with-
out taking a science course beyond those that are formally compulsory.*

For a more complete understanding of the degree to which science courses are taken
beyond the minimum requirements; the reader should consult the course enrolment
statistics (forthcoming).
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Time Spent on Science
In most jurisdictions, ministries of education specify the amount (or
proportion) of instructional time to be spent on each subject or course.
Table IV.3 summarizes policies of this type. Again, local factors may af-
fect the actual allotment of time particularly at the early-years level. To
draw conclusions from the data at this stage would be premature and
inappropriate. The focus of the study is on the aims of the science pro-
grams and the table is included to provide a background or context for
the analysis of curriculum guidelines (see chapter V).

Table IV.3 - Time Spent on Science
Minimum Time Required by Provincial Policy

(Hours per Year)a

I'rovince/Territory Early Years Middle Years Senior Yearsb

Newfoundland

Prince Edward Island

Nova Scotia

35 - 100

No stated
policy

100

100

No stated
policy

100

110 - 120

140 - 150

120

New Brunswick 60 80 140 - 150

Quebec 40 - 60C 100 135 - 150

Ontario No stated
policy

70 - 110d 110 - 120

Manitoba 50 - 100 100 - 110 110 - 120

Saskatchewan 100 105 100 - 120

Alberta 50 - 66 100 75 - 125

British Columbia 47 - 66 100 100 - 120

Northwest Territories 50 - 66 100 75 - 125

Yukon Territory 47 - 66 100 100 - 120

a Where necessary; calculated from policy statements on the basis of 180 to 200
instructional days per school year

b Times shown here are hours per course. A student may choose to take several
such courses.

c First cycle (grades 1-3) = 40 hours; second cycle (grades 4-6) = 60 hours.
d Grades 7 and 8 = 70 hours; grades 9 and 10 = 110 hours.

The Development of Science Curriculum Policies
It is natural enough that when people are not content with present poli-
cies they not only try to change them directly, they often question the
process by which they were generated. Sometimes this questioning may
arise from the conviction that a process yielding results of which they
disapprove must be flawed in some respect. Alternatively, it may simply
be that the process by which policies are developed is not well under-
stood and that the means of influencing the process in preferred direc-
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tions is therefore unclear. Curriculum policy development, including
textbook selection, is a case in point. In recent times, there have been
calls for reviews of these processes by individuals and groups with
openly declared interests in seeing specific policy decisions made (such
as creationist groups and textbook authors whose books have not been
approved for use in schools). We have; therefore; felt some obligation in
this study to describe the processes used at the provincial level to deter-
mine science curriculum policies and to select textbooks;

A word of caution before proceeding. Tne idea of two levels Of real-
ity a level of rhetoric and a level of practice is even more applicable
to an understanding of policymaking than teaching. How people actu-
ally make policy and how they say they make policy are often quite dif-
ferent. And this is not necessarily because the individuals are dishonest
but because policymaking processes are notoriously difficult to describe
in the sort of detail that enables one to understand how and why par-
ticular policies emerge:6 Case studies would probably provide the dear-
est insight into these processes but to date no such studies of provincial
curriculum policy development have been published: The data collected
in this study consist of general information about curriculum guideline
revision gathered through informal interviews with ministry officials in
each province, together with inferences drawn from the policy docu-
ments themselves.

aka lum Guideline Revision
Curriculum guides at all levels have been undergoing revision during
the past few years in most provinces. These new documents often repre-
sent radical revisions of former policy documents that had femained
substantially unchanged for 10 to 15 years. This latest round of changes
is seen in some provinces to be the beginning of a new system of cyclical
revision, in which documents are scheduled to be uSed, reviewed, re-
vised, tested and reissued on a regular three, four or five-year basis. Brit7
ish Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and Nova Scotia have all reported
using this approach. In most other provinces, revisions are irregular re-
sponses to perceived needs and the resulting policies remain in force un-
til circumstances demand and resources enable fresh revision:

Rarely do ministry officials act alone in revising guideline docu-
ments. Usually an ad hoc committee involving teachers is struck to de-
velop a draft document; Saskatchewan and British Columbia, for
example; report using school board trustees or officials on these commit-
tees; while several provinces involve university scientists and science
education faculties. Manitoba has a standing "K-12 science working
party;" consisting mostly of teachers, that maintains an overview of all
science curriculum policy development, appoints ad hoc committees and
recommends guideline documents to the ministry hierarchy. In Alberta,
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a "curriculum policies board," reporting to the Minister and including
fioni Several different areas of provincial life, supervises

policy development in all subject areas: It probably has the most com-
prehensive mandate of any such provincial committee in the country,
facilitating policy coordination among different areas of the curriculum.
In other provinces; such coordination is provided by _inhouse resources,
usually at the assistant deputy minister or branch director level.

The degree to which parents; industrialists, the business com-
munity or other outside stakeholders can become directly involved in
science curriculum policy deliberation is, m general, very small. There is
ample opportunity for teachers and other insiders to make input, since
the processes are open: Such processes have the advantage of being
fairly simple to manage but the disadvantage of being conservative since
few outsiders or even radical insiders become involved.

Policy development involves a complex blending of values with in-
formation about the context in which the policies are to function. The
use of committees ensures debate over value positions, but their re-
stricted membership means that the range of value positions is rarely
very broad. Information about the context in this case, about the pro-
vincial science education system can be introduced in two ways.
Either the participants pool their collective experience or they use sys-
tematic data collection. The former can be adequate where the province
is small (e.g.; Prince Edward Island) or Where the participants are care-
fully selected to reflect the province's diversity fie., linguistic groups;
economic regions, urban/rural distribution, etc.):-The latter process;
carefully controlled, can provide more useful information: The clearest
example of its use is in Biltigh Columbia, where students' }earning and
teachers' opinions are assessed on a regular basis and theresults fed into
the curriculum polity process. Some other provinces report the use of
some systematic data. However, the majority depend upon the personal
resources of their committee members:

In nearly every proVinte, the development of a draft policy docu-
ment is followed by a limited period of "validation" during which it is
sent out to a large nunibet of interested individuals for comment (e.g.,
Ontario) or kir "trial use" Manitoba); Following this evaluation
process, revisions are made (where necessary) before final approval by
the minister.

Textbook Selection
One of the key decisions to be made within the context of determining a
new science curriculum policy is concerned with the selection of text-
books for student use TeXtbookS (See part three) are a key component
of any curriculum and the process of their selection isof obvtous educa-
tional significance. But as teXtbobkS are professional as well as commer-
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daily profitable products; their selection is a matter of professional and
commercial interest to authors and publishers.

Every province uses some form of listing of textbooks for student
use In some cases, lists prescribe mandatory texts. In others, the listing
indicates that schools are able to obtain a price break on a 'particular
book if it is purchased through the ministry. Some provinces list only
one or two books for a particular course or level; others (e.g., Quebec
and Ontario) list many books from which schools or teachers may
choose (see chapter V and part three for more detail).

Although most provincial officials will state that textbooks should
be used as "resources to support a particular course and not as the course
of study itself," the curriculum guidelines themselves vary considerably
in their application of this principle. At one end of the scale, the guide-
line identifies no textbook; the content topic headings and aims of
science education have been developed with no particular textbook in
mind. Subsequently (and in the cases of Ontario and Quebec in a sepa-
rate policy document) textbook resources are listed for the course. Here,
the process is one of defining aims and topics first and selecting text-
books second. At the other end of the scale, curriculum guidelines iden-
tify one or more textbooks at the outset and the topics and aims in the
guidelines correspond directly to those textbooks. Here one must as-
sume that textbook selection was the controlling decision and that enu-
meration of aims and topics has followed. These examples are of course,
the extremes. In any instances, textbook selection and decisions about
the aims of science education are made together.

We wish to stress that we are not in any way advocating one pro-
cess rather than another. Often, extra-educational factors dictate the
choice of process. For example, when a new guideline is issued in On-
tario, commercial publishers contract authors to write textbooks to cor-
respond to the new guideline. These are then submitted for provincial
approval and listing. The province is large enough for the operation of a
relatively free market, which is further stimulated by a ministry policy
of not listing books authored or published outside Canada unless suit-
able Canadian books are unavailable. In many smaller provinces, how-
ever, because the potential market is too small for normal commercial
production and competition, the significance of the ministry s cur-
riculum decisions is severely restricted. In some situations (e.g., in New-
foundland, early years), only one book is listed and a commercial
publisher is given a monopoly in exchange for preparing a special edi-
tion for the province. In Quebec, through the intervention of its "Direc-
tion du materiel didactique," the Quebec ministry commissions
textbooks from publishers to fit its new curriculum guidelines. Else-
where, textbooks are selected from various sources by a committee or by
ministry officials.*

Several recent studies of educational textbook publishing in Canada give further
information on this complex topic?
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V. The Official Aims and
Strategies of Science
Education

While the policy context in which science curricula are developed is of
obvious importance to practitioners; the chief focus of the present study
is the substance of these science curr.culum policies. What are the aims
and objectives for which science is being taught and how are teachers
expected to achieve these aims? At least, what are the offlcial aims and
strategies that ministries of education intend to be implemented?

Science curriculum guidelines from each province contain ministry
policy in regard to three key components of the science curriculum:

Content of What to teach in science? or Which science top-
science ics are teachers expected to cover in their
teaching: courses?
Aims of science Why teach science? or What are mandated as
teaching: the purposes or objectives of science

courses?
Strategies of How to teach science? or Which methods; text-
science books; or instructional techniques are ap-
teaching: proved (or prescribed) for teaching science

courses?
Curriculum guidelines may also contain other information, such as time

;to be spent on individual parts of a course or guidelines for student
evaluation. Sometimes these additional topics have the force of policy,
sometimes they are simply advisory. In any case, all science guidelines
contain the three components noted above and our first task in analyz-
ing provincial science guidelines was to separate these logically distinct
parts. (Appendix A lists the guidelines analyzed in this study)
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Content of Science Teaching
We decided not to examine the area of "content" any further for two
principal reasons. First and most important, the issue of which science
topics are taught at each level of school is not central to the objectives of
the study. The study's objectives are concerned with aims and purposes
and with strategies for reaching theSe aims rather than with the science
topics which form the substance of school programs.

The second reason for setting the "content" category aside was that
the CMEC study, Science: A Survey of Provincial Curricula at the Elementary
and Secondary Levels,1 contains detailed content summaries for each of the
three levels. On the basis of their examination of this component of the
curriculum guidelineS, that study's authors, Haggerty and Hobbs; con-
clude that while "substantial similarity" in course content exists in the
early years, there is "even greater commonality" at the middle years;
the trend continuing to greater commonality" in the senior years.2

They also point out that the existence of "local options" in many cases
means that one cannot infer from the general conclusion (of commonal-
ity of topics in guidelines) that common topics are actually being taught
in schools across Canada. The present study can endorse this ciiialifiCa-
tion on the basis of our general experience (and on the basis of the case
studies in volume III);

Aims of Science Teaching
As we examined the many statements of aims for science education in
the guidelines of the _various ministries of education, two features
became immediately Obvious. First, as a group they are diverse. They
represent as broad a range of objectives as one is likely to encounter in
the practice or literature of science education; at least in North America.
Second, many statements, while superficially different in form; appear
to represent similar ideas. The diversity of statements called for a sys-
tem of classification that would permit sorting prior to identifying gen-
eral conclusions.

Eight categories were used for this classification a large enough
nur .bc r for reasonably precise definition; but not so large as to make the
task impossibly difficult. While the eight categories were derived induc-
tively from an examination of the guidelines themselves, there is a
strong correspondence between them and the sets of categories used by
other researchers in the fie d: Table V.1 lists the eight categories, to-
gether with an example illustrating an objective from each category. Be7
cause these categories of is occupy a central place in several
components of the research program, some further comments on each
appear below.
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Science Content
Some of the aims for science education most frequently encountered at
the level of practice, if not at the level of rhetoric, are that students
should know, understand and in various ways, be able to manipulate
the substance of scientific knowledge.4 Such aims stress the value of a
command of the products of scientific endeavour rather than the pro-
cesses of its development and application. This is frequently held to be
important by teachers at higher levels of schools and by colleges for
teachers at lower levels. The importance of scientific knowledge both
for its own sake and for (later) study or use is stressed here.5

Table V.1 - Categories of Aims for Science Education
Category Illustrative Example

I Science Content

Z. Scientific Skills/Processes

3: Science and Society

4: Nature of Science

5: Personal Growth

6: Science-Related Attitudes

"To increase the student's knowledge of basic
concepts u life, earth, and physical sciences"
(Manitoba)

"To develop facility in using the methods and
tools of science" (New Brunswick)

"To promote an understanding of the role that
science has in the development of societies
and the impact of society upon science"
(Alberta)
"To develop student appreciation of science as
a_ way of learning and communicating about
the self, the environment and the universe"
(Saskatchewan)

"To develop as an autonomous and creative
individual who will live in a scientific and
technological society" (Quebec)

"Create an enthusiasm for the method of
thinking that uses observed facts as data in a
logical method of solving problems" (British
Columbia)

7: Applied Science/Technology "Students should be exposed to a
representative sample of the technological
applications of science communications,
transportation, scientific research; medicine;
architecture, computers, household appliances,
energy" (Newfoundland)

8. Career Opportunities "To relate science to career opportunities in
technology, industry, commerce, business,
medicine engineering, education, research and
other areas in which science plays a role"
(Ontario)-

Scientific Skills/Processes
In recent years, aims concerned with developing so-called "process
skills" have become very popular among science educators. This in-
volves developing the skills of the scientist (best exemplified, perhaps,
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by the elementary science program, Science A Process Approach6) such as
observing, classifying, measuring, inferring, hypothesizing and soon;
The CMEC report on Science curricula cites a list of process skills from
the Manitoba Middle-years guideline, but nearly all provinces issue
similar littS, and many curriculum projects and textbooks in recent years
have claimed to provide for the development of process skills. Munby's
discUSSiOn paper7 urges science educators to reflect critically on the im-
portant objective of scientific thinking.

Science and Society
Aims concerning science content have presumably always been present
in curriculum guidelines and those focussed on skills and processes have
been popular for over a decade: However, objectives in the "science and
society" category are newer as popular faith in the social and economic
potential of science has waned. Aims in this category fOcUS on the in=-
teraction between science and society and particularly on such ethically
problematic areas as energy, genetic engineering and the prObleMS of in=
dustrial waste. As yet, few curriculum materials have aims in this Area as
their primary focus8 but the importance of such aims for an informed
citizenry has been increasingly stressed. 8 James Paget concern for a
"Canadian context" for science education falls within this category:

Nature of Science
These aims stress the processes of scientific inquiry rather than its prod-
ucts. However, unlike the category of skills and processes, these aims
intend the student_ to understand how science, as a discipline; "works."
Topics froth the history of science are often used here to help the stu-
dent understand some point about, for example, the development of
theories, the use of evidence or the nature of scientific discovery. The
series of secondary school science curricula developed in the 1950s and
1960s as a result of funding by the (US) National Science Foundation
PSSC Physics, CHEMStudy and rises Biology are classic examples of thiS
type of curriculum.

Personal Growth
For some people, all teaching and learning of school subjects, including
science, is justified in terms of individual, intellectual, moral and social
growth goalS of education common to all subjects. This presents the
problem_for science educators: "How can learning science contribute to
the attainment of these goals?" Several ministry guidelines show a
Variety of attempts to deal with this problem. Aims in this category
stress the development of such qualities as creativity; autonomy, coop-
eration, teamwork, a sense of .responsibility and even patriotism. As
"science content" aims are silent about the ultimate purposes of learning
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science, so .:pal growth" aims are equally silent about how science
teaching is _ted to contribute to a student's personal growth.

Science-Related Attitudes
Aims involving the development of various "attitudes" abound in min-
istry guidelines, textbooks and curriculum projects. There are least two
major groups of these attitudes. The first comprises attitudes held to be
characteristic of scientists "intellectual Ionesty, humility, open-
mindedness, willingness to investigate, desire for accurate
knowledge"" and the like. The second consists of attitudes which stu-
dents are intended to develop towards science, scientists or scientific ac-
tivity, such as interest, enthusiasm, appreciation or excitement. For the
purposes of the present analysis, we have grouped both of these to-
gether while recognizing that; pedagogically, it is probably not useful to
do so."

Applied Science/Technology
These aims focus upon informing the student of the uses of science in
industry, medicine or other technological fields. Having been very
popular in secondary school science education in the 1940s and 1950s,
such aims were largely displaced by those relating to the nature of
science. Recently, however, there seems to be a renewed interest in
these practical aims. The category is broad, ranging from such aims as
those advocated by Donald George in his discussion paper, An Engineer's
View of Science Educationin to those contained in the series of chemistry
textbooks called ALCHEM, which describes the applications of chemis-
try in industrial processes." Another aspect of the "Canadian context"
theme is involved here of course. Aims which stress the application of
science in technology can do so using Canadian examples and thus ful-
fill both aims simultaneously.

Career Opportunities
The potential for science education to contribute to the eventual em-
ployability of students is often interesting to the students themselves. It
is of even mor 7,eneral concern at times of economic recession or when
technological advances seem to be overtaking the former employment
prospects of many people, especially women. Aims in this area tend to
be contentious and hotly debated by academics who do not see job
training as a proper function for their institutions. However, ministries
of education do state such objectives and, while nobody seriously con-
tends that high schools are primarily job-training institutions, it would
appear equally simplistic to argue that they have no responsibilities
in preparing students for future careers. The potential for science
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education to contribute to this function of school thus gives rise to this
category of objective.

Analyzing the Ministry Guidelines
These eight categories of aims for science education are the tool with
which we analyzed the statements contained in ministry guidelines.
This analysis is not an exact scientific classification. Analyzing with
categories such as these is an instance of what Max Black calls "reason=
ing with loose concepts."14 The categories themselves are not preciSe or
well defined; they cannot be. It is a matter of judgement when one as
signs a "border-line" objective to a particular category, and we have
used our best judgement and have been aided by the critical commen-
tary of ministry officials. The analysis is simply intended to be useful.
The three levels of schooling early, middle and senior are the basis
for separate analyses (see Tables V.2 to V.6). Note that New Brunswick
has two columns in each of the tables, corresponding to the indepen-
dently developed English and French programs.

Early Years
Table V.2 shows the results of analyzing the aims of science education
set out in the early-years guidelines according to the eight categories of
aims. There appears to be a consensus regarding aims at thiS level among
all provinces and territories. Four categories of aims appear in all guide=
lines at this level: science content; scientific skills and processes, per
sonal growth and science-related attitudes. Three categories nature of
science, applied science/technology and career opportunities do not
appear in any guideline. Some difference of opinion exists over the
science and society aim; five jurisdictions include aims of this type.
However, aims referring to such matters as the development of a con-
cern for the environment were classified as science and society, and sev-
eral provinces include environmental studies as part of the content of
the early-years course. This analysis therefore confirms the trend;
identified by Haggerty and Hobbs, that the general goals of science
education at the early years stress "process skills and attitude
development. "lb

Middle Years
The science curriculum guidelines for the middle years are more recent
than those for the early years. With one exception, all guidelines have
been revised within the past five years. Table V.3 shows the results of
the analysis of the aims for this level. There is a distinct shift in priorities
from those of the early years. Science content is learned for its own sake
although process skills are also stressed and science and society aims AO=
pear in every guideline. Science-related attitudes, while they appear in
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Table V.2 - Aims of Science Education - Early Years

Province/Territory__ Nf Id PEI NS NB(E) NB(F) Qui Ont Man Sask Alta BC NWT Y1

Year of Guideline 1978_ 1978 1982_ 1977 1980 1975 1979 1971 1980 1981 1978 1978

Science Content X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Scientific Skills/Processes X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Science and Society X X X X

Nature of Science

Personal Growth X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Science.Related Attitudes X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Applied Science/Technology

Career Opportunities

Document undated_



Table V3 . Aims of Sdence- Education w Middle Yen

Province/Territory

Yeai of Guideline

Science Content

Nfid PEIb NS NB(E) NB(F) Qui On t Man SA _AltiLiecNWT

1980 (a) 1977_ 1980 1979 1980 1978 1979 1979 1978 1982 1979

Scientific Skills/Processes

Science and Society

Nature of Science

Personal Growth

Science-Related Attitudes

AO-plied Science/Technology

Career Opportunities

X X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X

I Document undated.

b Aims are not stated explicitly.

c Draft document only.

d Yukon follows RC program:



nine guidelines, are not stressed to the same degree as at the early years.
Finally, a number of guidelines stress the applications of science. It is
clear that programs at this level are intended to achieve a wider variety
of aims than those at the early level, and that a fair degree of consensus
exists among the various ministries concerning what those aims should
be

Senior Years
Since biology, chemistry, and physics are offered at the senior-years
level in every province, we decided to analyze only the guidelines corre-
sponding to these courses. The reader should consult enrolment figures
for an appreciation of the degree to which these courses are representa-
tive of the science taken by most students at this level; but these are
probably the chief options for most Canadian students: Tables VA; V.5
and V.6 show the results of analyzing guidelines in biology; chemistry
and physics. Two immediate patterns are evident. There is less agree-
ment about aims at the secondary level and there is a broader range of
aims than for either of the other two levels. An increased concern for
learning about the nature and applications of science is notable. Corre-
spondingly, there is less emphasis on aims concerning "personal
growth" and the development of attitudes. The inclusion of "science
and society" aims seems to be related to the date of the guidelines: these
aims appear more frequently in the most recently published documents.

A number of questions arise from the results of this analysis but
s;nce several involve both the alms themselves and the strategies recom-
mended for their attainment, they are discussed after the review of min-
istry policies concerning textbooks and teaching strategies.

Strategies of Science Teaching
To achieve a variety of education aims, a corresponding variety of
teaching strategies is required.16 Therefore; the study examined cur-
riculum guidelines that prescribed strategies for the achievement of the
stated aims. In general, guidelines provide few strategies for teachers;
those that appear are reviewed briefly below.

The chief policy instrument used by all ministries to control or in-
fluence teaching strategies is the prescription, authorization or approval
of textbooks for student use. The degree of regulation varies from prov-
ince to province. Some provinces (such as British Columbia) make man-
datory a very limited range of tektbbokS at each level. Other provinces
(such as Ontario and Quebec) authorize a very wide selection from
which schools or teachers may choose. Elsewhere, guidelines list from
two to six approved books and schools or teachers may use any of these
they choose. In some jurisdictions, other (unlisted) books may be used
although the cost of such books may be higher (if listed books are sold
through the ministry at special rates).
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Table VA - Aims of Science Education - Senior Years (Biology)

Province/Territory Nfld PEll NS NB(E) NB(F) Qué Onta Manbg SAVA Alt e _Bec N1/4Trd YTdJ

Year of Guideline 1982 1978 1980 1972 1971 1981 1971 1977 1974

Science Content X X X X X X X X X

Scientific Skills/Processes X X X X X X X X

Science and Society X X X X X

Nature of Science X X X X X X

Personal Growth

Science-Related Attitudes X X X

Applied Science/Technology X X X

Career Opportunities

Guidelines being revised; no analysis possible.

b Pilot program._

c No aims stated in guideline.

d NWT follows Alberta program; Yukon follows 8C program.

e Science as a foundation for further study is emphasized.

f Additional aims OA catepriesit 6, an firmcifled in an overview of aims of secondary school science.
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Table V.5 - Aims of Science Ekation - Senior Years (Chiral Str9

Province/Territory Nfld PEIa NSr NB(E) NB(F) Qui Onta Manb Saskc Alta1__BCCIWTd yd

Year of Guideline 1982 1977 1979 1980 1976 1981 1976 1977 1978

Science Content

Scientific Skills/Processes

Science and Society

X X X

X X X X X

Nature of Science X X X X X X X

Personal Growth

Science-Related Attitudei X X X

Applied Science/Technology X X X X X X X

Career Opportunities
X X

a Guidelines being revised; no analysis possible.

b Pilot program,

Aims not stated explicitly in guideline.

d NWT follows Alberta prograrkYukon _follows BC program.

Science as a foundation for further study is emphasiied,

f Additional aims (in categories 5_and b) are specified in an overview of aims of secondary school science.
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Table V.6 - Aims of Science Education Senior Years (Physics)

Province/Territory NI Id PEla NSd NB(E) NB(F) _OriRiAanbAlsk_ Altae BC NW? YTc

Year of Guideline 1982

Science Content X

Scientific Skills/ Processes

Science and Society

Nature of Science

Personal Growth

Science-Related Attitlides

Applied Science/Technology

Career Opportunities

X

1977 1979 1974 1980 1981 1976 1977 1981

X X X X

X X X

X X X X

X X X X

X X

X X X X

X X

Guideline being revised; no analysis possible.

b Pilot program.

NWT follows Alberta program; Yukon follows BC proparn.

d Science as a foundation for further study is emphasized.

e Additional aims (in categories 5 and 7) are specified in an overview o , I1, I ' lit, 1 1 1 ,



Appendix B contains a list of 174 textbooks listed by ministries of
education (in the most recent documents available). This list only in-
cludes textbooks for student use which cover a complete course or a
large part of one (i.e., not kits of equipment, audiovisual packages or
single-topic books). This list does not necessarily reflect all books in use
in Canadian schools. In some schools, books formerly listed but now of-
ficially dropped are still used. Schools in some provinces have the right
to use books not approved by the ministry. General comments about the
selection of textbooks approved for use at each level follow. (For a de-
tailed discussion of individual textbooks, their usage and content, see
part three.)

Eat ly Years
Ministry guidelines prescribe almost no teaching strategies at this level
except for general injunctions that the program should be "activity-
based" or that teachers should use the "inquiry approach." In Alberta,
the latter term is defined in terms of students developing and practising
"process skills." Elsewhere this term is often used but not elaborated on.
In most guidelines; the content is divided into small units and, occasion-
ally, student activities are suggested for teaching this content. However,
strategies for teaching are never cross-referenced to specific aims and it
is generally assumed that decisions in this area are best left to the
teacher.

A total of 36 textbooks are listed for use at the early-years level
across Canada, 20 of which appear on more than one provincial list (see
Appendix B for more details). Their use may be significantly different
from the pattern of ministry listings. Information about this was col-
lected through a survey of teachers and is reported in part three. Part
three also discusses the aims and characteristics of those books identi-
fied as being used most frequently.

Middle Years
As in the early years, the curriculum guidelines prescribe few teaching
strategies, leaving these decisions to the teacher. Again; several guide-
lines stress an "activity approach." Some 53 textbooks are listed across
the country, 21 of these appear in more than one list, and only 9 in more
than two It was therefore difficult to compile a comprehensive and rep-
resentative list (see Appendix B for the complete list and individual pro-
vincial documents for more specific provincial lists).

Senior Years
Mere topic listing and textbook prescriptions are the norm here. In bi-
ology, 23 books are listed; 13 appearing more than once; in chemistry, 29
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are listed; 16 more than once; and in physics, 32 are listed, and 10 appear
more than once (see Appendix B for detailed listings of these books).

Conclusions: Questions for Research and Deliberation
During the course of analyzing the ministry policy documents, a series
of questions emerged about the study's _overall goal of stimulating
deliberation about the future directions of science education. Most of
these questions cannot be answered definitively at this stage. More re-
search may be required. Also many of the questions involve value issues
that require a position to be taken rather than an answer calculated
they must be responded to through deliberation in each jurisdiction.

The questions are classified into groups. The first two questions
concern the overall orientation of science in schools; numbers 3 to 6
focus on specific aims for science education; and number 7 discusses the
themes brought out in the Science Council's study in relation to provin-
cial science curriculum policies.

Orientation of 'Science in Schools

1. The number; variety and balance of aims for science education : How many dif-
ferent objectives can a science program be expected to reach? As we ex-
amined a number of the provincial documents, this question arose in our
minds frequently. Some documents specify as many as 10 different aims
for a single science program. Guidelines at the middle and senior years
often stipulate a broad range of aims (see Tables V.3 to V.6, pp. 67-71).
Can a program enable students to achieve many objectives or can only a
few be achieved thoroughly? No guideline document se; out any order
of priority of aims. Can one assume therefore that all of the stated aims
are equally important? If not, what is the proper balance for many var-
ied aims? These issues call for clearer resolution than is provided in most
ministry policies.

The problem becomes of particular practical significance when one
considers whether instructional resources are adequate to meet many
varied objectives in science education.* In other words; is the range of
textbooks listed by ministries adequate to meet the range of stiptilated
objectives as distinct from the range of content topics specified in
the guidelines? What additional provisions are schools and teachers ex-
pected to make to ensure that opportunities exist for the attainment of
the broad arrays of aims?

One way of approaching answers to these difficult questions is to
ask. "Wha: practical difference to the day-by-day teaching of science
wo ci it make if each one of a ministry's aims were separately
dropped?" If the honest answer, in any given instance, is that no differ-
.ence would result, one may indeed question the function of that

For an examination of the objectives of the specific textbooks most often used see
part three.
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particular aim. The insertion of an aim in a guideline for rhetorical pur:
poses because, like motherhood; one cannot be against it is not only
useless window dressing; it serves to blunt and confuse what could be
an incisive direction to science teachers. Moreover, in some guidelines,
an impressive set of general aims for a program is followed by sets of
course objectives that even taken together, do not amount to the overall
aims. As we have noted earlier; the aim or purpose of a scier prograth
can be of great significance for the students. If there are too many differ-
ent aims, if they are vague or carelessly stated or if thbge specified are
not perceived by teachers to be attainable, then they will likely be ig-
nored. Ministries of education will then have little control over the di-
rection of resulting programs.

2. The relation_ of science to other subjects : A number of guidelines for the
early years refer to the need to relate science to social studies. The inc1L-
Sion of environmental studies at this level provides an excellent oppor-
tunity for this integration to take place. At the middle years in Atlantic
Canada and Ontario, science is integrated with other subjects; whereas
in western Canada, life science, earth science and physical science are
presented in separate years. Apart from these two instances, the relation
of science to other subjects in the curriculum is almost never discussed.
How then is the teaching of science supposed to relate to the teaching
of social studies (at higher levels of school; especially), to the teaching of
mathematics and to the teaching of so-called technological (or technical)
subjects? These questions need resolution in practice and at present
there appears to be little ministry-level direction.

Specific Aims for Science Education

3. The learning of science content as an objective : Not surprisingly, perhaps,
the aim most frequently encountered in guidelines at all levelS WAS for
students to learn something of the content of science. Clearly, in a
science course, science content must be present. But often, especially at
the early years; one hears the claim that the chief function of content is
to act as a vehicle for reaching other educational goals. Yet, as OVeri
brief examination of many guidelines can demonstrate, the detailed ar=
rangement of the science topics to be learned frequently occupies most
of the document. Science educators must ask themselves carefully and
critically what is the real balance of importance between the learning of
Content and other objectives. This is of practical significance on a day -
to =day basis when teachers and, increasingly, ministries also attempt to
evaluate students' achievement.

4. ProceSS skills : If learning science content is the aim most often encoun-
tered, then the development of "process skills" is a close second. As in-
dicated earlier, several lists of these skills exist in various guidelines but
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whichrarely, if ever; is any advice provided stating hich skills are feasible for
a given level. Consequently, a list WhiCh includes as diverse a collection
of skills as "observing," "controlling variables_" and "theorizing" is ap-
pended to guidelines for programs at all levels for students at various
stages of intellectual development. Clearly, some skills cannot be de7
veloped at the elementary leVel while others are likely redundant at the
senior level. Yet, rarely is a hierarchy of skills cross-referenced to differ-
ent grades, ages or developmental levels. Such a casual approach to ob-
jective setting can result in only the lowest-level skills being attended to
or the total neglect of higher=level inquiry skills: It would appear that
the jiiStifiCation for including this objective at the senior-years level
that the development of such skills can enhance the student's ability to
"solve prbblems" in life generally should be particularly questioned.
Marcel Risi's discussion paper17 moves one to doubt the validity of such
a claim.

5. Science=related attidu es as -!:jectives This category incorpor,':es two dif-
ferent types of attitude attitudes held to be characteristic of scientists
and ii.ttittides towards science; scientists and scientific activity. Aims de-
signed to develop both types of attitudes are encountered at all levels
without Any indication as to how a teacher should engender_ such atti-
tudes. It has even been suggestedls that developing an attitude towards
something entails taking a value position towards it, and that deliber-
ately catisiTtg students to take up a position of, say, valuing science must
involve indoctrination on the part of the teacher. The argument con-
cludes that if the process cannot be a rational one, then it is unethical to
conduct it as part of public education. While the reader may not find
such an argument entirely convincing, he or she may nevertheless ask
liow such aims can in fact be achieved in a defensible manner.

6. Science and society and applied 5cieuce/ technology objectives : Several critics of
science education complained that not enough attention was paid to the
interaction of science and Society. As well popular wisdom in schools
often regards ministry Odlide§ as follovving rather than leading cur-
riculum change. Butaims dealing with understanding aspects of the in-
teractions among science, technology and society are clearly appearing
more Often in ministry guidelines: How can we explain this paradox?
Are textbooks lacking in this area, do teachers not rate these aims as im-
portant or are the critics and popular wisdom wrong?

The Study k Themes in Relation to
Provincial Science Curriculum Policies

7. Issues from the study 's discussion papers and workshops : During this analysis
We were concerned to see whether the issues raised by the discussion
paper series and their implicit criticisms of science education (see
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Table 11.1) appeared in the guidelines. The issue of a Canadian context
for science education appeared only occasionally. For example, the
Northwest Territories provides programs designed to help students un-
derstand science as it applies to their unique northern environment;
Prince Ed Ward ISland has an agriculture component in its middle-years
Science program. No guidelines referred to the processes of engineering
thOugh some mentioned technology and the products of applied science.
And no guideline at any level made any statements concerning the
needs of both girls and boys. Apparently, ministry policy statements do
not generally consider these important. Whether or not they are impor-
tant is clearly a matter for deliberation within each province.

Further issues for deliberation are set out in the textbook analysis
(part three), the survey of teachers (volume II) and case studies
(volume III). But while research may clarify the issues; the task of decid-
ing and choo t; must rest with those in each jurisdiction who are
charged with responsibility for developing policy. It is them task that the
process of deliberation is intended to facilitate.
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Part Three

Analysis of Science
Textbooks
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VI. Textbooks in Science
Education

The aims of science teaching; as set out in official policies; are either in
harmony or conflict with two other sets of intentions, namely those of
teachers (see volume II) and those found in tc:K'.books. Part three of the
study focusses on textbook aims and summarizes the degree of overlap
with those of teachers and policy documents. Of course, an account of
the intentions expressed by authors of science textbooks, however com-
plete, is an inadequate basis for us to evaluate the ways in which text-
books affect educational practice. Textbooks, as we shall demonstrate,
are still one of the principal ways of reaching the aims of science cur-
ricula; the present analysis therefore examines the opportunities text-
books provide for students to achieve these aims. Finally; this section
will enable the reader to determine the extent to which certain criticisms
of science education in general are specifically applicable to science text-
books.

In order to make clear the importance of textbooks both as a tool in
science teaching and also as an economic commodity; discussion of the
methodology and results of the analysis is prefaced by a few comments
on the place given to textbooks in official guidelines, their role in science
classes and their place in the educational publishing market.

Official Policies
Despite the upheavals science education has gone through in the last 20
years, the textbook has continued to play an important part in the enter-
prise. Its function, however, has changed. Not long ago; the textbook
was not only the sole reference work available to students it was for
all practical purposes, the entire program; Since the beginning of the
1960s, the shift of emphasis towards training in the scientific method
and a concern for imividualized instruction have led educational
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authorities to recommend the use of several textbooks rather than a sin-
gle one he following excerpt from an official document of the Ontario
mini.try of education illustrates this trend:

"There is need to recognize the trend away from the use of a single
text per grade as the principal instrument of instruction, and
towards the use of a variety of books in any subject area Educa-
tional research has confirmed the fact that the rate and degree of
pupil growth and maturity vary. Teachers %List be provided with
an ever-increasing selection of books and instructional materials in
order to be able to choose those that meet the different nee4 and
aptitudes of their pupils.

"Similarly; children must have access to an ample variety of
print materials if they are to develop facility in choosing those ap-
propriate to their immediate needs."1

The Quebec ministry of education has recently begun a radical revision
of the role of the textbook. In the policy statement and plan of action,
"The Schools of Quebec," the follOWing illiiStrates clearly how certain
provinces are moving towards a textbook-centred program:

"The present situation obliges the Ministere to take steps to restore
the textbook to its primary role among teaching materials and to
emphasize its value as a baSic teaching tool."2

The Saskatchewan department of education, in its directives concerning
textbooks, after discussing the advantages and disadvantages of asingle
textbook, suggests a compromise:

"Although the single textbook option is not the most highly recom-
mended approach, it may be a reasonable starting point. Working
with their own copies of the other te*tbooks, teachers will find
which ones are most useful and can accumulate, year by year, addi-
tional copies for Student use. In this way, a gradual transition to the
multi-textbook approach can be achieved."3

Thus, whatever their position regarding the number of textbooks to be
used, ministries of education agree that textbooks play an important
role as a teaching tool.

Whether or not a particular textbook is used in a given science
classroom depends on a number of factors; the most importantbeing the
approval, authorization or prescription of ministry policy. This factor,
although essential; is not by itself sufficient. Intermediary_ bodies (school
board and/or school) also have a say in the matter, and this includes fi-
nancial considerations. And in the end, the teacher usually has the final
choice. For the purposes of our study, we examined the considerable
variety of science textbooks in use in Canadian schools. Appendix B
lists 174 titles prescribed; approved or atithoriied by ministries. Even al-
lowing for a reduction in this number to account for the existence of
both French and English versions of the same text, the list remains im-
pressive. Furthermore, our survey ShOWS that the more than 4000 re-
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spondents use roughly 250 different titles, some of which do not even
appear in official policies.

The Importance of Textbooks to Teachers
The survey of science teachers asked three questions about textbooks:
their use in classes, their usefulness in course preparation and who, ac-
cording to teachers, should be responsible for their selection: Both the
questions and fhe detailed results are found in volume H. Here we
merely indicate the broad trends that emerge from the responses.

Textbook use by students varies greatly from province to province.
For example, in Canada as a whole, about six out of 10 teachers in the
early years indicate that their students do not use'a science textbook. In
itself this information is hardly significant unless we add that this pro-
portion varies from about 3 per cent in Newfoundland to about 90 per
cent in Ontario. In the middle and senior years the differences between
provinces decrease: the proportion of science teachers whose students
use a science textbook rises from about 75 per cent in the middle years to
90 per cent in the senior years:

While many students do not use science textbooks during instruc-
tion; their instructors and teachers do use them to prepare their lessons.
The survey asked respondents to appraise the relative usefulness of 13
teaching aids in the preparation of science lessons. The replies of teach-
ers in the early years differ from those of their colleagues at higher lev-
els. Curriculum resources from the school library were rated as fairly or
,-..ry useful by 80 per cent of early-years teachers while 65 per cent of
these teachers feel the same way about curriculum materials prepared in
their school or school board. Finally, 62 per cent agree that the textbooks
approved at the provincial level are fairly or very useful in lesson
preparation.

At the middle-years level, 77 per cent of science teachers find text-
books other than the approved ones to be fairly or very useful; 73 per
cent feel this way about approved textbooks and 70 per cent share this
vie ,,v about materials from the library.

At the senior-years level, 83 per cent and 78 per cent of science
teachers consider textbooks other than the approved ones fairly or very
useful in preparing their lessons; 78 per cent rated approved textbooks
in this way; and 70 per cent of them feel this. way about materials such
as science magazines, journals and newsletters.

For a detailed presentation of the responses to these questions, see
volume H. Here we focus on curriculum resources that most teachers
find useful in lesson preparation. It is interesting to note that teachers
view textbooks (both those approved and others) as useful aids in the
preparation of science courses, that agreement on this point increases
with grade level, that curriculum resources from the school library are
considered less and less important from primary to the end of secondary
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school, and that textbooks other than the approved ones are perceived
to be useful in course preparation, more useful in fact than the approved
ones.

The survey also asked science teachers to indicate which of six
listed authorities should be responsible for selecting textbooks. At all
three levels, the teachers, in a proportion varying from 44 per cent to
52 per cent, support the proposal that a committee of teachers at the
schooi-board level should be given the responsibility for selecting text-
books. All other authorit: .!s receive less than 14 per cent support. Fully
half the teachers, therefore, want to be responsible for choosing text-_
books and want this responsibility to be exercised at the school-board
level (see volume II for more information):

None of this can show us how textbooks are actually used in prac-
tice. If textbooks really are used, how are they used? The reader will find
answers to some of these questions in the series of case studies under-
taken during the fall of 1981 in eight Canadian schools (see volume III):

Science Textbooks and Teacher Satisfaction
In section 3 of the questionnaire, the teachers were asked whether a
science textbook was used by the students in the class that they taught
most often in 1981 to 1982. Out of 4206 respondents, 2631 answered in
the affirmative; of these, 1927 teachers evaluated the following 10 as-
pects of the textbooks they were using:

1. appropriateness of the science content for the grade level
taught;

2. relationship of the text's objectives with the teacher's
priorities;

3. readability for students;
4. illustrations; photographs; etc.;
5. suggested activities;
6. Canadian examples;
7. accounts of the applications of science;
8. appropriateness kir slow students;
q. appropriateness for bright students;

10. references for further readings.
Respondents were also asked to give their overall impressions of the
textbook used (see volume II).

In this section, we examine in greater detail the results of an anal-
ysis of 50 textbooks (or series of textbooks) that; according to the survey
data, are the ones most frequently used in Canadian schools (see Ap-
pendix C for tabular results). The tables show a number of significant
trends. First; teachers are generally quite satisfied with their textbooks.
Of the 50 textbooks; 36 are considered completely or fairly adequate by
two-thirds or more of their users. This is the case for all the physics text-
books and almost all the biology and chemistry textbooks used at the
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senior-years level. Moreover, only three textbooks are considered com-
pletely inadequate, two of Which were evaluated by only five or six re-
spondents. The rest of the textbooks (11 out of 50) were rated as
mediocre or fair. All but two of the French-language textbooks fall into
this category, but in view of the small number of respondents who eva-
luated these textbooks, it would be premature to attempt to draw any
definitive conclusion.

With one exception, the most frequently used textbooks are also
those which create the beat overall impression. At first sight; therefore;
it does not appear that teachers are often forced to use textbooks with
which they are not satisfied.

In Appendix C, the features of textbooks that were evaluated are
ranked by degree of adequacy, making it possible to determine quite
quickly which features are considered adequate or inadequate by the
largest inimber of respondents. For example, the presence of illustra-
tions is the most appreciated feature of almost all the early- and middle-
yeara biology textbooks, while, at the other extreme (for these same
tektbook0), appropriateness for the slow student is the least adequate
featiire (this was ranked last 10 times out of 13). Indeed; this feature is
inadequate in almost all textbooks; it is ranked tenth (least adequate
feature of all) for 24 of the textbooks and ninth for 18 others. So teach-
ers are saying that their textbooks are of little use in helping students
with learning difficulties.

Since our study is particularly concerned with the aims of science
teaching, one particularly interesting feature is the correspondence be-

tween a textbook's objectives and the educational priorities of the
teachers using it. For 28 of the 50 textbooks, at least three out of our
teachers believe that the textbook's objectives correspond with their
educational priorities completely or fairly well These features are
widely used 28 textbooks are used by 1300 out of a total of 1700 re-
spondents, that is; 75 per cent of the respondents. Here again, very few
(four) of the textbooks are seen as having an unsatisfactory correspond-
ence between their objectives and teachers' priorities. Since each of
these textbooks was evaluated by between five and seven teachers only;
no firm conclusion is Made. But, for only a few textbooks is the corre-
spondence betWeen their objectives and the teachers' priorities consid-
ered their most satisfactory feature.

Efforts made in recent years to increase the readability of science
textbooks have it appears, met with some success. Only nine textbooks
are considered inadequate in this respect by at least 50 per cent of the
users. These intliide the first editions of the following programs: CHEM-
Study (two textbooks;, PSSC (one textbook and its French translation)
and 1SP (French version of IPS). According to the francophone respond-
ent§, Les chernins de la science (the French version of STEM) and La chimie:
experiences et principes are less readable than the original English-language
versions. It is reasonable to suppose that the readability of the English
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original is difficult to preserve in translation. At present; it is hard to say
whether this is the only factor that can explain such a difference:

Teachers also evaluated the activities suggested in science text-
books. Those activities contained in eight of the textbooks are consid-
ered completely or fairly adequate by at least 80 per cent of their users:
These activities, however, are practically never the primary source of
satisfaction. At the other extreme; the activities suggested in nine text-
books are considered marginally or not at all adequate by at least 60 per
cent of their users. Curiously; this group contains seven of the 15 bi-
ology textbooks (see Appendix C for more details).

The results on the "Canadian examples" section were puzzling. In
particular; two textbooks that had no Canadian content were neverthe-
less considered adequate in this respect: It could be that teachers con-
sider Canadian content unimportant; in that case, they would consider
textbooks satisfactory even though they contain few or even no
Canadian examples. However; even though the teachers do not consider
an awareness of scientific activity in Canada a very important objective,
the absence of Canadian examples in the textbooks seems to trouble
them. For half of the textbooks, this feature is ranked ninth or tenth
(least adequate feature). It is also noteworthy that those textbooks that
do contain Canadian examples are considered adequate in this regard.
This is the case for Understanding Living Things and ALCHEM, for which
Canadian examples represent a major source of user satisfaction.

The degree of satisfaction regarding applications of science varies,
but rarely reaches a high level. On the whole, the senior-years teachers
do not consider science textbooks satisfactory in this respect.

At the beginning of this section, we pointed out that the teachers
are dissatisfied with the suitability of the textbooks for slow students.
Generally speaking, most of the textbooks are considered very suitable
for bright students, particularly at the senior-years level, where this fea-
ture is listed as the primary source of satisfaction for 13 out of 26 text-
books. However, a textbook that is adequate for bright students is often
considered inadequate for slow students. Very few textbooks are con-
sidered adequate for both of these groups; amongst these exceptions are
Fundamentals of Physics and, to a lesser extent; STEM and ALCHEM. Four
textbooks are considered (by over 50 per cent) to be inadequate for
bright students. Are these textbooks then adequate for slow students?
The answer is "no" for two of the textbooks in question and "yes" for
the other two: Since the number of respondents is small in three of the
four cases; it is once again difficult to draw any firm conclusions. Never-
theless; on the whole; the science textbooks used in Canada are consid-
ered by teachers to be much more appropriate for bright stOents than
for slow students.

Another feature which the survey respondents evaluated was the
number of references to other relevant books. Since we had not specified
to whom these references were to be relevant (students or teachers), the
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evaluation must be interpreted very generally: Fully 50 per
teachers are satisfied with this feature for 2 A of the 50 textb A
years biology textbooks are consioeic.' ':11.; re-
spect. Lastly; we note that These relevant references: r., ,cessarily
found in the student's textbook. For ex.rnole; alfr. ouejti one chemistry
textbobk; Foundations of Chemistry; has a 73 per cent adequacy rating with
regard to relevant references; the student's text contains no such refer-
ences. It must be supposed that these references are all found in the
teacher's edition of the book.

The final feature evaluated by respondents is the suitability of the
scientific content for the intellectual maturity of the students. Accord-
ing to the teachers; the great majority of the textbooks are adequate in
this respect; indeed, 39 of the 50 textbooks are considered fairly or
completely satisfactory by at least two-thirds of their users. This is par-
ticularly true for practically all textbooks intended for use in the senior-
years level.

In conclusion, the survey indicated that the teachers are generally
satisfied with their textbooks, finding them well illustrated, easy to reP
and generally well suited to the intellectual maturity of their students.
Teachers feel the textbooks have little to offer the slowest students but
do meet the requirements of the bright students. Is it possible to develop
a textbook which meets the requirements of both groups equally well?
The fact that many of the textbooks do not contain Canadian examples
or descriptions of science applications causes a certain amount of dis-
satisfaction among the teachers. And finally; the teachers consider that
science textbook objectives correspond adequately to their own priori-
ties. Th.: finding is not too surprising; as elsewhere in the questionnaire
the teachers state that they view the science textbooks as very important
tools in the preparation of their lessons.

The Science TextbooL Market
The Science Council's study is not primarily directed towards the prob-
lems of publishing science textbooks for use in the primary and second-
ary schools of Canada. Few studies have been devoted to this matter.
However; figures dating from 1976 and relating to the position occupied
by science textbooks in school textbook publishing are summarized in
Table VI.1.

From kindergarten to grade 13, the net sales of science textbooks
for the year 1976 amounted to $1 972 198. In the same year; the net
sales of all school textbooks intended for these grades came to
$41 962 525. Thus, science textbooks constitute 4:7 per-cent of the pub-
lishing market. In terms of numbers of copies sold; the 415 218 science
textbooks represent 3.6 per cent of the total 11 630 244 textbooks. One
may wonder at the existence of so many different titles in such a small
market. According to data provided by Statistics Canada; the volume of
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sales of textbooks fluctuates considerably from one year to the next. We
cannot therefore infer a clear trend, either upward or downward. How-
ever, any trend, if there is one, would be important because a consistent
drop in the Sale of textbooks would mean that teachers are using worn-
out or out-of-date books. Concerned at this possibility, the Ontario
Teachere Federation, in cooperation with the school group of the
Canadian Book Publishers' Council commissioned a study on textbooks
in Ontario classrooms. The author of the final report; Doris Ryan; notes
that:

about two-fifths of the books that teachers currently use in
their classes were published before 1975: Slightly more than
One-fifth of these books were published twelve or more years
Ago;
40 per cent of the teachers surveyed teach a class or subject in
which the textbooks available for student use are out-of-date;
among subject areas, out-of-date textbooks are in use most
often by teachers of history and geography, science, and
English.4

Table VI.1 Sales of School Science T,.xtbooks-, 1976
Lopies Sold Net Sales

Teaching Leirel English French English French

Early Years 81 913 43 134 370 749 192 407

Middle Years 75 774 15 712 374 916 108 566

Senior Years_ 172 670 26 015 7'2 048 153 492

Source: Statistics Canada, Book Publishmg: School Textbooks, 1976: Cat: 87 -603;
Statistics Canada, October, 1979.

own survey shows that a good number of science textbooks cur-
rently in use in Canadia.1 schools are getting old. This is of little impor-
tance for the scientific content which, as we will indicate later; is fairly
Standard. However, features such as avoidance of stereotypes; increased
Canadian content, a social perspective and some original scientific con-
tent appear mostly in the newer textbooks (published since 1975).
Deliberation over future directions for science educatk' should take
into account the aging of science textbooks.
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VII. Descriptive Analysis:
Aims and
Methodology

The analysis of textbooks is included in the strategy of deliberative in-
quiry to provide a database for informing the deliberations concerning
the directions of science teaching. Thus; we are not concerned with
evaluating science textbooks; but rather with describing some of their
significant features. Initially we examined the general prOpertiii of
science textbooks, then selected certain features for more detailed study,
on the basis of the general aims of the study and the Specific objectives
of this textbook analysis.

Selected Features of Science Textbooks
l'',e features of Science textbooks were considered: textbooks as
r. -:al Objects, their science content, the structure of this content, its

',ext, and their suggested teaching methods:

Textbooks as Material Objects
Textbooks have all the characteristics of other printed works. Their
material quality can be judged by such criteria as layout, the presence of
illustrations, the use of colour, legibility, readability, etc. Price, availa-
bility and country of origin may also influence the choice of a textbook:
And like any other material Object, a textbook may cause different reac-
tions in those who use it An example of this may be the security that
some patents, teachers or students feel as a result of having it in the
classroom.'
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The Science Content
Content consists of all the facts, laws and theories that constitute what
may he called the rhetoric- of science. Here are a few random examples
from various textbooks:

"Work is produced when a force is applied to a body and causes
th'.S body to move in the direction of motion of the force."
"Matualism is the association of two species where both species
benefit from this association."
"A + B ns AB and [AB] = k X [A] ic [B]."
"The statement that all matter consists of atoms is called the atomic
theory."

Tne Structure of the Content
Authors can hold di rent opinions concerning the choice of concepts
to be introduced in the course and the order of their presentation. in Ta-
ble VIII; two tables of contents from chemistry textbooks recom-
mended for the same school years in the same province illustrate the
point: Not only are the concepts presented in a different order; they are
introduced in a different way. Table VII.2 illustrates two ways of intro-
ducing the concept of oxidation-reduction.

Table v11.1 Comparison of Tables
Textbook AA

I Chemistry; an experimental
science

2. Tiy atomic theory.

3. Principles of chemical reactions

4. The - gas - Phase: An introduction
to kinetic theory

5. liquids and solids: An extension
of the kinetic theory

6. Solutions, solubility, and ions

7. Order among atoms

8. Composition of the atom and
radioactivity

9. Electrons in atoms

10. Chemical bonding

II. Energy in chemical and nuclear
reactions

12. The rates of chemical reactions

13. Chemical equilibrium

of Contents of Two Chemistry Textbooks
Textbook Bb

1. Introduction to the experimental
method

2. Mixtures, compounds and the
elements

3. Metallic and non-metallic
elements

4. The behaviour of matter

5. The atom

6: The electron universe

7. The periodic table of elements

8. Solids

9. The physical behaviour of gases

10. Chemical reactions and molar
ratios

11. The liquid phase and solutions

12. The thermal aspect of chemical
reactions

13. Reaction rate



Table VII.1 - continued from previous page
Textbook Aa

14. Aqueous acids and bases

15. Oxidation and reduction

16: The chemistry of carbon
compounds

17. Chemical bonding in gases,
liquids and solids

18. The halogens

Textbook Bb

14. The state of equilibrium

15. Solubility; a case of equilibrium

16. Acids and bases Of equilibrium
cases

17. Oxidation-reduction, a case of
equilibrium

18. Chemistry; the environment and
pollution

19: The fourth row transition
elements

4 Paul R. O'Connor .t al., Chemist-4: Experiments and Principles, D.C. Heath;
Torontoi p. viii.

h Rene Lahaie et al., Elements de chimie experimentale-, Editions HRW, Montreal,
1976, p. v (our translation).

Table VIL2 - Two Waya of Introducing the Concept of Oxidation-Reduc,iiii

Textbook Ca Textbook Ab

1. The nature of burning

2. Oxidation

3: Characteristics of oxygen

4. Activity of Oxygen

5. Requirements for burning

6. Oxidizing agents

7. Reduction and reducing agents

8. Electrons and oxidation

E/ectrochemistry

10. Current and voltage

11. Using electrode potentials

12. Predicting cell potentials

13. Prediction of reactions between
oxidizing and reducing agents

14. Balancing redox equatio as

'5. Oxidation numbeer:.

16. Historical backg-cund

1.The chemistry of electrochemical
cells

2. Redox reactions in a beaker

3. Competition for electrons

4.Volts; amperes, and eoulomb

5. The voltage of an electrochemical
cell and the tendency to accept
electrons

6.Predicting r-dox reactions

7. Storage batteries and
electrochemical cells

8.Corrosion of iron, an undesirable
redox reaction

9.The elect' 4.. process, a
nonspe.itaneous redo:: reaction

10 Quantitative relations in
electrolysis.

11. Balancing oxidation-reduction
equations

12.C:oxidation numbers

13. Review
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Table V11.2 - continued from previous page
TeXthOok C Textbook At'

11,ing redox elivations with
oxidation numbers

4 A. Mason _and C T. Sears, inquiries it & Bacon, Toronto; 1977;
pp. 303-428:
Paul R O'Connor et A., Chethit-rp: Experiments and Principle:; D.C. Heath,
Toronto, pp. 310-343.

Obviously; the Intent is the same to teach students how to predict the
redox reaction and balance the -6' , cation- reduction equations properly.
However; textbook C prefers to sl iit ts'.th the combustion phenomenon
(oxidation the process of with oxygen); whereas textbook
A uses electron traritei- as the guiding thread of the chapter.

Authors may employ one or more of the following criteria to struc-

ture content:
the historical se' l it, ice of the groWth Of knowledge;
the rogital order of ..71 modern reconstruction of a diScipline (the
structure of a discipline);
a hierarchical model of learning;
the cognitive leVel Of the tuderit and his prescientific ideas;
the des.,re to present scientific activity from different points of
view (cultural, social technological, etc.);
the aim of the course (preparation for higher studies or genera!
education);
force of habit (standardization of textbool,§).

The C-itext of the Science Content
Author enjoy considerable latittide in choosing the context in which
thnv pi ,ent the science The context s nay be defined briefly aS
the sum of all the infbrinatibri not included in the science content as de-
scribed above. Far the piii-ObSes of the study we identified four compo-

nents cf this context.

1. 'vlessagec iihoiit science: The author states his concept of the nature of
science. This is the "rhetoric abo: science." Conscinu§li or otherwise,
the author Adopts one or more philosophical points Of view. Here are

some examples:
"In this book Iron will see some example. of rules in science that
have been shown to be wrong. They haVe been ..placed by new
ri !?- Someday these new rules may hAVe to be changed to This
method of trying to create explanations that fit all thy facts has led
to such wonderful successes as polio vaccine and the propulsion of
rockets to the rnoon."2
"What can we do while we wait kir Science and technology to dis-
cover the new sources of energy we SO desperately r eed?"3
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"It is characteristic of today's researchers that they accept the obli-
gation to p,Iblish their results world-wide through the medium of
specializ& periodicals and congresses, so that their colleagues can
discuss ther,..,nd profit from them in the interest of hastening new
discoveries. " .c

2. The phy,tcal ,ompottent: This component represents the physical, frame-
work (or the absence of one) in which an author chooses to set the sub-
ject matter. The following example shows how a piece of scientific
information can be imparted without any distinct framework:

"Effect -of pH: The action of all enzymes is influenced by the pH of the
solution in which they are operating. For every enzyme there is an
optimal pH at which the rate of reaction is at its maximum. If there
a departure from this pH in either direction the rate of reaction de-
creases rapidly and soon reaches zero. Again; the explanation lies in
the denaturation of the enzyme at pH values some distance away
from the optimal."5

Here is an example where a physical context ;s present:
"A much better IA ay to prevent corr,:non of iron involves bringing
a stronger reducing agent than iron into the system. A metal such as
zinc or magn.-1;:am in close contact 'A ith r on becoa the anode,
forcing iron to act as a cathode. The 7' .)r :m piece is oxi-
dized; releasing electrons. The iron ' ,,c t orrode. Ship hulls
are protected ir, this fashion. Large elockt of zinc tetal are bolted
to the steel hulls. The zinc oxidizes, largely prevei.ting loss of iron
from the hull."6

Authors describe physical contexts in ieveral ways, using photographs,
maps, diagrams, etc.

3. The historical co; nent: We defined the historical componc:it as the
rim total of information concerning the history of science and tech-

nology, including relevant social and cultural considerations. This ccn-
ponent contributes to the historical "depth" with which the author
endows his work.
4. The sociocultural component: This component comprises following
elements that are situated on the periphery of scientific activity.

Information on technological processes and products and their
links with science;
the social impact of science and technology;

i the economic and political aspects of science and technology;
ethical and legal conside:a";e-s;
information about careers in science and technology.

The presence of a context, or more accurately of a "contextual web" de-
pends both on 'he aims of -ience teaching and on the author's inten-
tions. This relatia:'ship is err, hasized by one of us (G.0.) specifically in
reference to the Canadian context but the line of reason;ng applies also
to other aspects of he sociocultural content.
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One of the consequences of choosing new goals_ for any enterprise
is that; in the process other_ goals, equally legitimate in principle;
are inevitably discarded In this case, goals concerned with the rele-
vance of science to issues of personal, social, and national impor-
tance were down-tated in favour of those concerned with the
'structure of the diSciPline' And goals embodying such notions as
the 'processes Of inquiry' in particular transcend national bound-
a;.ies; they are essentially universal in their nature: Given a commit-
ment to such Oak, references to Canada; Canadians; aria Canadian
issues 'oecome not only unnecessary; they may even be dist ...
from the overall dire -1 of the curriculum."?
The existence -of a pa: to uiar context may also be justified by /.3,

ous pedagogical ObjeCti'.ec Thomas Russell has this to say about the
historical context:

"Why, then,_ do we teach the history of science? As noted earlier;
atgumentS haVe been advanced on two main fronts in the
1955-1975 period. Some seek to improve student interest in and ap-
pri.-;ciat:;Jii Of science; others seek to have students understand the
methods of science."8
conteXtUal analysis of a science textbook; therefore; cannot be di-

vorced from the aims for science education prevailing at the time these
textbooks are in use.

Pedagogy
The difference between a school textbook and any other printed wcrk
containing the same information lies in its _educational purpose. A text
book is a teaching tool. As such, it must therefore inco!porate instruc-
tional strategies designed to create learning situations for students:

he strategies usually take the following forms:
questions included in the text with varying style; frequency and

placeme.it;
questions. exercises_ and prolms of application; generally
placed at the end of a chapter;

a practical aziivities to be carried out in the laborato:y, outlined
either in the textbook or in a separate laboratory triannah
less frequently; a series of pi ojects to be undertaken out idi +1-o:

school;
These strategies are intended to make it possible for the studer
the general aims of science education the acquisition oh it
knowledge, skills and a set of desirable attitudes

Which strategies authors choose depend on their e hicational
ideals, their view of the world and of science in particular s' their
theories of teaching and learning.
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Goals and Litnitations of the Textbook Analysis
This analysis w..:s intended to help us answer two questions:

to what extent do the content and suggested activities of science
textbooks enable students to reach the overall aims of science
education?
to what extent are contemporary criticisms of science education
applicable to the textbooks currently in use?

The selection of aims is based on the results of the analysis of ministry
guidelines: For all provinces and territories the most common aims are
those associated with science content; the acquisition of scientific skills
and the development of an awareness of the relationship between
science and society. Since we decided not to examine the science content
cf courses or textbooks; it is not referred to here. The analysis followed
the general aims of the study; focussing primarily on the context in
which the science content is presented and on what students may learn
from this context. The selection of criticisms is based on those outlined
in char tr,r I of this study.

In summary, we selected the following aims for inalysis purposes:
acquisition of scientific skills;
he science-technology-society interaction.

Of the issues raised by criticisms of science education we selected the
following:

the Canadian context of science education;
images of science conveyed by textbooks;
attitudes towards careers in science and technology:

Finally; an examination of the stated aims of textbooks enabled us
to get a general though still incomplete idea of the educakional pri-
ftitles of authors.

Methodology
The textbook analysis revolved around . themes: the stated aims of
science textbooks; the acquisition of scientific skills; a growing under-
standing of the interaction between science; techn..'agy and society; the
Canadian context in science teaching; the image of scientific activity
conveyed by science textbooks and the encouragement to pursue careers
in science and engineering.* Appenoi, . D contains original analytical
schemes for five of these themes. For the sixth; we used an instrument
deveioped by M. Fuhrman, V. Lunetta, 3._ Novick and P. 1 amit,`7
whereby the pn-ctical activities spec:fied in the laboratory manual for
students to undertame in laboratory classes cz n be classified according to
their degree of complexity. These six analytical schemes_were appraised

y independent experts and tested before being used for the analysis
itself.

The data collected concerning careftib ; nsuthcient for a complet i...n in this
report. The relevant informatioi, s therefore bce integrated with .30- analyses.
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We used the results of the survey of science teachers to draw up a
list of textbooks to be analyzed. Two criteria were used to select each
textbook to be analyzed: the number of teachers mentioning its use in
their classes and the number of provinces in which it is used to a signifi-
cant extent. Geographical and linguistic considerations were also taken
into account. Table VII.3 indicates the distribution of textbooks selected
for analysis and Table VII.4 provides a complete list

Table VII.3 Number and Distribution of Textbooks Analyzed; by Grade
Level; Subject and Language

General Physical Biology
Subject Science Sciences Ecology Chemist! Physics TOW

EF EF EF EF EF EF
Pal ly Years 2 2 2 2

Middle Years 3 0 2 2 4 . 9 5

Senior Years 5 0 5 1 2 I 13 2

Nilie: E. English; F: French

Table VII.4 Textbooki AnalYzed

Early Years

01. Les Chemins de la science, Vern# N. Rtiekrastle et al; translatedand adapted by
Fernand Seguin, Editions du rtrouvea: peclagogiclue, 1978 (volume 5).

02.. Le!: Chi ininS de la science; Verne N. Rockcastle et aL, translated and adapted by
Fernand Seguin, Editions ciu renouveau peciagogique, 1978 (volume 6).

03. Laidlaw Erplo,ing Science Pro&arri, Milo K. Blecha -et al., Doubleday Canada
ttd:; 1977 (Red Book; Grade 6).

04. Space. nine. Energy, matter (STEM); Verne N. Ro; krastle et al., Addison-
Wesley, 1977 (grade 9.

Middle Years

Biology

11: Biological Sciences: An introductory Study, William :Andrews et o1.,Prnt-,iice-:-!4i1;

i9140.

12. Biologie h... Charles Desire et at.; Centre Eciucatif 'turd; 1968.

13. I.6 et-es et leur M. Poirier et al., Brault et BbilthiAier. 1Q70:

14. Focus n Life S fenee, C.H. Heittiler rsd Jr.' L. :,aid; it:. Merrill, 1977.

15: Focus on Scier. _Exploring the Mau -al lVorlii, Dc::,!; Gough and Frank Flanagan;
D.C: Heath; 1980.
Introduction is !a biologie: perspecoue icoi,-,..:;aue. Pai.I Thib-eaiilt et R: D'Aoust;
Edition!: Hurtubise HMH; 1970.

17. Life Scienii: A Problem Soloing Approach. Jos,ph t: Carter et al.; Ginn. 1974.
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Table VII.4 - Continued from previous page

Physical Science

21. Exploring Matter and Energy, Milo K. Blecha et al., Doubleday Canada, 1978.

22. Initiation aux sciences physiques, U. Haber-Schaim et al.; translated and adapted
by J.M. Chevrier; Institut de recherches psychologiques; 1969:

23. Physical Science: An ;ntroductory StUdy, William Andrews et al., Prentice-Hall,
1978.

7.4. Science physiques: Matiere, - energies inter j, han., R:R McNaughton and_ .W.
Heath, translated and adapted by i Bergeron and M. Mercure, Centre
Educatif et Culture!, 1977.

General Science

31. Developing Science Concepts in the Laboratory, M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy,
Prentice-Hall; 1979.

32, Introducing Science Concepts in the Laboratory, M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy,
Prentice-Hall, 19:7.

33. Scienceways; (Blue Level); John McBean ei al., Copp Clark Pitman; 1979.

Seror Years

41. Biological Science: An Ecological Approach (BSCS Green), Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study, Rand McNally; 1978.

42. Biology J.W. Kimball et at., Addi! on-Wesley, 1978.
43. l'efo,fern J.J. Otto and Albert Towle, Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1969.
44. Understanding Living icings, John Reimer and W. Wilson, D.C. Heath, 1977:

Chemistry

ALCHEM, Frank Jenkins et al., J.M. I eBel, 1978.

la. LCIIEM Elc (toe. Ethylene and Its Derivatives; Frank Jenkins et al.;
J :M: LeBel; I -79:

51b. A! CHEM Elective: Solar Energy, Solar Education for the 80'5, Frank Jenkins
r; al., J.M. LeBel, 1980.

5Z C1 'mistry Toaay, R.L. Whitman and E.E. Linck, Prentice-Hall; 1976:

53. 'Chemistry: Experimental Foyndations, Robert W. Parry et al., Prentice-Hall, 1975.

54. Chemistry: Experiments and Pr inciples, Paul R. O'Connor et al.; D.C. Heath; 1977.

55. Elements le chimie experimentale, Rene Lahaie Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1976.

56. Keys to Chemistry; E: Ledbetter and J: Addison V. esley; 1977,

Physics

61. Fundamentals r chysics; R.W. Heath et al., 0.C. Heath; 1979:

62. Matter and Energy, J.H. Maciachlan et al., Clarke, Irwin, 1977.

63. Physics IPS3C); U. Habei -Schaim et al.; D.C. Heath; 1. '5.
64. Les sciences par objectifs re comportment: physiqve, Le groupe S02, Editions du

P ..auveau Pedagogic ue, 1971.
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The task of examining ...uch a large number of textbooks; intended
or cli:fprent populations, from so Many different viewpoints; far sur-

'!w capacity of any single individual. For this reason; Council ap-
vg d rimy of 18 science e.lucation specialists who; following an
intensive training pf [loci, examined the textbooks from April to June oc
1982. The detailed technical reports of each analyst will be rearranged
and PUbliShed later, Chapter VIII offers a synthesis of the reSi.iltS. The
anabisiS is descriptive the researchers made.. no evaluative judge-
ments. Rather they raised a series of questions; -uggested by the data
for diS-ciiSSiOri at the deliberative conferences.
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VIII. Descriptive Analysis:
Results

This chapter provides a general view of certain features of the textbooks
used in Canadian schools, arranged by the three teaching levels used in
the study. It is not a compara.dve analysis, and the discussions and ques-
tions are less concerned with individual books than with the group of
the most frequently used science textbooks.

The results are presented in tabular form in order to give the reader
the primary data on which our discussions are based. This format facili-
tates reading of the data and ready identification of trends. Each section
of the analysis is accompanied by questions for deliberation.

Table VII.4 (see p. 94) lists Cie titles of the textbooks that were
analyzed. To simplify the tables in this chapter, each book is referred to
by its code number, which is also used in both discussion and questions.

Stated Aims of Science Textbooks
Authors expres: their intentions in various ways. Sometimes, these are
addressed to the student, at other times to the teacher. Some are worded
according to norms for the construction of behavioural objectives, while
others are wIrded very vaguely. T order to express this diversity clearly
we have used the following symbols:

X - the authors suggest one or more general aims in a given cate-
gory;

0 - the authors suggest one or mire specific aims (generally in the
form of a behavioural objective) in a given category;

? - the authors indicate z.- partial; limited; or vague intention in a
given category.

The categories of aims corresps.td to those used els.2where in the study
(see chapter V). Table VIII.la-b shows as stated by science textbook
ate-hors; listed by textbook and categor of aim.
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TableV111.1a - Aims of Science Textbooks

Early Yeari (00); Middle Years, Biology (10); Physical Stietn40)Gerietaielict_(30)

Textbook code 01 02 03 04 11 ;' 13 14 15 16 17 21 22 23 24 31 32 33___

Science Content X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Scientific SkilL -..efo-iX X X X X X X X X X '( X X X X X X X

Science any: t 0 X X 0 X 0 X X X X X X X X X

Nature of S. ,,.( X X X X X X

Personal Growth X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Science-Related Attitudes X X X X X X ? X

Applied Sciera.t. and

Technology 0 0 0

Career Opportunities



Practically all the textbooks contain aims associated with the acqui-
sition of science content and scientific process skills. This is not surpris-
ing. With regard to these two categories at least; ministries of education
and the authors of textbooks have the same aims. With regaid to the
third category; .s( ience and society; 28 of the 34 textbooks in our sample

ice thi, ow: of their aims. Ministry guidelines at least at the mid-
,..os .dso contain aims relating to the interaction between

science; techAlology and society. Of the 14 textbooks intended for this
level; 12 state aims belonging to this category. Interestingly, the two
textbooks stating no science and society aims (textbooks 17 and 22) con-
tain an emphasis on the discovery of scientific concepts. Like other text-
books of this kind, such a context often contains very few or no
messages other than those concerning the nature of science.

The number of stated aims belonging to the fourth category, the
nature of science and the history of science and technology, is also high;
however, some of these aims are not very clearly stated. Aims relating to

history of science alone are very few, but the history of science is not
necessarily ignored when there is no stated intention regarding it

According to their authors, science textbooks are intended to con-
tribute to the personal growth of students. A few examples illustrate the
confidence and optimism of certain authors in this area. The authors' in-
tentions vary greatly, ranging from the development of democratic atti-
tudes and behaviour (61) to the development in students of a healthy
scepticism that takes account of the opinions of others and encourages
them to have confidence in their own views (02), thus building indepen-
dence and self-confidence (56);

Less than half the textbooks contain aims relating to the students`
attitudes towards science; These aims generally have to do with those
characteristics that one would like to we students develop: an interest in
science; excitement; stimulation and so on. In certain textbooks, how-
ever. the wording of aims in this category was puzzling:

. to furnish a base for the development of_positive values and at
titudes vis-à-vis science m everyday life (03);
to develop a positive attitude towards science and a lively in-
terest in its various aspects (21).

Th^ concern we felt is defived from an impression of manipulation that
appears implicit in the wording of these aims. Even when the authors of
the second example develop their point with sugz-...stions for students to
participate in a young scientists' club or in science fairs, the idea of a
positive attitude towards science, and also Cie means of measuring it, re-
main far fror clear.

Textbook .-.ithors do not genera:ty regard the study of aprq5:....1
science and tec7.-inclogy as being Important. While che majoitty of phys

s and chemistry texiboiks mention .zmplications of science here and
there, only a few of them consider ap:;_' 74i s- -ce and technology a suf-
ficiently important subject of study to justify stating an aim for it: In
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Table V111.1b Aims of Science Textbooks

Senior Years, Biology (40), Chemistry (50), Physics (60)

Textbook code 41 42 43 44 51 51a 51b 52 53 54 55 56 61 62 63 64

Science Content

Scientific Skills/Processes

Science and Society

Nature of Science X

Personal Growth X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 0

X X X X X X

X

Science-Re!ated Attitudes

Applied Science and

Technology

Career Opportunities

X X

7 X 7, X

X X X

0

X X X X 0

X X

X X X



fact, only A! :CHEM (51) explicitly emphasizes .;rowing importance
of the applied sciences: As well two optirri al supplements of the AL-
CHEM program are concerned primarily with applied science: ethylehe
and its derivatives (51a); and solar energy (51b). We also noted that aims
in this category are worded in ways that almost always stress pure
science and its applications; and rarely the technological phenomena
and their comprehension.

According to the authors of science textbooks, encouraging stu7
dentS to consider careers in science is not ark important aim either. Only
a.few teXtbOOkS state this as a specific intention and we shall explain
later hOw this intention is translated into concrete terms,

At first sight, therefore, the variety of aims stated by science text-
book authors shows the same diversity and optimism as ministry guide-
lines. In this sense; the questions we asked at the conclusion of that
analysis (see chapter V; p: 60) are still pertinent. However; examining
textbooks enables us to get a better idea of authors' priorities. If one
looks at lists of behavioural objectives (the abundance of Whith, since
the start of the 1970s; is truly astounding), it is interesting-to compare
the number of aims relating to science content and scientific processes
with the number of aims in other categories (see Table

Table VIII.2 Examples of the Relative Imporiance of Textbook Aims

Textbook code number

Number of aims relating to
the acquisition of content
and scientific processes

mber of aims relating to
the social implications of _

scientific and technological
activity

02 21_ ___4_4_ 55 61

167 97 95 419 29

5 31 5 15 4

This still provides only a partial picture. With respect to the total
number of a rns, some authors appear more specific than others. More-
over, the information and activities designed to give concrete e;pression
to the aims relating to the interaction among science, techi;Olory and so-
ciety are Situated, in east three out of the five textbooks taken as ex-
amples, in the very last chapters of the book. These chapters tend to be
less systematically studied than the earlier ones.

Although this study of the explicit intentions of science textbooks
identifies their priorities, it furnishes only a partial picture which the
re.t of thiS analYSiS must supplement. The aims are expressed in many

iffereni ways and breaking up general aims into a number of very spe-
:tic behavioural objectives is a strong trend. While the aims that relate
; science cor tent and scientific processes seem to lend themselves to
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such fragrneritatibri, we may well ask ourselves whether those belong-
ing to other categories; such as the deVelOpment of attitudes or values,
are equally amenable to such a procesS, and, if so, how this can be done.

Secondly, the intentions of the textbooks are addressed sometimes

to teachers, sometimes to students and sometimes to both with no ap-

parent reason fOr the difference: No doubt students and their parents
would like to know the nature and extent of the preparations for later

life that a particular textbook offers.
Finally, as with the, analysis of ministry guidelines, the issues raised

by our discussion papers do not seem to be among the priorities of
science textbook authors. The ALCHEM program is one ewception. Its
authors emphasize that it is in line with the recommendations of the Sy-

mons Report concerning a Canadian context in Science textbooks. How-
ever, the point of view of the engineer; adVdcated by Donald George, is

for all practical purposes; absent from teXtbooks. Only textbook 21
devotes a few pages to the engineer's art. Even it, however, defines engi-

neering as follows:
"Engineering is the changing of scientific discoveries into tech-
nology. Or to state it another way, it is putting science to use in
making new things or providing new services

Clearly, this textbook ranks the engineer below the scientist a point
of view which is implicit in the other textbooks we examined. The engi-
neering perspective; however, is systematically dealt with in the book-
lets of the ALCHEM program.

Although the special needs of girls with regard to scientific training

are rarely the subject of an author's stated intentions; textbooks have

slowly but surely eircilired towards eliminating the crudest sex stereo-
types. This follows both ministry guidelines and publishers' own poli-
cies.23 In general, illustrations are modified to show more girls or
women, and Where possible, in nonstereotyped roles. Also certain pas-

sages are amended to take girls into account. For example, in the first

edition of the PSSC Physics textbook; only boys jumped, spun around
and rode in wagons to illustrate the laws of dynarnicS. In the latest edi-

tion, girls are doing the same thing
One physical science textbook (21) discuSSeS scientific careers in

detail. While the rest of this textbook depictS roughly equal numbers of

boys and girls iti the illustrations, those in the section on scientific ca-

reers are almost all of men. On one hand, this may represent a reality
the Underrepresentation of women in Science and technology: On the

other hand, it leads one to wonder abbiit the impact of implicit messages

conveyed by such illustrations.
This examination of the stated aims of Science textbooks needs to

be complemented by a description of the means provided by authors for

achieving some of their aims. That is the Subject of the next part of this

report.
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Scientific Skills in the Laboratory
The laboratory manual, or the section of the textbook that contaii,s in-
structions for laboratory work, plays an important part in providing For
aims relating to the acquisition of scientific process skills The labora-
tory is the place where the student can acquire these skills; this sci.--+ific
kribw=how, by working directly with materials.

We studied the kinds of tasks demanded of students in a e ora-
tory in order to determine what sort of skills a student iiiikh;
and to see to what extent the textbook was helping students re-
spect: We used an instrument developed by M. Fialirman et a1.5; after
consulting a number of articles on the subject.6;78 However, unlike the
originators of this instrument, who systematitally analyzed all t1:2 ex-
periments suggested in one manual, we analyzed only those expori-
ments usually carried out during a school year. The latter figure is ate
much smaller than the former but it is more realistic; In order to con-
struct an equivalent sampling of experiments each analyst contacted a
teachei who was using the manual in question: In some cases; the ana-
lySiS obtained the number and names of the experiments actually com-
pleted; in others, they only obtained the number and had to exercise
their own judgement to construct the sample; Although we realized that
two teachers using the same manual were not necessarily giving the
same set of experiments, we also assumed that if all the experiments in
vcilVe similar tasks, similar conditions for developing the same skills
would be provided. Otherwise; skills that are different in kind or degree
may be developed: In view of these difficulties; the results can at best
only indicate trends; However, we consider that these trends are them-
selves interesting:

Table VIII.3a-e presents the results of our analysis of laboratory ac-
tivities. Again a code number identifies each textbook {See Table VIL4).
The figures in the table represent the percentage of experiments in
which the task in question is demanded of the Student at least once;

Table V111.3a - Structure and Task AnalySis of Laboratory Work - Early
Years 100) - percentages

Textbook code 01 02 03 04

Number of experiments analyzed 49 50 38 49

Structure

a.1 High structure 76 88 97 98

a.2 LOW structure 24 12 3 2

a.3 Inductive approach 82 84 87 98

a.4 Deductive approach 18 26 13 2

Cooperative mode
b.1 Students work on a common

task and pool results
b.2 Students work on different

tasks and pool results

18

10

6

4

0

0

12

0

b.3 Postlab discussion required 0 14
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Table V111.3a continued from previou-Pfmk

Textbook code 01

Number of experiments analyzed 49

Task categories

1.0 Planning and Design
1.1 Formulates a question or

defines a problem to be
investigated 0

1.2 Predicts experimental result 22

1.3 Furmulates hypothesis to be
tested in this investigation 4

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement procedure 1.

1.5 Designs experiment 2

2.0 Performance
2 la Carries out qualitative

Observation 90

2.1b Carries out quantitative
observation or measurement 34

2.2 Manipulates apparatus;
ckVelojii technique 63

2:3 Records result; describes
Observation 33

2.4 Performs numeric calculation 2

2:5 ifiterprets; explains or makes a
decision about experimental
technique 14

2.6 Works according to own
design 2

3.0 Analysis and Interpretation
3:la Transforms result into

standard form (other than
graphs) 4

3.1b Graphs data 2

3.2a Determines qualitative
relationship 82

3 :2b Determines qUantitative
relationship 21

3.3 Determines accuracy of
experimental data 0

3.4 Defines or discusses the
limitations or assumptions that
underlie the experiment_ 4

3.5 Formulates or proposes a
generalization or model 8

3.6 Explains a relationship 25

3.7 Formulates new questions or
defines problem based upon
the results of investigation 0

02

50

03

38

04

49

0 0
13 14

18 0 0

6
12

86 90 84

40 24 18

66 13 47

12 26 22

14 5

18 3 2

12 0 0

2 13 6

2 0 0

38 61 74

22 18 18

4 0 0

24 0

12 16 4

16 50 29

0
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Table VIII.3a_ continued from previous page

Textbook code
Number of experiments analyzed

4.0 Application
4.1 Predicts,based upon the results

of this_ investigation
4.2 Formulates hypothesis based

upon the results OF this
investigation

4.3 Applies experimental
technique to new problem or
variable

01 02 03 04

49 38 49

12 26 27

34 8 0

18 3 0

Table VIII.3b Structure and Task Analysis of Laboratory Work Middle
Years; Biology (10) percentages

Textbook code
Number_of_experiments analyzed

Structure

a :1 High structure
a.2 Low structure
a.3 Inductive approach
a.4 Deductive approach

Cooperative mode

b.1

b:2

b.3

Students work on a
common task and pool
results
Students work on
different tasks and
po,1 results
PtIstlab discussion
required

Task categories

1:0 Planning and Design
1.1 Formulates a question

or defines a problem
to be investigated

1.2 Predicts experimental
result

1.3 Formulates hypothesis
to be tested in this
investigation

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement
procedure

1.5 Designs experiment

11

20

12

18

13

49

14

107

100 83 100 94
0 17 0 6

30 0 57 95
50 100 61 5

0 0 0 18

0 0 4

4 2

0

5 0

0

1 0 0

2

2
0

4

15 16 12
18 19 20

78
22
39
11

79
21
21
79

100
-0

100

0 0 100

0 0 20

5

11 5

5
15 _
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Table VIII.3b continued from previous page

Textbook code

Number of experiments analyzed

2.0 Performance
2.1a Carries out qualitative

nbservation
2.1b Carries out

quantitative
observation or
measurement

2.2 Manipulates
apparatus; develops
technique

2.3 Records result,
describes observation

2.4 Performs numeric
calculation

2.5 interprets; explains or
makes a decision
about experimental
technique

2.6 Works according to
own design

3:0 Analysis and
interpretation

3.1a Transforms result into
standard form (other
than graphs)

3.1 b Graphs data
3.23 Determines qualitative

relationship
3.2b Determines

quantitative
relationship

3.3 Determines accuracy
of experimental data

3.4 Defines or discusses
the limitations or
assumptions that
underlie the
experiment

3.5 Formulates or
proposes a
generalization or
model

3.6 Explains a relationship
3.7 Formulates new

questions or defines
problem based upon
the results of
investigation

106

11 12 13 14 15 i6 17

20 18 49 107 18 19 20

75 83 80 73 100 90 75

35 0 51 26 28 47 30

80 33 84 47 83 32 85

85 67 67 26 83 11 75

30 0 22 10 0 5 30

10 0 12 36 33 5 30
--

5 0 2 0 6 0 20

65 44 33 15 61 42

5 0 8 2 0 5 10

50 44 16 29 44 53 40

25 0 14 Il 0 25 30

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 2 3 0 5 5

10 0 0 29 17 0 10

50 22 2 37 33 5 20

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table V111.3b - continued from previoui page
Tektbiatik code

Number of experiments analyzed

4.0 Application
4.1 Predicts based upon

the results of this
investigation

4.2 Formulates hypothesis
based upon the results
of this inveitigatibri

4:3 Applies experimental
technique to new
problem or variable

11 12 13 14 15 16

20 18 49 107 18 19

40 0 0 7 33 0

15 0 4 36 .50 0

15 0 10 I 6 0

17

20

20

25

10

Table V1113c - Structure and Task Analysis of Laboratory Work 7 Middle
Wait, Physical Sciences (20) and General Science (30) -
percentages

Textbook code
Number of experiments analyzed

Structure

a.1 High structure
a.2 Low structure
a.3 Inductive approach
a.4 Deductive approach

Cooperative mode

b.1 Students work on a
common task and pool
results

b.2 Students work on
different tasks and
pool results

b.3 Post lab discussion
required

Task categories

21 22 23 24 31 32

24 43 24 22 58 33

100 86 100 0 100 100
0 14 0 0 0 0

Z5 70 42 95 98 0
75 30 42 0 2 100

16 17 0 16 6

0 0 3

8 2 38

33

18

1.0 Planning and Design
1.1 Formulates a question

or defines a problem
to be investigated

1.2 " Predicts experimental
result 21 13 0 5 12

1.3 Formulates hypothesis
to be tested in this
investigation 4 5 0 0

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement
procedure 0 13 0 0 3.

1.5 Designs experiment 4 0 0 0 0
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72
28
39
17

0

0

0

39

6

6

17
6

107



Table VIII.3c - continued from previous page

Textbook code 21 22

Number of experiments analyzed 24 43 _

2;0 Peefornante
2.1a Carries out qualitative

observation 92 67

2.1b Carries out
quantitative
observation or
measurement 4 72

2.2 ManipulatOs
apparatus; develops
technique 46 91

2.3 Records result;
describes observation 21 40

2.4 Performs numeric
calculation 4 42

2.5 Interprets, explains or
makes a decision
about experimental
technique 0 26

2.6 Works according to
own design

IO Analysis and
interpretation

3.1a Transforms result -into
standard form (other
than graphs)-

3.1b Graphs data
3:2a Determines qualitative

relationship
3.2b Determines

Quantitative
relationship

3.3 DeteriniiieS accuracy
of experimental data

3.4 Defines or discusses
the limitations or
assumptions that
underlie the
experiment

3.5 Formulates or
proposes a
generalization or
model

3.6 EiplaiiiS a relationship
3.7 Formulates new

questions or defines
problem based upon
the results of
investigation

108

0 2

17 2

4 7

42 54

4 56

0 7

0 9

4 14
25 21

0 2

23 24 31 32 - -_ 33

24 22 58 33 18

42 100 85 91 56

58 64 52 49 56

79 27 85 88 95

92 100 98 91 89

38 50 36 6 17

13 5 85 9 17

4 0 0 0 11

17 5 31 6 72

29 18 5 6 11

25 100 74 79 11

21 68 48 36 39

0 5 0

8 50 0 3 44

_8 27 93 9 17

29 36 40 52 6

0 36 2
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Table V111.3c - continued from previous page

Textbook code

Number of experiments analyzed

4.0 Application
4.1 Predicts based upon

the results of this
investigation

4.2 Formulates hypothesis
based upon the results
of this investigation

4.3 Applies experimental
technique to new
problem or variable

21 22 23 24 31 32 33

24 43 24 22 58 33 18

5 4 64 95 73 33

41 0 3 17

2 J 9 0 18 6

Table VI11.3d - Structure and TaskAnalysis of Laboratory Work - Senior
Years; Chemistry (501 - percentages

Textbook code

Number of experiments analyzed

Structure

a.1 High structure
a.2 Low structure
a:3 Inductive approach
a.4 Deductive SPOrciach

Cooperative mode

b.1 Students work on a
common task and pool
results

b.2 Students work on
different tasks and
pool results

b.3 Postlab discussion
required

Task categories

1.0 Planning and design
1.1 Formulates a question

or defines a problem
to be investigated

1.2 Predicts experimental
result

1.3 Formulates hypothesis
to be tested in this
investigation

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement
procedure

1.5 Designs experiment

51 52 53 54 55 56

II 14 19 23 24 31

100 100 95 78 96 87
0 0 5 22 4 16
9 93 58 83 21 58

36 7 47 17 91 48

0 0 11 9 0

36

0

7

0

0
"0

5

0

0

0

4

4

13

4

0

0

3

0

13
0
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Table Vlll.3d continued from previous page

Textbook code 51 52
- -

Number of experiments analyzed 11 14

2.0 Performance
2.1a Carries out qualitative

observation 91 64

2.1b Carries out
quantitative
observation or
measurement 55 43

2.2 Manipulates
apparatus; develops
technique 91 86

2.3 Records result;
describes observation 73 93

2.4 Performs numeric
calculation 36 43

2.5 Interprets, explains or
makes a decision
about experimental
technique 9 50

2.6 Works according to
own design

3.0 Analysis and
Interpretation

3.1a Transforms result into
standard form (other
than graphs)

3.1b Graphs data
3.2a Determines qualitative

relationship
3 :2b Determines

quantitative
relationship

3.3 Determines accuracy
of experimental data

3.4 Defines or discusses
limitations or
assumptions that
underlie the
experiment

3.5 Formulates or
proposes a
generalization or
model

3.6 Explains a relationship
3.7 Formulates new

questions or defines
problem based upon
the results of
investigation

4.0 Application
4.1 Predicts based upon

the results of this
investigation

110

36 43
0 14

27 21

18 50

0 29

0 7

9 21

18 7

0 21

18 50

5653 54 55

19 23 24 31

79 100 83 84

63 57 58 55

68 70 79 84

90 96 92 100

42 39 25 19

21 48 8 16

0 9 4 16

21 22 63 48
II 9 13 16

42 44 58 68

42 44 58 16

26 4 0 3

5 17 0 3

21 52 25 29
53 35 13 29

0 17 0

37 44 38 29
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Table VI11.3d - continued From previous page
Textbook code

Number of experiments analyzed
4.2 Formulates hypothesis

based upon the results
of this investigation

4.3 Applies experimental
technique to new
problem or variable

51 52 53 54 55 56

11

0

14

14

19

26

5

23

9

17

24

8

0

31

26

10

Table VI11.3e - Structure and Task Analysis o Laboratory Work - Senior
Years, Riology_00) and Physics (60) - percentages

Textbook cOde

Number of experiments analyzed

Structure

a.1 High structure
a.2 tow structure
a.3 inductive approach
a:4 Deductive approach

Cooperative mode

13.1 Students work on a
common task and pool
results

b.2 Students work on
different tasks and
pool results

b.3 Post lab discussion
required

Task categories

/.0 Planning and Design
1 1 Formulates a question

or defines a problem
to be investigated

1.2 Predicts experimental
result

1.3 Formulates hypothesis
to be tested in this
investigation

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement
procedure

1.5 Designs experiment

2.0 Performance
2.1a Carries out qualitative

observation
2.1b Carries out

quantitative
observation or
measurement

41 42 43_ 44 _61 62 63 64

24 20 67 27 58 60 25 21

100 100 98 89 100 100 100 0
0 0 2 11 O 0 0 0

96 30 39 7ci 98 93 0 57
4 70 61 44 2 15 100 15

29 IO 30

11 0 0 0 5.

83 26 0 0 16 0

4 0 0 15 0

13 26 2 0 68

33 41 0 0 4

8 0 0 37
8 0 0 15

75 90 79 85 72 53 16 100

46 60 21 59 52 65 84 81
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Table V111.30 continued from previous page

Textbook code

Number Of experiments analyzed

2:2 Manipulates
apparatus; develops
technique

2.3 Records result,
describes observation

2.4 Performs numeric
calculation

2.5 Interprets; explains or
makes a decision
about experimental
technique

2.6 Works according to
own design

41 42 43 44 61 62 63 64

24 20 67 27 58 60 25 21

71 85 81 63 100 100 92 100

79 80 85 74 100 100 96 100

33 30 8 52 48 37 76 76

58 JO 15 59 5 2 28 38

8 0 3 19 0 0 0 5

29 60 69 33 27 0 72 62

25 15 5 16 16 10 36 38

67 75 25 82 55 50 36 100

50 22 52 38 50 80 71

0 5 0 15 10 5 12 24

10 2 59 9 7 24 24

50 40 12 37 38 52 44 38

88 45 45 78 17 23 44 62

21 5 0 15 0 2 52

67 30 8 44 24 28 40 14

92 0 3 44 7 3 4 19

0 0 76 4 3 _ 4 0

.3.0 Analysis and
Interpretation

3.1a TranSfOrms result into
standard forin (other
than graphs)

3.1b Graphs data
3.2a Determines qualitative

relationship
3.2b Determines

Quantitative
relationship 42

3.3 Determines accuracy
of experimental data

3:4 Defines or discusses
limitations or
assumptions that
underlie the
experiment 58

3.5 Formulates or
proposes A
generalization or
model

3.6 Explains a relationship
3.7 Formulates new

questions or defirieS
problem based upon
the results of
investigation

4:0 Application

4.1 PrediCtS based upon
the resultS of this
investigation

4.2 Formulates hypothesis
based upon the results
of this investigation

4.3 Applies experimental
technique to new
problem or variable
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The data in Table V111.3 point to two sets of conclusias. The first
set concerns the structure of the laboratory exercises. The figures show
that laboratory exercises are almost always highly structured: In both
the middle and senior years, in only one instance (out of 28) does the
proportion of relatively le'Ss-sttuctured experiments exceed 25 per cent
of the total. Of the 28 textbooks examined, 18 contain experiments, 95
per cent of which are highly structured. A further question concerns the
approach chosen for the experiments. Are students encouraged to make
generalizations from the information collected (the inductive approach)
or must they verify laws previously learned in class (the deductive ap-
proach)? While the inductive approach is more popular for the early
years (for obviousreasons); this is not the case in the later years. And
while most textbooks suggest both approaches, some of them clearly fa-
vour one or the other. In terms of the aims chosen for science education,
One approach may be more appropriate than the Other. The question
then is whether this affects the choice of textbooks. Finally, at all three
levels; students are neither frequentlY nor strongly encouraged to work
together during laboratory work or to share results.

The second set of conclusions relates to what students really do in
the laboratory; assuming that both teachers and students follow the di-
rections in the laboratory manuals. It is striking to note that out of 32
textbooks examined, 28 Of them never ask the student to formulate a
question or define a preblein to be solved, and the student is only rarely
asked to plan the obsetVation et measurement procedure; to determine
the accuracy of the restiltS, and even more rarely to plan the experiment.
Only three books in our sample contain such directions. On the other
hand, students are very often asked to observe; to use apparatus or ap-
ply techniqueS, to establish relationships and to compile the results. In
the senior years, they are asked somewhat more often to explain tela-
tionships and formulas or to suggest a generalization or nicidel, but even
then, this rarely occurs in more than half the experiments. MOreover,
students are seldom invited to make predictions from the reSults of the
investigation in more than half the total number of experiments we ex-
amined. Finally; students have almost no opportunity to apply the ex-
perimental technique in the case of a new Piob lem or a new variable.

Having said this; a few additional details will help to clarify these
conclusions. Firstly; the instrument we used was applied to the analysis
of laboratory manuals by 18 different individuals. Although these
analysts were trained in the use of the instrument and performed their
analyses very carefully; one cannot assume the instrument to be com-
pletely reliable. However, the differences in interpreting statements in
order to classify them were small enough that we can have confidence in
the quality of the results. For example, the differences related to predic-
tions and hypotheses that could not easily be assigned with complete
certainty to one or anothei of the Categories: Secondly; we expected that
the vague wording of some instructions in the laboratory manuals
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Would complicate the analysis: This question was raised by Lunetta and
Tamir,9 citing the ambiguity of the following question from the PSSC
Phy,u- Laboratory tvlartual:

"Could you make a 'lens' that would loCUS rolling balls?"10
Fortunately, this sort of problem hardly ever arose. Generally speaking;
the instructions for the labOratory oper4ionS are clearly drafted and
easy to understand. Incidentally-, subsequent editions of the PSSC
Laboratory Manual have been.revised and thiS question no longer appears:
This suggests to us another reason for interpreting the conclusions cau-
tiously: The multiple revisions that science textbooks undergo some-
times take the form_of omitting certain experiments and/or adding new
ones: Highly complex tasks may thus replace quite simple ones. How-
ever; the opposite may also occur. Finally, the various ways teachers se-
lect a specific number of experiments for the year from among those
recommended by the authors will largely determine the nature; com-
plexity and variety of the tasks that will be set for students, For certain
textbookS, a different sampling from the one reported in Table
might have produced a more or les favourable picture._ The latitude
giVen to teachers to choose from am° a large number of experiments
plays a role that should be examined ore thordughlY.

We conclude, then, by raising some q stidns based on the infor-
matiOn derived from the laboratory manuals. All ministries of education
inChide in their guidelines (for all levels of schooling) 4nis concerning
theClevelopment of scientific process skills. At the end of our analysis of
these guidelines, we emphasized that all the scientific skills (observing;
stating hypotheses; verifying experimentally, etc. appear regularly at

\.all levels., But most of the textbooks chiefly-provide opportunities for
developing only the more elementary skillS. Should the wording of the
guidelines be more modest; or should laboratory tasks be designed with
a view to developing all the deSired acing, including the high -level ono?
In selecting textbooks; do teachers pay sufficient attention to the variety
and adequacy of the tasks that students are expected to perform in the
laboratory? In planning their instruction, are teachers taking this into
consideration? Should authors Of textbooks suggest such a large number
of experiments to teachers without informing them of the consequences
of the chOices they must make?

Let us now consider the category of aims relating to the nature of
science. Can a student, working in a narrowly circumscribed way, fol-
lowing "recipes" in the textbook; not sharing resulis and planning vir-
tually nothing of an original nature; really be acquiring a concept of

'science consistent with that proposed in the guideline-6Z
Hugh Munby in his discussion paper; What is &lint* Thinking?, ad-

VOCatei teaching science for the sake of stimulating intellectual inde-
pendence. If this is a desirable goal for science edUcation, are the
instructions in laboratory guides adequate?

1O
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Theie are all questions which arise from our data regarding labora-
tory manuals. In real life, however, acquiring a skill is more complicated
than merely following instructions. Illtimately,the teacher must impart
a fuller meaning to laboratory work. All the same, not all laboratory
manuals help teachers develop the set of scientific skills called for in
ministry guideline,.

In this f,tudy, we have avoided comparing individual textbooks and
recommending one over another; for one important reason. We cannot
claim, on the basis of the methodology we have used that all the differ;
ences observed between different textbooks are truly significant. Our
purpose was to identify trends to inform discussions about filture diret=
tions in science education, and this has been done. TO illustrate the dif-
ficulty of bringing out significant differences between various
textbooks, Table VIII.4 compares selected data collected by Tarnir,.
Lunetta et al. for three senior-years textbooks with our own findings.
Two factors are obvious. Firstly, the particular sample of experiments
selected can substantially affect the variety. and level of the tasks de-
manded of students. Seconilly, some of the differences may also be due
to something other than the sampling; in particular, some analysts took,
account of instructions appearing in the teacher's book; whereas Tarrtir,
Lunetta et al. confined themselves to instructions given to students:

Table VIIL4 Structure and Task Analysis of Laboratory Work: COitiparis-tiii
With the Results of 'Pamir and Lunetta - Senior Years, Physics
and Chemistry percentages

Tiitliciok Code
-

Number of experiments
analyzed

Structure

a.3 Inductive approach
a.4 DedUctiVe approach

Cooperative mode

b.2 Students work on
different tasks and
pool results

b:3 Postlab discussion
required

Task Categories

7 :0 Planning and Design
1.1 Formulates a question

or defines a problem
to be investigated

1.2 Predicts experimental
result

1.3 Formulates hypothesis
to be tested in this
investigation

MC* _63
CHEMStiid*
O'Connor' 54

"CHEMStudy
Parry* 53

47 25 46 23 39 19

0 0 95.7 83 0.0 58
0 100 28.3 17 12.8 47

2.1 0 2.2 5.1 21

0.0 16 0.0 57 2.6 100

0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

14.9 68 5.7 4 10.3

0.0 4 0.0 4 0.0. 0
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Table VI11.4 - continued froth previous page _
CHEMStiidk CHEtv/Shidy

Textbook Code PSSC" 63 O'Connor* 54 Pariy* 53

Number of experiments
analyzed 47 25 46 _ 23 39 19

1.4 Designs observation or
measurement
procedure ' 21 4 8.7 13

1.5 Designs experiment 2.1 0 8:7 4

2.0 Performance
2.2 Manipulates

apparatus; develops
technique 97.9 92 95.7 70

2.3 Records result,
describes observation 97.9' 96 89:1 96

2.6 Works according to
own design 0:0 0 15.2 9

3:0 Analysis and Interpretation
3.1a Transforms result into

standard form (other
than graphs) 53.2 72 56:4 22

3.1b Graphs data 34.0 36 13.0 9

3.2a Determines qualitative
relationship 93.6 36 71.7 44

3.2b Determines
quantitative
relationship 74.5 80 50:0 44

3.3 Determines accUracy
of experimental dita 23:4 12 11.4 4

3.4 Defines or discusses
limitations or
assumptions that
underlie the
experiment 4.3 24 2.2 17

3.5 Formulates or
proposes a
generalization or
model 34.0 44 6:5 52

3.6 : Explains a relationship 53.2 44 50.0 35

4.0 Application
4.1 Predicts based upon

the results of this
investigation 23:4 40 15.2 44

4.2 Formulates hypothesis
based upon the results
of this _investigation 23.4 4 6.5 9

- i - -
"Source: P. Tamir and V. Lurietta, "Inquiry- Related Tasks in High_ ooh_

__Laboratory Handbooks," &in:4 Ediiiiiiii0i, 1981; vol. 65; no. 5; PP- 477-484.

--

7.7
5.1

97:4 68

79.5 90

2.6 )°

4.3 21
15.4 II

84.6 42

35.9 42

20.5 26

17.9

10.3 21
46:2 53

28.2 37

12.8 26
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Table VII1.5a - Number and Types of Messages Inviting Students to Use their Knowledge of Science and Technology - EarlY Years (00);

Middle Years, Biology (10), Physical Science (20), General Science (30)

Textbook code 01/03 02

Direct action

home

school

community

Gathering of information

home

school

community

Reflection

home -

school

community

Total

0

0 2

0

0

1 0

5 0 1 0 0 0

11 27

04

0

11

1

12

9

0

2

13 14 15 16 17

1

1

21

0

G

0

0

0 0 0 0

2 0

1

0

112

22 23 24 31 32 33

0 0 12

0 0 5

0 0 0

1 2 4

2 0

1 3

8 16 0 0 6

0 1 6 2 0 1

0 1 6 2 0

0 14 22 10 3 15



Table VI11.5b - Number Ind Typis of Messages Inviting Students to Use their Knowledge of Science and Technology - Senior Years;

_ Biology (40), Chemistry 150), Physics (60)

Textbook code

Direct action

home

school

community

Gathering of information

home

school

community

Reflection

home

school

community

Total

41 42 43__44 _ 51 51a 51b 52 53 54 55

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

3 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

18 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0

22 1 0 18 0 0 2 9 9

113

56 61

0 0 0

1 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 2

0 2 0

3 0 0

6263._44

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

.1
12 25 3 0 1



Science-Technology-Society Interaction
To determine if the resources provided by the authors of science text-
books enable students to reach aims relating to the social impact of
science and technology, we collected the relevant messages and divided
them into four categories (see Appendix D): the application of knowl-_
edge category, the Socioeconomic category; the political category and
the scientific responsibility category.

Application of Knowledge
These messages invite students to make use of their knowledge of
science and technology in ways beneficial to themselves or their com-
munities. Table VIII.5a-b indicates the number and distribution of these
messages. The suggested activities are divided into three types: direct
action, gathering of information and reflection; they are situated in three
locations: school, home and community.

According to the information given in this table, the authors of
science textbooks provide few or no activities involving the application
of scientific or technological knowledge in society. When such activities

are present in quantity (13, 24, 41; 61; for example), they are mainly re-

flective in nature. The total number of invitations to direct action (60)
constitutes about one-fifth of the total number-of activities, and these

are addressed chiefly to middle-years students. In general, students are
asked to conduct these activities at home and in the community rather
than at school. The activities tend to be individual rather than collective
(this latter trait is not indicated in the table). Note also that seven of the

nine textbooks containing no messages about the application of knowl-
edge do; nevertheless; contain an aim concerning the interaction be-

tween science; technology and society.
We have not attempted a systematic determination of the content

of each message m thiS category. However; each analyst has picked out

one or two examples of activities requested of the student. Out of 50 ex-

amples, 27 concern the environment or energy.
Table VII1.6a=la presents data concerning the messages in the other

three categories. Messages in the socioeconomic category inform stu-
dents of the beneficial or detrimental effects of science and technology

on society at the national and international levels. The numbers and dis-

tribution of messages are accompanied byi the beneficial or detrimental
character of the effects (according to the authors), whether or not there

is a discussion and the context (national or international) in which the
effect in question occurs. This latter information is also available for the

other categories of messages. Messages belonging to the political cate-

gory have a bearing on the ways in which a society exploits scientific

and technological knowledge to solve national or international Prob-

lems. The number of messages is accompanied by the number of Solu-
tions deemed certain and the number considered doubtful. Finally,
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oN Table - Number of Science-Technology.Society Messages in Categoriis 2 (Socioeconomic), 3 (Political) and 4 (Responsibility) -

Eirly Years (00); Middle Yeartliology410Lakfhyskal Science (20)

Textbook code

Socioeconomic Category

Number of messages

Beneficial effectsa

Detrimental effects

Discussion present

No discussion

National context

International contextb

Political Categiry

Number of messages

Solution certain

Solution doubtful

National context

International contextb

Responsibility Category

Number of messages

Ethical type

Legal type

National context

International contextb
_ -

Total number of messages

01 02 03 04 11 12

5 18

1 _8

5 10 5

3 16 9

2 2 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

17 9 5 8 2

5 6 4 5 0

0 4 5 4 2 0

0 1 3 0 3 0

0 0 0 0 3 0

0 5 6 4 3 0

1 10 1 1

5

5 0 0 0 0

10 1 1 0 1'

33 16 10 16 3

13

13

8

5

7

0

13

6

4

1

0

6

5

25

14 15 16 17 21 22 23 24

15 9 5 2 0 2 13

15 7 4 1 0 0 12

2 1 1 0 2 1

4 3 2 0 1 3

3 6 5 2 0 0 1 10

lc 1 2 4 1 0 0 4

3 14 8 1 1 0 2 .9

4 17 2 1

4 12

0 5 0 0 0

1 1 1

3 16 0 2

1 1,

1

0 0

0 1 1

0 1 0 0

8 33 11 7 5 0 5 15

An effect may be considered simultaneously beneficial and ditrimentilit is then counted in both categories.

b The content May occasionally show both characteristics and is then counted twice
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Table VIII.6b - Number of ScienceTechnology-Society Messages in Categories 2 (Socioeconomic), 3 (Political) and 4 (Responsibility) -

Miedle Years, General Science (30); Senior Years; Biology (40), Chemistry (50), Physics (60)

Textbook code 31 32.

Socioeconomic Category

Number of messages 8 4

Beneficial effects 8 4

Detnmental effects 1 0

Discussion present 8 1

No discussion 0 3

National context 2 I

International contextb 8 3

Political Category

Number of messages 1 3

Solution certain 1 3

Solution doubtful 0 0

National context 1 0

international contextb 0 3

Roonsibility Category

Number of messages 1 0

Ethical type 1 0

Legal type 0 0

National context 1 0

International contextb 1 0

Total number of messages 10 7

33 41 42 43 44 51 52 53 54 55 56 61 62

11 23 17 3 1 3 10 4 2 27 6 5 2

3 11 16 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 1

7 12 6 3 1 1 7 4 2 26 5 4 1

5 17 15 0 0 0 10 1 2 21 1 4 1

5 6 2 3 1 3 0 3 0 6 5 I 1

10 12 9 3c 1 2 0 lc 0 3 lc 1 1

1 10 8 0 0 2 10 3 2 24 5 4 1

11 8 6 2 1 0 3 8 3

8

8 4 9 4

7 8 3 1 1 0 2 5 0 6 4 9 3

4 0 3 1 0 0 1 4 3 2 0 0 1

9 4 0 lc 1 0 1 lc 0 0 0 0

2 4 6 1 1 0 2 7 3 8 4 8 4

4 8 6 0 1 0 2 2 0 11 0 2 1

3 8 6 0 0 0 2 2 0 6 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0

4 4 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0

0 4 5 0 0 0 1 2 0 9 0 1

26 39 29 5 3 3 15 14 5 46 10 16 7

An effect may be considered simultaneously beneficial and detrimental. It is then counted in Ligh categories.

b The context may occasionally show both characteristics ind is then counted twice.

N C United States.

63 64

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

p 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0100
0



messages in the category of scientific responsibility deal with the moral
and legal aspects of scientific and technological activity.

The socioeconomic category contains the most messages (55 per
cent of the total), ihe political category follows (30 per cent) and the
scientific responsibility category (15 per cent) contains the fewest. With
few exceptions, this pattern is true for every textbook. Three of the 32
textbooks in the sample contain none of these messages and seven con-_
tain five or fewer. For the set of textbooks as a whole, the number of
beneficial effects of science and technology recorded is equal to the
number of detrimental ones. In this respect; we can distinguish three
kinds of textbooks: those that are optimistic and for which the impact of
science and technology is seen as more often beneficial than detrimental
(eight out of 32); tholk that are pessimistic and for which the perceived
impact is more detrimental than beneficial (seven of 32) and those that
present an equal number of beneficial and detrimental effects. In two-
thirds of the cases, the beneficial or detrimental character of the effects is
the subject of discussion and very few textbooks present effects without
any discussion. When science and technology are called upon to solve
societal problems, the solutions are seen as certain two times out of
three and uncertain only once in three times. When the authors do in-
troduce material about scientific responsibility, they are more apt to il-
lust?ate the moral rather than the legal aspect. They do either, however,
only rarely. Finally, the messages are presented generally in an interna-
tional or at any rate, not specifically Canadian context: On some occa-
sions, the context is clearly both Canadian and American.

Counting the number of messages, however, provides only partial
information: Possibly a small number of very pertinent messages (relat-
ing to the official guidelines) are more effective than a great many mes-
sages of lesser interest. Our purpose at this point is not to discuss the
relevance or quality of the messages, even though we recognize that
such a discussion is essential.

Socioeconomic category
Some 230 messages of this category; taken from the 32 textbooks and
two supplementary booklets; in which the good or bad consequences of
science and technology for society were expressed, were divided into
five major groups of varying size. One message is given to represent
each group and is accompanied by the number of messages contained in
that group.
Group A: "Growth or progress resulting from science and technology
creates pollution; causes illness and disturbs the ecosystem." This group
contains 98 messages; slightly fewer than half the total number of socio-
economic messages. It includes nearly everything that has made head-
lines during the last 15 years: water, air and soil pollution; heavy-metal
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poisoning; the problems due to the use of DDT and chemical fertilizers;
and the destruction of the environment as a result of mining activity, the
construction of dams; intensive agriculture and urbanization.

Group B: "Science and technology have created medicines and tech-
niques for improving public health and combatting malnutrition." This
group, the second in size, contains 55 messages that appear primarily in
biology textbooks. The consequences they describe are broadly benefi-
cial: from pasteurization to the application of x-rays, from synthesizing
new foods to genetic engineering.

Group C: "Science and technology have created machines or processes to
facilitate work or increase the wellbeing of the population." This group
contains 27 messages, just over 10 per cent of the total number; They
point to the improvement of living conditions made possible by elec-
tricity, anti-pollution devices and improved transportation methods.
The beneficial effect of space exploration gets a single mention; as does

. the introduction of data processing: Only two messages deal with the
benefits brought by telecommunications.

Group D : "Science and technology have made possible the creation of
beneficial new materials and new sources of energy." In this group 23
messages mention cheaper, more readily available synthetic materials to
meet people's needs. Students also learn about the usefulness bf nuclear
and solar energy.

Group £: "Growth or progress resulting from science and technology en-
tails the squandering of energy and resources and gives rise to problems
of waste management." This group contains 20 messages.

Group F: This last group contains seven messages; summarized as fol-
lows: "science and technology; by their effects on society, are inducing
people to conserve resources and energy, and to take action against
pollution:"

We shall confine ourselves here to a few comments on the results of
this analysis. At first glance; according to textbook authors, pollution
and the waste of resources are the most important consequences of
science and technology; This conforms fairly well with the temper of
the times during the 1970s. According to our sample, the benefits of
science and technology appear to come almost exclusively from medical
research: Finally; the effects of data processing and telecommunications,
phenomena that are likely to change the society of the 19803, are con-_
spicuous by their absence in the physics, general science and physical
science textbooks we have examined.

What is the message implied in this distribution of the social conse-
quences of scientific and technological activity? What are its likely ef-
fects on the development of attitudes towards science and technology?
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Politico! Category
What kinds of social problems can science and technology be called

upon to sabre? Our analysis discerned aboUt 40, scattered throughout
the 34 books examined. World hunger and diseases (about 30 messages)
and oddly enough, those created by science and technology such as pol-

lution and the need for new sources of energy (about 30 messages) are
mentioned most often: The others to which science and technology can
offer solutions are quite,diverse: for example, weather prediction; pre-
vention of natural disasters by the construction of models; purification
of dnnking water. Each of these is mentioned only once in our sample.

Scientific Responsibility
The moral problems associated with science_ and technology and
focussed upon in science textbooks are personal attitudes to pollution

and waste (about 10 messages; one-fifth Of the total); questions con-
cerning life in society (such as the use of drugs), genetic engineering and

genetic counselling (about seven messages); a variety of other problems;
each mentioned only once; such as the decision to undertake mining op-

erations, deforestation and whaling. The legal problems associated with

scientific and technological activity that are mentioned are again those

concerning pollution and waste (about two-thirds of the 20 messages).
Before concluding, we must again utter a word of caution. Firstly,

the textbooks containing most messages relating to the interaction of
science, technology and Society do not necessarily offer the greateit VA=

riety of messages. Textbook 55, for example, which contains 46 meg=

sages, the largest inithbet of all the textbooks; concentrates almoSt all of

them in the last chapter (5 per centof the book's pages) entitled "Chem-

istry, environment and pollution." Likewise, textbook 41's 39 messages

are found in the last chapter, "Humans in the Web of Life (6 per cent of

the book's riageS). Does this mean that it is essential toknow everything
that precedes this material in the textbook before being introduced to
the social effects Of science and technology, or does it mean, rather; that

the place given these effects in the boa( reflects the priorities of the
authors? Interestingly, other textboOkS Follow an opposite course. For
example, textbook 31 starts out as follows:

"In recent years you haVe probably heard a great deal about energy.
You may have read abctht rising fuel prices and further shortageS of

energy; You have been warned about an energy crisis and told to

conserve energy.,,ii
In this textbook the chapter containing most messages relating to the in-

teraction between Science, technology and society, "HOW Our Use of

Energy Affects Our World," is the tenth of 29 chapters, about 5 per cent

of the book. HOWeVer, the trend towards introducing a social perspec-

tive into science textbooks is fairly recent and as we have just seen, this
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process is being carried out in a variety of ways depending on the ilia:
portance given to it by authors.

Secondly; the number of messages does not truly reflect the impor-
tance given by science teiabook authors to the interaction between
science, technology and society. Very few of the messages are long or
documented as well as one might wish. In fact, most of them are short,
call for discussion or require additional information. About 200 mes-
sages out of 230 occupy from one to 10 per cent of a chapter. Only text-
books 31 and 42 offer messages occupying from 20 to 100 per cent of a
Chapter. TWO of these messages,' the longest ones; deal with the rational
utilization of energy and the effects of science and technology on human
ecology.

Further-More, this says little directly about educational practice. In-
deed, even if teachers do use textbooks for preparing their lessons, they
may be inspired by certain parts of them to introduce a social perspec-
tive. However; our survey shows that the introduction of this perspec-
tive is not a priority for the majority of teachers.

We have presented a somewhat sketchy picture of the interaction
of science; technology and society in ence textbooks. We have de-=
scribed the aspects of this interaction that are most often mentioned in
the textbooks and have sb own the spread that exists between tektbOokS
in this regard: Generally speaking, on the basis of the number Of tries=
sages; general science textbooks and biology textbooks show more so=
cial context than textbooks of the physical sciences. Some textbooks
provide no opportunities For students to reach goals in this area others
provide very Few. Given the prevailing rnmistry guidelines; it is ex-
tremely difficult tOdetermine how much social context and of what kind
is sufficient to realize these aims.

The Canadian Context
Tat:0e VIII.7a-c indicates the number, type and length of messages that
make up the Canadian context in the science textbooks examined. The
analytical scheme (reproduced In Appendix D) was intended to enable
us to determine the extent to which a :canadian context is present; this
being defined as the total number of messages in a textbook that are

. unequivocally linked to the Canadian reality in all its aspects: The
scheme was also intended to enable us to count the situations in which
the Canadian context is unnecessarily replaced by a foreign one.

The messages were assigned to four categories: physical (geo-
graphic), historical, sociocultural and foreign. In Table VIII.7a-c; the
number of messages is accompanied by the number of supportive
photographs; illustrations or diagrams and by the (approximate) num-
ber of lines of text devoted to these messages. Each part of the table e6h_
tains notes intended to give details abo4. the data presented.
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t4 Table V111% - Number, Type and WO oftviessages Relating, to the Canadian Context in Science Textbooks - Early Years MO); Middle

Years, Physical Science (24 Genet elice-(30)

Textbook code _

Physiril

Total number of messages

Photographs, illustrations, etc.

Total number of lines

Histotimi Dimension

Total number of messages

Photographs, illustrations, etc.

Total number of lines

Sodalhal Dimension

Total number of messagei

Photographs, illustratidns, etc.

Total number cif linei

FOrfign Coded

Total number of messages

Photographs, illustrations, etc,

Total iimber of lines

__DI_ 02 03 04 21 22 24 31 32 33

7 6 2 7 4 0 2 6 100( 12 15

5 4 1 5 3 0 1 1 10b 5 3

16 7 7 16 23e 0 17 100d 600d 60d 40d

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 _2_

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15d 0 25d

0

0 0 7 0 0 0 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 35 0 0 0 4 40d

6 0 0 0

4' 0 0 0

10b 0 0 Ob

2

2f

2

p 41 0

0 0 0

0 80d 0

30C 1 10

3 0 5

180d 3 70d

1 4 2

0 2 I

2 1

A Photograjihs of geological formations mostly en in the United 5tatiii.

b Apparently the illustrations vary with the editions, On page 279 of the STEM text 5th year (1977 ed,1 and on the same page of its

tranilation, Les eheminsk Ia Rittle; 5th year (1978 ed.); a set of ji_hotagiiphi taken oa the earth and on the moon are shown for the children to

think about, The English editiOn retains the American flag; while the French edition rlices it with a Canadian flag.

c Minimum,

d Approximate, - -

t Discussion of the adaptation of Si system totanada,

f Photograph of a nuclear power stationin the United States.

$ Regular referenci to North America itherthatilanada,



Table Number; Type andlength of Messages Hating to the Canadian Context in Science Textbooks - Middle and Senior

Years, Biology (10 & 40)

Textbook cocle 11 12 13

Physical Dimension

Total number of messages 29 2 51

Photographs, illustrations, etc, 201 1 14

Total number of lines 8001 3 120b

Historical Dimension

Total number of messages 1c 0 0

Photographs; illustrations; etc. 0 0 0

Total number of lines 4 0 0

Sociocultural Dimmsion

Total num_ber_of messages : 3 0 3

Photographs, illustrations, etc, 0 0 it

Total number of lines 14 0 7

Folio Context

Total number of messages 8 0 2

Photographs, illustrations, etc. 1
(d) 0

Total number of lines 41_0_ lob

14 15 16

3 15 12

2 4 34

4 26 70'J

0 2. 0

0 _2 0

0 18 0

0 5 3

1 1. 0.

0 30b 20b

10f 0 10

2 0 7

15b 0 50b

I Minimum,

b Approximate.

( The potato famine led to the Irish immigration to Canada in 1885.

d All the photographs in this human biology textbook were taken in France:

e Canada overlooked as a world producer of wheat.

All the examples come from thsiUnited.States,

8 Examples taken from the United States.

h Development of the McIntosh apple in Canada.

17

0

0

0

1 o ih o 14

41 42 43 44_

8 3 1 35

5 3 0 14

20b 35b 23 800b

0

2

0

0

0

2

1

30b

0 0 0

0 29 0

0 2 0

0 _n 0

0 18 0

6

4006

14

...2..

300b

178 8 148 1

7 2 4 0

10011 $01}
.

300b 40b



Nt\-1 Tib le V111,7c - Number, Type and Length of Messages Relating to the Canadian Context in kience Textbooks - Senior Years, Chemistry

op
154 Physics (60)

Textbook code

Physical Dimension

Total number Of messages

Photographs; illustrations; etc.

Total number of linei

Historical Di-incision

Total number_of messages

Photographs, illustiatiori`s; etc:

Total number of lines

gaiocaltural Dimension

Total number of messages

Photographs, illustrationi, RC.

Total number of lines

Foreign Context

Total number of messages

Photographs; illustrations; etc.

'Total numbir of linei

51 51a 51b 52 53

70b

3

160b

5

2

2

70b,c

3 3d

O

25 90b 15

3 1 2

0 0 0 0

16 2 40t

11

MitlitlIUM,

b Approximate.

Mainly Atomic Energy Canada Ltd.

d The scientists mentioned are Gillespie and/or Bartlett.

All the examples are from the United States.

Lautherford.

54 55 56 61 62 63 6t

13 1 21 22

10 0 16. 9-

10 2 604 120b 0 0

1 2 0 5 lf 0

0 0 0 7 0 0

30 13 0 110b 6

40 10

9 0

40b 300b 70b 0

10' 1 4 4 7

3 0 4 2 4-

50b 1 5 10b 30b 0



The absence of Canadian context in science textbooks used in
Canada was noted in the Symons ReportI2 and was the subject of a dis-
cussion paper written by James Page.13 As the analysis Of the guidelines
in chapter 5 indicated; the presence of such a context is not, with rare
exceptions; the subject of special mention in the science curricula:
MorAver, as the responses to the survey show (see volume H); the
teachers assign practically no importahte to the acquisition of an aware-
ness of the practice of science in Canada as an aim of science instruction:
The presence of a Canadian context in science textbooks is clearly a
matter fc4peliberation.

Th extbooks examined fall into two main categories (see Ta-
ble VIII.7). The first comprises textbooks devoid of Canadian context -
those that, at worst, contain not a single message relating to the
Canadian reality and, at best, only a few meagre geographical; historical
or sociocultural references. All four textbooks at the early-yearS leVel
101, 02, 03 and 04), the middle-years biology texts (12, 14 and 17),
physical science books of the middle years (21, 22 and 23), theitiiwy
textbooks of the senior years (53; 54 and 56) and biology and physics
textbooks of the senior years (41, 42, 43, 63 and 64) fall into this group.
These textbooks make up about 60 per cent of the sample examined.
This category can be divided into two subcategories. The first contains
the textbooks that have very little or no Canadian or foreign context (01,
02, 03, 04, 12, 17 21; 22, 23; 56, 63 and 64). In some a few indications
here or there betrig their foreign origin and their adaptation to the
Canadian market (for example, flagS and other illustrations). The second
subcategory shows a foreign context (in most tage-s'A US context); where
Canadian examples would also have been appropriate. Here are a few
examples of this subcategory cited by the analysts.

Textbook 14:.
The metric system came into use in France in 1840. By 1878 its use

had spread to Belgium, Greece, Spain; Germany, and Sweden. The
metric system has been legal in the United StateS since 1866. "14

"Most people in the United States live in cities: "15

Textbook 41: Students learn here the course of the mortality rate in the
United States during the twentieth century, the emigration and immi-
gration rates in the United States from 1911 to 1940 and the population
densities of Rhode Wand and Maine, but nothing of a comparable na-
ture about their own country.16 The same textbook proposes a professor
at the University of California at Berkeley" as a career model, but no=
where does it refer to a Canadian scientist or university.

Textbook 42: Here again the population statistics are given fOr the United
States and the acid rain phenomenon does not seem to apply to
Canada.18
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Textbook 43: The student learns the maximum quantities of alcohol that
US driverS may Imbibe before driving The percentage of racial types
are given for the United States (blacks and whites), Sweden, Japaii, Ha-
waii, China, the aborigines of Australia and the native people in North
America, but not for Canadians.20

Textbook 53:
"Imagine that a telegram is to be sent on a winter night from New
York City to a rancher who lives near the top of a mountain in
Nevada."2'
"Over 20 million lbs: of aspirin, or about 155 5 -grain tablets for ev-

ery person; are manufactured each year in the United States
alone:"22

Textbook 54:
"A darn such as the Hoover Dam on the Colorado River stores wa-
ter. It alSO can be said to store energy. Explain."23

It is noteworthy that the French version of this textbook contains the
following exercise:

"A dam as the Manic 5 Dam on the ManicoUagah River stores

water. It also can be said to store energy. Explain."24

Examination of the French versions of American tektbdOks showed
that in the majority of cases, translation had been acco .nied by
adaptation to take account more effectively of the Canadia rea -and

to eliininate obviously foreign references. In its French v rsion, t-

book 54 would be more appropriately included in the first s Lbtategory:

little Canadian or foreign context. We take this opportunity to l 'ha-
size the difficulty of assigning a textbook clearly to one category or
another in the absence of definite criteria for determining Canadian con-
text. Do such criteria exist? If not, should some such criteria be

established?
The second category of textbooks (11; 13; 15; 16, 24, 31, 32, 33, 44,

51; 52, 55; 61 and 62) contains a certain amount of Canadian context.
This may vary_ from one textbook to another and may be of varying im-
portance, biit it is thew and students may learn a little, at least, about
their own -country. On the whole, these textbooks giVe many physical
and geographical references: Some are frankly regional in tone and thus
Offer much information about British Columbia (31), Alberta (51 and
supplements), Ontario (44) and Quebec (almost all the French-language
textbooks are written or adapted for this proVinte). The sociocultural
dimension is given less prominence than the physical, but more than the
historical, which is the most neglected of the three. The collection of
Messages constituting the Canadian context is very varied and difficult

to summarize. We shall try to illustrate this variety by giving a few ex-
amples of the historical and sociocultural dimensions:
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As stated above, the history of science and technology in Canada is
almost completely ignored by science textbooks. Rutherfora's experi-
ments at McGill UniverSity (1889490Z)Are often cited as an example of
Canadian science (textbooks 61 and 62). Neil Bartlett is mentioned in
three te*tbookS (31, 53 and 54) for his synthesis of Xenon hexafluoride
at the University of British Columbia and R.J. Gillespie of McMaster
UniverSitk is mentioned in one textbook (53) for his theory of molecular
structure. In another field, Sir Sandford Fleming is honoured for his
proposal to establish time zones and his role in the construction of the
first trant;Canadian railroad (31). Sir Frederick Banting is mentioned
once for the isolation of insulin (52). The historical role of Atomic Eh=
ergy of Canada is more or less recognized in three instances (52, 61 and
62). One booklet in the ALEHEM program (51a) mentions the history of
the petrochemical industry in Canada, and of polyethylene in Alberta.
Textbook 44 contains the most historical content. References abound in
it: for example, the role of Alexis St- Martin in the Study of digestion;
the study of heliotropism by Kevan of the University of Newfoundland;
the study of the Dionne quintuplets. However, this biology textbook;
like all the others, ignores the basic role of Brother Marie- Victorin both
as the scientific editOr Of "La flore Laurentienne" (Laurentian Flora) and
as a promoter of science in French Canada.

Sociocultural messages. predictably relate largely to matters of pol-
lution and the management of energy as these affect Canada (15, 23; 24;
33, 44, 5Z 55; 61 and 62). Only one textbook (33) deals with mining as
an important factor in Canadian life. In others (11, 15), it is rarely men-
tioned: The northern character of Canada in relation to science and tech-
nology is mentioned only very occasionally: the cold climate (31; 44),
the forests (03, 15, 16, 44), the water (32) and the fauna (13, 16; 44).
Only one textbook (31) deals with the Canadian lifestyle; especially the
diet and its deleterioUS effects in the light of medical and dietary discov-
eries and the exhortatory and regulatory role of governments, Finally,
some 10 tektbbokS in our sample touch on students' career plans and
only eight of these offer the student detailed information about careers
in science and tethnology. Of the eight, seven were written in the
United States and they are the ones that give most career inforthation.

In concluSiOn, we can say that Thomas H.B. Symons and James
Page were right. Generally speaking, the science textbooks in use in
Canadian schools teach almost nothing about science and technology in
Canada, or about its history and impact on society. Teachers who wish
to inform their students on these matters must look for relevant Sources.

of information elsewhere.
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Table VIII.8 - Chatided$603 of Rience Textbooks Containing a Canadian Context - Earji Wad (00); Middle Years, Biology (10),

ts.) PhysicatSciences (20), General Science (30); %dor Years, Blologr(40),_Chemisity (SO), Physics (60)

Textbook code 11 13 15 16 241 31

Authors

Number

Canadians

Americans

Others _ _

Not identified

5 2 2 2 2 2

5 I 2 2 2 2

1

32 33b 44 51 52_55C__ 61 62

2

2

6

6

2

2

10

10

2

2

3

3

3

3

4
4

4

fibitchtt$

Canadiand X X X X X X

Subsidiary' X X X X X X X X

Foreign

Printed in

Canada X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

United States

Other

Not determined

Textbook rio; 24 is a French translation of a Canadian teitbikik published by a subsidiary and printed in Canada.

b Textbook no 33 has been translated into French:

Textbiok riö, 55 has been translated into English and is the &it Welke textbook written by Quebec authors to have been so translated into

English,

d Canadian dWiiership. Of the six publishing houses in this line, three are Quebec publishers (11, 16; 24), two are Ontatiiii (33; 62), and one is

Albertan (51J.

Canadian siilisidial_ofi_multinational publishing comPany,

1



Table V111,9 - Characteristics of Science Textbooks Containing Little or No Canadian Context - Early Years (00); Middle Year?, Biology

(10), Physical Sciences (20), General Science (30); Senior Yeari, Biology (40); Chernistry_150), Physics (60)

Textbook code

Authors

Number

Canadians

Americans

Others

Not identified

Publishers

Canadian(

Subsidiaryd

Foreign

Printed in

Canada

United States

Not identified

oil 021

8

03

3

04b

4

4

if

12 14 17

4

4

21.

3

3

221

5

5

23b

3

X X

X

41 42 436 53 546 566 63b

(8)

X

X

5

1

Textbooks nos. 01; 02 and 22 are French translations of American texts.

b There are French translations of texts nos. 23, 43, 54, 56 and 63 in use in the Francophone schools of Canada.

C Canadian ownership; the 5 entries in this line are Quebec publishing houses,

d Canadian subsidiary of a multinational publishing company,

British Columbia.

France.

g The 1978 edition of this textbook lists.more than 50 :1:11-abiliiitori, all of_thertt American__



However, a very few textbooks do succeed in providing both
teacher and student with a science content in a Canadian context. What
are the characteristics of theauthors and editoiCof these texts? Table
V111.8 clearly shows that wfletl a Canadian context is present the text-
book has been written by Canadians. On the other hod, the fact that
the authors are Canadian does\no_t necessarily predict the presence of a
Car . context (see Table VIII.9). The authors of 14 out of the 18
text ks that have little or no Canadian cohtext are American; and the
existence of a US context in several of the textbooks shows that no ef-
fort has been made to adapt them to the Canadian reality. This is con-
firmed by the fact that seven of these textbooks were written and
printed in the United States. In this category, English-language publfsh-
erS are not represented, unlike their Quebec counterparts; who publish
French translations of American works; Tables V111.8 and VIII.9 also
Show that the textbooks that offer the least information on science and
technology in Canada and on its history and social impact are used
primarily in the early and senior years. To supplement the data and to
assess the relative importance of textbooks with and withoutCanadian
context, Table VIII.10 indicates the extent of their utilization by the re-
spondents to our survey.

Table VIII.10 - Number of Survey Respondents Using Textbook With and
Without a Canadian Context

Textbooks
with

Canadian
Context

Textbooks
without

Canadian
Context

Others
(with or
without
context)

Early YearS 0 705 94

Middle Years 332 168 307

Senior Years
Biology 7 154 110
Chemistry 60 64 143

Physics sz 53 _65

The Nature of Science; the History of Science and Technology
This textbook analysis contains a section on the nature of science for
two reasons. Firstly, official guidelines contain objectives relating to the
nature of science, such as: "to understand how science operates."
Secondly, the views of critics of science education justified -such an in-
clusion. For example, Jacques Desautels stated in his,book; trole + Science

= Echec (School + Science = Failure):
"A first analysis of the popular view of science'and- engineering aytd
their relationship to the development of scientific knowledge,
Shows that an inaccurate view of reality is being conveykl, one that
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keeps myths_ alive. Teaching based on this view serves to alienate

the student."25
We are immediately faced, then, with a number of questionS. The

firSt stems from the very nature of the study and asks what opporttini;
ties textbook authors give students to underitand the nature of science.
The second asks how the history of science is introduced and used by
authors to illustrate the nature of science. These questions seem rather
technical, but we soon realized that concepts such as the history of
science and the nature of science have different meanings for different
authors, and that messages about these concepts are often unstated;
Again, our study is not a normative one and for this reason; we could
not very well start frim one generally accepted definition of the nature
of science (if, in fact; one existed) and compare it with those given; im-
plicitly or explicitly, by authors. Rather, this study presents a descrip-
tive analysis of a multifaceted and complex reality that can be called
simply "textbook science." But what exactly is textbook science? This
question is difficUlt to answer, especially since there has been very little
research on the Subjett. Moreover, the image of science that a textbOcik
portrays is only one of many the student has access to In facti any image
of the nature of science that a student has is likely to be developed from
a blending of his own preconceptions with "spontaneous philosophies"
Of science held by his teacher and by textbook authors. -it is therefore
diffitult to infer anything about a student's concept of science from
messages contained in textbooks.

At first glance; "textbook science" appears to operate on two levels;
At the level of rhetoric; this is apparent from the definitions that the
authhrs give. At the level of practice, it can be discerned by examining
the type of activities required of the student (if, in fact, the authors want
students to work like "real" scientists), by reading the textbooks' mes-
sages that suggest to the student that "science operates this way" and by
determining why and how authors refer to the history of science. These
historical references generally give the student; either implicitly or eic-
plicitly, an idea of the nature of science. Even for one textbook; this is a
considerable task. We have restricted ourselves to a cursory overview
for the PiirpciSes of this analysis, and more work needs to be done:-
Though limited in number, our data nevertheless enabled us to raise
several questions for deliberation;

Questions About the Nature of Science Activity
Messages alit:int the nature of science often appear in the form of defini=

tions of science and the scientific method; Almost all textbooks contain
some inforrhatibri of this sort. This is especially true of early-years text=
bOokS which, although not including anything for students use, pro
vide teathers with messages such as the following:
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"The prograrn is designed to help children become skilled at apply-
ing other processes such as: observing; measuring, recording, inter-
preting data, using numbers; predicting; classifying, communicat-
int, formulating hypotheses."26

This is also the case; occasionally, with textbooks used in later years,
whose authors view science as a collection of facts, discoveries and so
on, to be "transmitted" to students:

"As was the case with the cell; the authors wish to point out, in
these as in all the other chapters, the latest discoveries in science
and to have students read about them in accounts that are clear and
straightforward."27

The vast majority of textbook authors tell the student that science
represents both a product and aprocess, even though this is expressed in
various ways. Most give a definition of science (or of their own subdisci-

.
pline biology, chemistry, physics, etc.) followed by a definition of
scientific method as a means to resolve problems and add to the general
body of scientific knOWledge.

Our analysis has shown that authors of six of the 14 textbooks used
in the middle years and seven of the 14 books used in the senior yeirs
give a schernatic description of the scientific method that includes the
following steps (though not necessarily in the same order): definition of
problem, observation, gathering of information, formulation of hypoth-
esis, designing of experiment with controlled variableS, verification,_ and
communication of results. This method appears in all three subjects
(physics, chemistry and biology). Some middle-years textbooks (17, 31
And 33) do not contain such a description blit instead emphasize the
control of variables to ensure successful eicPerimentation. Here, the sig-
nificant question is not "hOW dO you explain a phenomenon?" but
rather, "what does such a phenomenon depend on?" In the senior years;
only one chemistry textboOk fails to give a schematic definition of
science (51). The textbookS do, however, contain implicit messages. On
the whole, physics textbooks stress observation and experimentation as
the driving elementS of scientific activity, with model and theory con-
struction the expected outcome. Only one biology textbook (43) in-
cludes not only -a traditional description of scientific method but also
one for "technolbgical method," which involves following a procedure
to the letter, Observing carefully and transcribing all data.

Several of the authors who do list the steps involved in the scien-
tific method, nevertheless, do so with reservations:

"In practice, a scientist might not use all the steps listed. Studies of
the work of successful scientists show that problem solving is not a
step-by-step process. Scientists are creative people. They solve
problems in many ways. Creativity, hick, hard work, and intelli-
gent guessing are all part of scientific problem solving;"28
"The traditional form of the scientific method is first observing na-
ture; then seeking the regularities in the observations (etc.). This is
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a good method and it may be acceptable to some scientists. How-
ever, any method which is a combination of curiosity and imagina-
tion and which uses experimentation to look for regularities in
nature, will be an acceptable method for scientists to use.""

In any case, we have to ask ourselves why such a deicriPtion of the
scientific method (often followed by laboratorY Or historical examples)
appears so frequently in science textbooks. It certainly dbes provide in-:
formation; according to the authors, this is the way scientists work and
this is the method to be described. To this authors bring several implicit
scientific and pedagogical assumptioni: not only do scientists work this
way; but this is the way students should Work:

Your study of physics will in some ways imitate the steps by
which more accurate knOWledge Of the World has been gradually
won."30

One author maintains that, once the steps involved in the scientific
method are mastered froiri the beginning, then the rest will fallow more
easily:

"Once [these processes] have been mastered by the students; they
are used in all subsequent units to introduce and develop the con-
lent of science."31
Defining science as both a product and a process; therefore; has two

aims: it shows the student hoW to work; and it shows that scientists do;
in fact; work this way themselves. However; we have already seen, from
analyzing laboratory exercises, that very seldom is the entire range of
skills involved in the scientific method ever brought intct play. In addi-
tion, we ask: to what extent do textbooks demonstrate that science_ does,
in reality, Conform to the procedural description given in the initial
chapters? On the whole; authors make some effort to prove this claim,
though never compromising on the amount of content that they must
cover for a school year; This explains why theoretical entities are intro-
duced in textbooks as if their discovery were Self4Vident:

"Then in 1932 the neutron was discovered. This is a partide with a
mass almost the same as that of the proton (actually it is just
slightly heavier); but it has no elktrkal diarge."32
When one reads science textbooks from an epistemological per-

spective, one gains the uncomfortable feling that perhaps they were
not written with the intention of shedding light on the nature of science
at all Instead; this notion appeared fairly recently when the concept of
"science as process" became a dominant theme in science education: Or
indeed, is the science course the place to teach about the nature of scien-
tific activity? As hIS been shown by Orpwood and Roberts ;33 and in
greater detail by Factor and Ktitiser,34 this can occur; almost involun-
tarily, without. either the Student or the teacher being_awAre. . 9f the.
model being Siiggedted:To-makeexplicit-whatisimplidi about the na-
ture of science Would remedy only part of the problem. The question re-
mains: what view of science should be taught? Scientific activity, as
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described in most of the textbooks we examined; is essentially inductive
in nature. However, the way in which content and laboratory sessions
are organized does not favour this approach (see analysiS of laboratory
exercises). One can ask; as do Factor and Kooser, if thiS habit of describ-

ing explicitly the nature of science does not represent an element of
what they call the "standardization" of textbOOkS.38

Apart from this inductivism; Other characteristics that authors at-
tribute to the nature of science include cooperation and communication:

"The fourth activity of science is in many ways, the most impor-
tant one of all It is only through communicating ideas to others
that a strong framework can be prOVided for science. Experimental
results mast be confirmed and explanations must be tested by
others: "36

From examining science textbooks, it is obvious that on the one hand;

the only act of communication asked of the student is for a laboratory
report to be handed in Usually, thiS entails no cooperation with class-
mates and at no time does the student have any original publication to
took at or discuss as evidence of scientific communication: Moreover;
only one textbook; ALCHEM 10 (51), gave a different account of scien-
tific communication_ than that mentioned earlier: It implicitly states:
a) scientists share information in order to advance theoretical deVelop-
ment; b) several scientists working independently may discOVer the
same thing; and c) Scientists taking part in a competition may withhold
information for personal or national reasons.

The final characteristic of the nature of science that we considered

was its essentially dynamic quality: the products of science continually
change.

"Over the centuries, man has very often altered hiS views about the
structure of matter: Theories are not necessarily truths, but instead

are only temporary explanations."37
Generally, science has been successful in rectifying inaccurate represen-
tations. However, the ideas that a student haS pribr to science courses
("prescientific representations"38) are completely_ ignored. A textbook
will state; for example, that the novice has no prior basis for believing
that the atom is planetary,"39 when, in fact, children are widely exposed

to this model in popular science programs, comic strips, advertising slo-

gans and so forth.
The questions raised by the preceding remarks focus on the priority

that should be given to knowledge about the nature of science lid on
ways to acquire it. In any case, it is very difficult to escape the need to
determine the true nature of science. As Factor and Kooser state:

"If science is indeed part Of the search for truth and if truth seeking
is its paramount internal value (as many writers say it is); then is
there not a More truthful account of the nature of science itielf?"443

In the meantime, it may be worthwhile examining in greater depth the
suppositionS implicit in textbook authors accounts of how scientific
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knowledge is developed, even though this is a difficult task and few re-
searchers have ventured into this area.41

Questions About the History of Science and Technology
The use of history of science in textbooks is particularly interesting, for
although history objectives appear to have no particular importance for
either ministries of education or teachers; very few textbook authors
(except at the early years) choose to disregard the history of science

saa. completely. Historical messages range between two extremes: the first
consists only of the names of scientists and the dates of their di§cover-=
ies; the second features detailed case studies from the history of science.
On the whole; authors rarely state objectives concerning the history of
science and, when they do, they are not always set out in a clear and
straightforward manner.

"Students should recognize the contributions wade by various peo-
ple to scientific knowledge."42
"To provide some historical perspective for the development of the
science."'"
To show you some of the great ideas of science that have changed

the world in the past and will again in the future:"44
"UnderStariding the historical development of biological concepts
and their dependence on the nature of society and technology of
each age."45

. . so students can better understand the significance of the recent
discoveries in biology if they first learn the classical statements of
the problem."46

to demonstrate that progress in science is not always easily
achieved and is usually the result of modifying a theory to actbit=.
modate new information:"47
"We suggest that teachers should provide examples of the proper-
ties of a model that are both concrete and set in an historical
context."45
"We have taken time to present in its historical context for
several reasons. Perhaps the most important reason is so that you
can appreciate the nature of science as a human activity."49

There are several reasons for introducing the history of science: a) it is
interesting in itself; bJ it presents certain pedagogical advantages that
help in the understanding of concepts; and c) it illustrates the human as-
pect of Science and the nature of scientific activity. However, only one
teictbocik Mentions the inherent attractiveness of the history of science
to students:

"Historical narratives are used to create interest in a topic."50
Another chooses to downplay any historical reference:

"Chemistry: Experiments and Principles presents chemistry as it is

today."51
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Table VIII.11a-d presents data on the use of science hiStory in text-
books. The information we sought centred both on the two extrei
cases mentioned earlier (from the number of scientists mentioned to the
number of case studies) and on examples in betWeen (the names of
scientists associated with collaborative effort or with a particular
methodology, for example). The table shows that all the textbooks used
in the middle and senior years (except one) mention the names of scien-
tists, with usually more names mentioned in the senior-years textbooks;
Of 22 textbooksi, 16 mostly use names merely to identify a fact, law or
theory. In only six textbooks was the proportion of scientists; whose
work was described according to a systematic account of the scientific
method, greater than 50 per cent. Most Often, the student is told of dis-
coveries made by scientists but not the reasons why they were studying
the particular phenomenon. Moreover, these scientists generally were
riot placed in any historical or social context.

Finally, despite the lip - service authors pay to scientific communica-
tion, their textbooks rarely mention the research team or communica-
tion network within which scientists work: The most representative
case in this regard is the account of the development of the atomic
model given in five chemistry textbooks52 at the senior-years level. In
each book, the student sees the development of this model from
J.J. Thomson to Niels Bohr, including the corrections made by Ernest
Rutherford and James Chadwick. At no time is the student given any in-
dication that these men knew each other (and knew each other well) or
that the atmosphere at the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge Univer-
sity contributed to these achievements (J.J. Thomson was director of the
laboratory from 1884 to 1919 and Rutherford his student as of 1895; re-
placing him as director in 1919). Nor is there any mention that Niels
Bohr had been a student of ThornSOn at Carnbridge and of Rutherford at
Manchester, and that ChadWick had worked under Rutherford at Cam-
bridge. This is a prime example of "textbook science" in which histori-
cal events are presented outside their context and the scientists
generally portrayed (often in biographies) as solitary geniuses who had
the right idea at the right time.

This example raises another issue the Standardization of text-
books. None of the five textbOciktdiffered significantly in describing the
development of the atomic model Moreover, we easily found other ex-
amples of how extensive thiS standardization was All the textbooks, for
example; used the Haber process for synthesizing ammonia to illustrate
chemical equilibrium in the gaseous state, or its applications. What ex-
planation can there be for this unanimous choice of examples? We also
found it curious that textbook authors do not usually acknowlidge their
sources used in preparing their textbooks; ALCHEIN is a tare exception

to this. However, new editions of American textbo6kS such as PSSC,

CHEMStudy and BSCS, do indicate that they are baied on the original
edition. Is it unreasonable to assume that theSe unacknowledged sources
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Table V111,11a - The History of ScienceinScienceiextbooks - Middle Years, Biology (10)

Texthook_code 11 12 13 14 15

Aims

Inclusion of objective concerning

history of science

Scientist

Total number of scientists

mentioned

% of scientists mentioned merely to

qualify a law; theory, etc.

% of scientists whose work is

described according to "scientific

method"

% of scientists associated_with an

historical or social context

% of scientists mentioned

associated with a research team,

information network, etc.

% of women scientists mentioned

C0,0Shidies

61e studies cited

Illustrations or publications .1

associated with history of science

a Spontaneous generation and cell theory;

b Dikovery_of kvitamin deficiency,

136

x

27 24 14

19 46 100

67 8 0

56 4 0

74 0 0

0 0 0

Xi XII

x

32 23

46 57

38 43

16 13

6 17

0 0

16 17

0 6

0 100

0 100

0 100

0 100

0 0



Table V111,11b The History_of Sdence in Science Textbook Middle Yeus, PhyskELSciences (20), General Mince (30)

Textbookode
21_

Aims

lAclusion of objective concerning

history of science
X

51166h

Total number of scientists

mentioned
13

% of Icintists mentioned Merely to

qualify a law; theory, etc. . 62

% of scientists who work

described according to ''sdentific

Method"
, 15

% of scientists associated with an

historical or social context
15

% of scientists mentioned

associated with a research team,

information network; etc:
0

% of women scientists mentioned 8

Cast Shalits

Case studies cited

Illustrations or publications

atiociatetwith history of science

/2 23 2i

Xe

14 17 35

57 41 43

43 59 22

7 24 0

14 6 0

7 0 0

0

31 33

33 61 8

27 100 25

6 33 75

73 33 75

0 0 0

3' 0 0

Xa Xb Xd Xf

2

p.

0 6

Law of difiiiiteprbp-Ortions;.development of periodic table, ,special äialis, dittovety of radioactivity.

b Abandonment okaloric theory, measuring the Oiled of light, thermal energy and its conversioni

C Several of the great scienfic ideas that have helped shape the world and MO continue to do so-.

d The itrUcture of matter; the nature of heat.'

'Marie Curie.

feriodicl,classificatiOri and atomic model (partial treatment).

About three sentences devoted to each scientist.
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Table V1111c - The History of ScienctinScience_Textbooks - Senior Years; Biology (40), Physics (60)

Textbook code 41 42 43 44 61 62 63 64

Ainis

Inclusion_of objective concerning

history of science

Total number of scientists

A

X
,

X

mentioned 61

% of scientists mentioned merely to

qualify a law; theory, etc. 62

% of scientists whose work is

described according to "scientibc

method" 26

% of scientists associated with an

historical or social context 8

% of scientists mentioned

associated with a research team,

information network; etc. 3

% of women scientists mentioned 12

Case Stidiei

Case studies cited Xi Xb Xc

125 82 91

30 65, 16

.
70 26 36

33 34 14

39 21 31

5 1 6

Illustrations or publications

associated with history of science 3 , 1 3 0

Origiti of life, photosynthesis, Mendel; evolution; ete,

b Many biographies included.

Evolution and natural selection.

d Solar systernrioneunimovement, photoelectric effect, etc,

66 49

41 84

15 10

0 0

44 6

3 2

Xd

34 _0_

89 11

30 82

0 0

0 15

0 0

2 0

_3L 0



A Table VII1,11d - The History_otScienctin Science Textbooks - knior Yeiri, Chemistry (50)

A

Textbook code. 51 52 53 54 55 56

Ain

inclusion of objective concerning

history of science

Total number of scientists

mentioned

% of scientists mentioned merely to

qualify a law; theory; etc.

% of scientists whose work is

described according to "scientific

method"

% of scientists associated with an

historical Or social context

% of scientists mentioned

iodated with a research team,

ifformation iletWork, etc.

% of women scientists mentioned

Cast Studies

(') X
X X

26 61 69 50 30

72 62 30 56 60

28 33 29 24 40

12 2 \\ 68
!

2 37

12 20 38 18 0

0 3 \ 1 4 3

35

33

16

66

20

0

Case studies cited
Xb Xc

Xa Xt

Illustrations or publications

associateckvikhistory of science 2 0 _ 0 _ 0 6 2

Many historical referencei and biographies of famous scientists are found throughout the pryiram.__

b History of thi petiody table; development of the atomic model, Lavoisier and the beginriings of quantitative chemistry.

Modern oftheory o combustion, discovery of radioactiviti.

a Atornic model and Periodic table (partial treatment).

e__Atomic_theory,
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Were usually other science textbooks and that this practice leads to text-
book standardization?

We also wanted to know if any authors included case studies as
part of their historical references; basing our definition of case study on
the criteria proposed by Watson and Klopfer (see Appendix D). Table
VIII:11 gives some _idea of the use of case studies in _textbooks and,
consequently; of th extent to which students are offered a view of
science different fro "textbook science." In general, authors offer stu=
dents case studies t t do not necessarily conform to the criteria chosen
(development of t atomic model is one example of this). The textbook
with the most Ca0 studies is Project Physics iformerly Harvard Project Phys-
ics) by J, RiitherfOrd et al. There is also a Canadian version by D. Paul et
al. with large paiSages taken frorri the US version. It is interesting to note
that FletCher Watson, whose criteria we used to identify case studies; is
one of this book's authors.

Table VIII.11 also shows that authors rarely include any illustra-
tionS or a6iriaileS of original publications. The woman scientist most
often cited is Marie Curie. Very few Canadian scientists are mentioned;
except in one biology textbook (44), which devotes several lines to a to-
tal of 14. Among the Canadian scientists mentioped in other books are
Pierre Dansereau (13), Neil Bartlett (31 and 54); Sir Frederick Banting
(52), R.J. Gillespie and Gerhard Herzberg (53); Sir Sandford Fleming (31)
And Hans Selye (42):

In conclusion; if understanding the nature of science is one of the
main objectives of science teaching; the should students and teaCheri
not be well aware of the various messages concerning the nature of
science found in textbooks? Is this "textbook science," which stems
from a secondary textbook objective (the first being to convey science
content) and from a general standardization of textbodks, an acceptable
model? Do new policies such as the one in QUebee which requires
authors to prepare textbooks _in accordance with presctibed objec-
tives constitute a step away from standardization, or are other mea-
sures necessary? IA the "child as scientist" a proper model for teaching
scientific thinking?

We are well aware that these questions are rather broad in scope, as
might be expected when dealing with the problem of the nature of
science as represented in textbooks: Perhaps much of the problem stems
from an evident lack of interest on the part of researchers to study
science textbooks partly because of its apparent difficulty and partly be-
cause in North America; textbooks sometimes suffer from the emphasis
placed on "active" teaching methods and on the individualization of
teaching; in which the textbook's role is not considered essential33 The
survey; however; as well as our examination of what occurs in scientes
classrooms; show that the textbook does play an important role, and we
believe that a greater understanding of its impact on students and On
their learning is important for both educational policymaking and
practice.
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Appendices

Appendix A Science Curriculum Policy Documents

All ministries of education supplied_the study with policy documents
concerning their science programs. However, only those required for
analysis purposes are lisred here. The list does not, therefore, represent a
complete inventory of all provincial science program documents.

Early Years

Newfoundland
Phi/60/ikiiiid Objectives for Science Education in Newfoundland Schools;ias, GradeS

K =11(1978
Elementary Science Course Description (1978)

Prince Edward Island
A Style for Every hild: Program of StUdieS and Related Information for the Schools

rince'Edward land 11977-78) (amended 1978)

ce Activities i the Elementary School, Years PVI

Nov Scotia
Science in the Elementary School: A Teaching Guide (1978)(

New Brunswick
Program in Elementary School Science (1977)
Programme-cadre, sciences a relbrientaire (1977)
Guide pidagogique, sciences d l'iliMentaire, Premier cycle (1970); Deuxiime cycle

(1977)

Quebec
prole quebecoise, &lona de politique et titan fraction (1979)
Programme d 'etude; priMaire; sciences de la nature (1980)
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Materiel didactique agree par le ministere de IEduration pour leS holes primaires de

langue franfaise (1979); Supplement (1981)
Educational materials approved by the ministere de lEchication for use in English-

language elementary schools (1979); Supplement (1981)

Ontario
The Formative Years (1975)
Circular 14: Textbooks (1982)

Manitoba
K=6 Science (1979)

Saskatchewan
Division I Science Program (1971)
Curriculum Guide for Division II Science (1971)

Alberta
Curriculum Guide for Elementary Science (1980 interim)

British Columbia
Elementary Science: Curriculum Guide (1981)
Prescribed and Authorized Learning MaterialS: Grades K -Xll (1979)

Northwest Territories
Elementary Science Program: Interim Edition (1978)

Yukon Territory
The Exploring Science Program Teacher's Guide (1978)

Middle Years

Newfoundland
Philosophy and Objectives for Science Education in NeWfOundlarid Schools, Grades

K -11 (1978)
junior High Science Curriculum Guide (1980)

Prince Edward island
A Style for Every Child: PrOgram ofStudies and Related information for the Schbols

of Prince Edward Island (197748, amended 1978)
Levels Seven, Eight, Nine Science Discovery Approach: A Suggested PrograM for

P.EL Schools

Nova Scotia
Science in the Junior High School (1977)
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New BrunSWitk
Junior High Science (1980)
Sciences, Secondaire, premier cycle (1979)

Quebec
Pro&ramme detude, secortdaire
EiolOgie 176-113
Initiation a la biologie humaine 175-133 (documents cls travail, 1980)
Materiel didactiaue agree par le, ministere d e l tducation pair ies ecoles secondaires

de longue franfaise (1979); Supplement (1981)
Educational Materials approved by the ministere de ltducation for use in English=

language secondary schooli (1979); Supplement (1981)

Ontario
Intermediate Division Science (1978)
Circular 14: Textbooks (1982)

Manitoba
7-9 Science (1979)

Saskatchewan
A Curriculuin Guide for Division III Science (1979)

Alberta
Curriculum Guide for junior High School Science (1978)

British Columbia
junior Secondary Science, Curriculum/Resource Guide, 8-10 (Draft; 1982)

Northwest Territories
Middle Years Science (1979)

Senior Years

Newfoundland
Philosophy and Objectives for Science Education in N-eufciiiridland Schools, Grades

K-11 (1978)
High School Biology Curriculum Guide (1979)
Biology 2201 (1981)
Biology 3201 11982)
Chemistry 2202 (1982)
High School Physics Course Description (1979)
Physics 2204 (1981)
-Physics 3204 (1982)



PrinCe Edward Island
A Style for Every Child: Program of Studies and Related Information for the Schools
of Prince Edward*land (1977-78, amended 1978)

NO'va Scotia
Biology 010, 310, 012; 312 A Teaching Guide (1978)
Chemistry 011; 012; 311, 312 A Teachiq Guide (1977)
Physics 011; 012; 311; 312 A Teaching Guide (1977)

New Brunswick
Biology 102-101 (1980)
Biology 103 (1977)
Biology 122 (1977)
Chemistry 111-121 (1979)
Chemistry 112-122 (1979)
Physics 111-121 (1969)
Physics 112-122 (1979)
Plans d'etudes:
Biologie 102-122 (1972)
Chimie I and 11 (1980)
Physique 112-122 (1974)

Quebec
Programmes d 'etudes des ecoles secondaires, Biologie 422 (1971)
Chimie 270 -442; 270-462, 270-562 (1976)
Physique 181-643, 181-653 (1980)
Materiel didactique agree par le ministere de ltducation -our les ecoles secondaires

de langue Iranfaise (1979); Supplement (1980)
Educational materials approved by the is ere e ltducation for use in English-
language secondary schools (1979); SUppIrmrtit (1980)

Ontario (no senior-years guidelines available)
Circular 14: Textbooks (1982)

Manitoba
Bioko 200 -300 pilot program (1981)
Chemistry 00-300 pilot program (1981)
Physics 200-300 pilot program (1981)

Saskatchewan
Biology 20,30 (1971); Supplement (1979)
Chemistry 20,30 (19764
Physics 20,30 (1976); Supplement (1979)
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Alberta
Biology 10-20-30 (1977)
Chemistry 10-20-30 (1977)
Physics 10-20-30 (1977)

British Columbia
Biology 11 and 12 (1974)
Chemistry 11: Learning Outcomes and
Chemistry 12: Learning Outcomes and
Phisics 11: Curriculum Guide (1981)

Resource Guide. (1977)
Resource Guide (1978)

Prescribed and Authorized Learning Materials: Grades K-11 (1979)
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Appendix B Science Textbooks

Books listed here are those listed by ministry documents as prescribeft
approved or authorized for use by students; Only books and series are.
listed (i.e., not "kits" of equipment or audiovisual packages). Also only
those that cover a significant proportion of a,course are identified (not,
For example; single-topic books): Owing to the co-existence of more
than one edition of certain texts; only the dates of the first and the most
recent editions are specified. Books are listed in alphabiticA order by ti-
tles within each of the following sections:

A. Early Years
B. Middle Years
C. Senior Years: Cl. Biology

C2. Chemistry
C3. Physics

Where a book is listed or used for more than one- level or subject; it is
placed at the level (and subject) where it is most often used and marked
with an asterisk.

For each book listed-, the following information is provided in the
five numbered columns on the right-hand side:

1. The number of provlowaisting the book;
2. The number of provinces in which survey respondents have

reported the book as being in use;
adsThe number of survey respondents reporting the book as being

in use;
4. X indicates that teacher assessments of the book have been col-

lated;
5. X indicates that the book has been analyzed as part of the

study;

A. Early Years

Apprentissage de la pensee scientifique
(Collection APS) American Association er
the Advancement of Science
Traduit; Bureau de recherche et de
consultation en education
Beauchemin, 1971

Les chemins de la science
V. Rockcastle et coll.
Traduit et adapt& F. Seguin
Editions du Renouveau Pedagogique, 1978
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1 2 3 -4 5

1 1 11

6 7 54 X X
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Concepts in Science
P. Brandwein et al.
Longman, 1968=1980 (3 eds.)

Elementary Science Study (ESS)
Education Development Center
McGraw-Hill; 1967-70

Energy Literacy Shies
S.E.E.D.S. Foundation
SRA; 1981

ESS (Collection)
Education Development Center (traduit)
McGraw -Hill; 1967-71

Etude de ton environnement
J.-C. MacBean et coll.
Traduit; I. Sabourin
Adapt6, R. GerVais et D. Seneca'
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1973-77
(2 eds.)

Etudie ton milieu* 3 0

F. Miron et coll.
McGraw -Hill Ryerson, 1974

reveil de l'initint par les activitis scientifiques 1 0 0

R. Tavernier
Bordas Dunod, 1976=78 (2 eds.)

Examining Your Environment (EYE) 5 2 2

J.C. MacBean et al:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1977

3 4 5

1 4 21

4 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

EiPeriences in Science
H.E. Tannenbatirri et al.
McGraw-Hill, 1966

Heath Science Series
H. & N. Schneider
Copp Clark; 1968

Investigating Science Series
L.A. Cole et aL
The Book Siiciety Of Canada, 1962
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1 0 0

2 4 13 X

1 0 0



1 2 3 4 5

robserve la nature (Collection) 1 0

A. Bultreys
Traduit; J. l'azee
Granger Freres, 1976

Laid lato Exploring Science Program 4 5 121 X X

M.K. Blecha et ale
Doubleday, 1977-79 (3 eds.)

Laid law Modern Science, Levels 1-6 2 1 7

H.A. Smith and M.K. Blecha
Doubleday, 1976

Modern Elementary Science 2 2 8

A.S. Fisch ler et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston; 1971

Modular Activities Program in Science/
MAPS 2 2 11 X

C. Berger et al.
Houghton Mifflin; 1974-77 (2 eds.)

Le monde qui Ventoure* 2

S. Rouleau .t M. Demers
Guerin, 1976

Our Science Program 2 0 0

R.H. Horwood et al.
Gage, 1969-77

Science 5/13 (Learning Through Science)
L. Ennever; Project Director
MacDonald Educational/GEC, 1973-81

Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) 3 0

W. Thier et al.
Gage; 1978

Science in Action 3 3

I. Woolley, editor
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1975-76

Science Involvement Program 1 0 0
D. Gladstone and J.R. Gladstone.
Maclean-Hunter Learning Materials; 1972

Science Reader 3-9 1 0 0

F:11/44: Brantley
Reader's Digest; 1974
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Science - A Process Approach (SAPA)
American Association for the
Advancement of Science
Xerox-Ginn; 1974-77 (2 eds.)

Science: Understanding Your Environment
G.G. and J.B. Mallinson et al.
Silver Burdett; 1978

to secret des choses: Initiation aux sciences
(SOS)
Traduit et adapter J.-M. Chevrier et coll.
Institut de Recherches Psychologiques,
1970-79

Self-Paced_Innestigations For Elementary
Science (SPIES)
G. Katagiri et al.
Silver Burdett/GLC, 1976

Space, 71M4 Energy, Matter (STEM)
V: Rockcastle et al.
Addison-Wesley; 1977-80 (2 eds.)

Wedge Resources
C. Anastasiou, Director
Western Educational Development Group,
1973-79

Young Scientist Series
J:G. Navarra and J. Zafforoni
Harper & Row/Fitihenry & Whiteside,
1971

B. Middle Years

Biological Sciences: An Introductory StUdy
W. Andrews et
Prentice-Hall, 1980

BioWie humaine
C. Desire et coll.
Centre Educatif et Culturel, 1968

Biologie humaine
P. Thibault
Editions Hurtubise HMH; 1979
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2 0 0

1 1 11

1 1

1 0

10 11 529 X X

0 0

0 0

3 3 49

1 1 6 X X

1 1 4



Chaltenges to Science: Earth Science
R.L. Heller et al.
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976

Challenges to Science: Life Science
W.L. Smallwood
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1972

Challenges to Science: Physical Science
R.L: Heller et al:
McGraw-Hill Ryerson; 1979

Concepts and Challenges in Science
A. Winkler et al.
Gage, 1979

Developing Science Concots in the Laboratory
M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy
Prentice-Hall, 1968-79 (2 WS.)

Earth Science*
W:L: Ramsey it al.
Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1978

Ecologic

E.P. Odum
Editions HRW, 1976

1 2 3 4 5

2 1 9.

2 1 11

2 0 0

6 9 13 X

2 2 109 X X

2 10

cologie, initiation a la biologie * 3 0 0

E. Magnin
McGraw-Hill, 1975

Energy, Matter and Change 2 2 4

R.D. Townsend and P. Hurd
Scott, Foresman, 1973

Les etres et leur milieu 1 3 10 X X

M: Poirier et G: Viscasillas
Brault et Bouthillier; 1970

Exploring Matter and Energy 6 35 X X

M.K. Blecha et al:
Doubleday Canada, 1978

Exylorim Science Series 75 X X

W.A. 'Thurber and R.E. Kilburn
Macmillan, 1977
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Extending Science. Concepts in the Laboratory"
W.H. Rasmusson and M.C. Schmid;
editors
Prentice-11AL 1970

Focus on Earth Science
M.S. Bishop et al.
Charles E. Merrill; 1976-1981 (4 eds.)

Focus on Life Science
C.H Heimler and J.D. Lockard
Charles E. Merrill, 1977-81 (4 eds.)

.Foct8 on Pi fit-al Science
C.H. Heimler et al,
Chail6 E. Merrill, 1969-81 (4 eds.)

Focus. on Science. Exploring the Natural
Wor
D. ough and F. Flanagan
D.C. Heath; 1980

Fociis on Science: Exploring the Physical

World
F. Flanagan
D.C. Heath, 1979

RomNature to Man
B.L. Barrett 4pd J.N. Stratton
Wiley, 1976

Ideas and InPestigations in Science
H. Wong and M. Dolmati
PrenticeAL 1978-82 (2 eds.)

Individualized Science Instructional System
(ISIS)

E. BUrkinari
Ginn, 1980

Initiation aux sciences physiques (ISP)

U. Haber-Schaim et coil.
Traduit et adapt& J.M. Chevrier et toll.
Insptut de Recherches Psychologiques;

v 190-78 (2 eds.)

InteractionS of Earth and Time
N. Abraham et al.
Rand McNally, 1979
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-1 2 3 4 5

2 2 98 X

2 4

1 3 15 X

1 0 0

4 2

4 2 3

1

3

3 2 13

12 X X

1 1 2
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1 2 3 4 5

Interaction of Man and Biosphere 1 2 3

N. Abraham et at:
Rand McNally; 1969

Introducing Science Concepts in the Laboratory 3 2 91 X X

M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy
Prentice-Hall, 1973-77 (2 eds.)

Introduction a la biologie*
P. Thibeault et R-. D'Aoust
Editions Hurtubise HMH; 1970

Introduction aux sciences experimentales
M. Noiseaux
Editions Sciences et Culture, 1971-78
(2 edS.)

Introduction aux sciences physiques 2 0 0
W.A. Andrews et al.
Traduit et adapter Deschenes
Editions Etudes Vivantes; 1979

Introductory Physical Science 2 2

U. Haber-Schaim it al.
Prentice-Hall, 1967=82 (4 eds.)

InveStigating Life Science
M. O'Flanagan and G; Connelly
Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1980

4 2 15 X X

1 0 0

Investigating Physical Science 1 0 0

M. O'Flanagan
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1981

Investigating the Earth
American Geological Institute
Houghton Mifflin, 1973-81 (7 eds.)

Investigations in Science: A Modular
Approach
J.K. Olson et al.
Wiley, 1974=77 (2 edS.)

Life Science
W.L. Ramsey et al.
Holt; Rinehart & Winston, 1978
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3 7 ,

2 3

1 1 1
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1 2 3 4 5

Life Science: A Problem Solving Approach 1 3 10 X X

Carter et at
Ginn, 1974-77 (2 eds.)

Methods of Science Today
G. Erwin et aL
Clarke; Irwin; 1979

Modern Life Science
'F.L. Fitzpatrick and _).W. Hole
Holt; Rinehart & Winston, 1974

Modern Physical Science
G.R. Tracy et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1970

Pathways in Science* 3 4 15

LM. Oxenhorn
Globe/Modern, 1978

Physical Science
W.L. Ramsey et aL
Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1978

Physical Science: A Baig for Understanding
J.E. Garden and M.J. Gadsby
Wiley; 1980

Physical Science: A Problem Solving Approach 2 3 10

LL. Carter et' a/.
Ginn, 1974

Physical Science: An IntrodUctory Study 5 5 87 X X

W. Andrews et al.
Prentice-Hall; 1978

Physical Science: Interachon of Matter and
Energy 4 4 8

P.W. Heath and R.R. McNaughton
D.C. Heath; 1976

Physical Science Investigations
C.L. Bickel et al.
Houghton Mifflin, 1973-79 (2 eds.)

Précis de biologie humaine* 2 1

T.F. Morrison et al.
Ti-adiiit, A. Decade
Editions HRW; 1977

1 34 X

1 1 1

1 5

2 0 0
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Principles of Science
C.H. Heim ler and C.D. Neal
Charles E. Merrill, 1975:83 (4 eds.)

Reading About Science
C. Anastasiou et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1970

Science Networks: Biology
0.J. Mardall ct al.
Globe/Modern, 1981

Sciences physiques
J.-M. Chevrier et roll:
Institut de Recherches Psychologiques;
1971-73 (2 eds.)

Sciences physiques et biologiques
H: Wong
Traduit; N. Boudreau
Editions Hurtubise HMH, 1973

Sciences physiques: matiere, energie,
interactions 2

R.R. MacNaughton et R.W. Heath
Traduit et adapte, J. Bergeron et
M_ . Mercure
Centre Educatif et Culturel, 1977

Scienceways
J. MacBean et al:
Copp Clark Pitman, 1979-80

Searching for Structure*
D.H. Pike; General Editor

3

2 0 0

1 0 0

-5

3 X

4 3 46 X

4 3 93

Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1974-78

Spaceship Earth
J.J. Jackson and E.D. Evans
Houghton Mifflin, 1973:80 (2 eds:)

C. Senior Years

Cl. Biology

Biological Science
D. Galbraith et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1978
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3 --4-- 5

Biological Science 1 1 2

W.H. Gregory and E.H. Goldman
Ginn; 1971

Biological Science: An Ecological Approach 6 5 57 X X

Biological Sciences_ Curriculum Study
Rand McNally, 1963-78 (4 eds.)

Biological Science: An Inquiry Ink Life 2 4 8

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich/Longman,
1963430 (4 eds.)

Biological Scirce: Mcilecules to Man 1 2 12 X

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Houghton Mifflin; 1973

Biologie 2 0 0

L. Cournoyer et 0. Garon
Editions Hurturbise HMH, 1969

Biologie 412 & 422 2 0 0

G. Mill
Guerin, 1973

Biologie 5e et ee 1 0 0

J.-P. Astolfi et coll.
Librairie Bari. 1978

Biologie; des molicules a l'homme 1 1 2

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Traduit, J.L. Tremblay
Lemeac, 1966

Biology 2 2 20 X

J.W. Kimball et al.
Addison-Wesley, 1965=78 (4 eds.)

Biology: An Inquiry into the Nature of Life 1 1 1

S.L. Weinberg
Allyn & Bacon, 1966-81 (5 eds.)

Biology: Living Systems 1 2 36 X

R.F. Gram et al.
Charles E. Merrill; 1969-83 (4 eds.)

Bodyworks: Your Human Biology 2 e 0

H.R. &arrow
Globe/Modern, 1979
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Foundations of Biology
W. McElroy et al.
Prentice -Hall Canada, 1968

L'homme dans son milieu
P. Couillard et coll.
Guerin 1968,

Inquiries into Biology
H.M. Lang et al:
Gage; 1974

Investigations in Biology
G. Benson et al.
Addison-Wesley, 1977

5

0 0

1 0 0

Investigations of Cells and Organisms 6 1 1

P. Abramoff and R. Thomson
Prentice-Hall Canada, 1968

Living_Things
H.E. Teter, T.D. Bain, and F.L. Fitzpatrick
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1977

Modern Biology
J.J. Otto and A. Towle
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965-82
(6 eds.)

Pathways in Biology*
J.M. Oxenhorn
Globe/Modern Curriculum Press, 1977

Les sciences par objectifs de comportement,
biologte
Le Groupe SO2
Editions du Renouveau Pedagogique,
1976 -78

Understanding Living Things
J. Reimer and W. Wilson
D.C. Heath, 1977
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X X

5 5 70 X

2 4 6

1

6 X
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1 3 4 5-
C2. Chemistry

A la decouverte de la chimie 2 4

E. Ledbetter et J: Young
Traduit; B. Sicotte
Editions du Renouveau Pedagogiqiie, 1975

Action Chemistry 2 1

K. Ashcroft
The Book Society of Canada; 1974

A LCHEM 4 2 14 X

F. Jenkins et al.
J.M. LeBel, 1978

Basic Modern Cheinistry
S. Madras
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1965-78 (3 eds.)

Chemistry 1. 0 0

G.R. Choppin et al.
Silver BUrdett/GLC, 1935-78 (12 eds.)

Chemistry: A Modern Course 1 1

R. Smoot et al.
Charles E. Merrill, 1962=-83 (6 eds:)

Chemistry: Ari &jiff:mental Science 8

G. Pimentel et al.
W.H. Freeman, 1963

Chemistry: An Investigative Approach 1 2 2

F.A. Cotton et al.
Houghton Mifflin/Nelson, 1970-80
(2 eds.)

Chemistry: Experimental Foundatiaris 4 5 23 X X

R.W. Parry et al.
Prentice-Hall, 1970=82 (3 eds.)

Chemistry: Experiments and Principles 6 6 26 X

P.R. O'Connor et al.
D.C. Heath, 1968-82 (4 eds.)

Chemistry TOday 3 3 30 X X

R.L. Whitman and E.E. Zinck
Prentice-Hall Canada, 1976-82 (2 eds.)
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C1ii, iii, apprentissage individualise
F: Morin et B. Joseph
Editions Hurtubise HMH, 1976-78

La chimie en action
K Ashcroft et coll.
The Book Society of Canada, 1981

La chimie: Science experimentale 1 6

G. Pimentel et colt:
Tradult; G. Plante et coil:
Letneac; 1966

La chimie: Experiences et principes 2 1 7 X

P.R. O'Connor et coll.
Traduitj Leclerc
Centre Educatif et culturel, 1974-79
(3 66.)

Eliments de chimie experimentale 2 2 15 X

R. Lahaie et coll.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston; 1974

Elements de chimie moderne 3 4

G. Hall et S. Madras
Traduit J.-P. Gravel
McGraw-Hill, 1965-81 (3 eds.)

Elements of Experimental Chemistry
R. Lahaie et al.
Translated, N. Ouzounian et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston; 1978

Foundations of Chemistry 4 4 30

E.R. Toon and G.L.Ellis
Holt; Rinehart & Winston, 1973-78
(2 eds.)

Inquiries in Chemistry 4 3 40 X

A.M. Turner and C.T. Sears
Allyn & Bacon, 1974-77 (3 eds:)

Interaction of Matter and Energy 1 3 8 X

N. Abraham et al.
Rand McNally; 1979

Introductory Experimental Cht. nistry
M.B. Messer et al.
Prentice-Hall, 1977
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Investigative Science
J. Hand et al,
Gage, 1977-78

Keys to Chemistry
E. Ledbetter and J. Young
Addison-Wesley, 1977

MAC: A Modular Approach to Chemistry
D.A. Humphreys and A.C. Blizzard
Wiley, 1976=78

Modern Chemistry
J. Metcalfe et al.

.Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1958-82
(6 eds.)

The Nature of Matter
D. Courneya and H. McDonald
D.C. Heath, 1976

Outlines of Chemistry
R.P. Graham and W.A.E. McBryde
Clarke, Irwin, 1978

Les sciences par objertifs de romportement,
chimie
Le Groupe SOi
Editions du Renouveau Peciagogique, 1978

C3. Physics

Basic Physics for Secondary Schools
H.L. Eubank et at.
Gage, 1963

Concepts in Physics
F. Miller et al.
Academic Press; 1974-80 (3eds.)

lements de physique
M. Benoit et coll.
Beauchemin, 1963-66 (2 eds.)

Fundamentals of Physics
R.W. Heath et al:
D.C. Heath, 1979..
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1 0 0

c 6 14

1 0 0

i 5 21 X

4 1 8

1 1 3

3 0 .0

2 0 0

1 0

1 2
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1 2 3 4 5-

0 0

1 1 26 X X

1

0 0

2 0 0

6 6 48 X X

7 5 36

1 0 0

1 0

2 2 3

Ideas of Physics
D.C. Giancoli
Academic Press, 1978-81

Matiire et inergie 1

I.H. MacLachlan et coll.
Traduit et adapter P. Marcotte
Guerin, 1981

Matter and Energy
J.H. MacLachlan et al.
Clarke; Irwin; 1977

Modern Physics
C.E. Dull et al.
Holt; Rinehart & Winston, 1963:80
(6 eds.)

Modern Physics 1

J.E. Williams et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston; 1972

Physics
D.C. Giancoli
Prentice-Hall; 1980

Physics IPSSCI .

D. Haber-Schaim et al.
D.C, Heath; 1960-81 (5 eds.)

Physics: A Human Endeavour
D. Paul et al.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1976-77

Physics: A Practical Approach
A.J. Hirsch
Wiley; 1981

Physics: An Energy Introduction
G. Laundry et al.
McGraw-Hill Ryerson; 1979

Physics: Its Methods and Meaning
A. Taffel
Allyn & Bacon, 1969-81 (3 eds.)

Physics: Principles and Problems
J.T. Murphy and R.C. Smoot
Charles E. Merrill; 1972-82 (3 eds.)
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Physics: The Fundamental Science
0.C: Barton and R.J. Raymer
Holt; Rinehart & Winston, 1967

Physique
R. St-Laurent
Editions Science Modeme, 1975

La phySiqUe au secondaire par objectify
opirationnels
M. Do et R. Descoteaux
Guerin; 1976-77

La physique en classe iaboratoire
M. Benoit et 6511.
Beauchemin, 1974

Physique HPP
J. Rutherford
Traduit et adapte, L Sainte -Marie
Institut de Recherches Psythologiques;
1978-79

La physique par la redicouverte dirigie

DeSaiitelS et 0.-L Trernpe
Editions Sciences et Culture, 1972

Physique (PSSC)
U. Haber=Schaim et coil:
Traduit et adapte; P. Tougas
Centre Educatif et Culturel, 1974-75
(2 eds.)

Physique.:: mais c'eSt simple
P. -L. Trernpe
Editions Sciences et Culture, 1971

Physique: Science de runivers
0.C. Barton et R.J. Raymer
Editions I-IRK 1970-79 (2 eds.)

Physique, science experimentak

J C4sautels et coll.
Editions Sciences et Culture, 1968 -1970

Project Physics
J: Rutherford et al._
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1971
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1 2 3 4

Les sciences par objectifs de comportement,
physique
Le Groupe SO-2
Editions du Renouveau Peclagogique, 1974

Sciences physique 11 0

Equipe IPS
Traduit et adapter equipe IRP
Institut de Recherches Psychologiques,
1976

Secondary Physics Outlines 1 0 0

E.O. James
A. WheatOn/Pergamon; 1975

The World of Physics 1 0 0

R.I. Halsizer and D. Lazarus
Addison-Wesley-, 1972

Themes Vuibert (physique) 1 0 0

H.F. Boulind et coll.
Librairie Vuibert, 1974
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Appendix C -= Teachers' Assessments of Science
Textbooks

Decided Results of Assessment
For each textbook in the sample; the reader will find the Following in-
formation: title; author(s); publisher; the number of users responding
to the survey and their geographical distribution. To facilitate read=
ing of the assessment results; we have made a few editorial changes
in the data presentation. For each of the 10 features listed below teach=
ers were asked to respond using a number from 1 to 4 to represent their
assessment:

1: Completely inadequate
Fairly inadequate

3. Fairly adequate
4. Completely adequate

We have combined these responses to produce two judgements as fol-
lows:

1 -T- 2 = I (Fairly or Completely Inadequate)
3 -I- 4 = II (Fairly or Completely Adequate)

Each line of the assessment table contains the following information
(from left to right):

1. The feature being assessed (lines 1-10) and an overall im-
pression (line 11);

2. the number of respondents assessing this feature;
3. percentage of responses in category I (inadequate);
4. percentage of responses in category II (adequate);
5. the ranking of this feature (R) on an "adequacy_ scale" from

1 (most adequate feature) to 10 (least adequate feature).
As the reader will see; the number of respondents assessing each feature
(N) varies considerably from book to book (from a low of 5 to a high of
408); It is not; therefore possible to claim that this assessment Of some
of the textbooks is representative of all teachers in Canada who use the
books.
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Title: Les dirmins de la slime
Author(s): Verne N. RockCasile et al., French version of STEM; translated and
adapted by-Fernand Seguin
Publiiher: Editions du Renouveau Pedagogique
Nurn6er_of users responding to survey: 54
Ge6kiaphicAl distribution of respondents: NS (11), Que. (8), Ont. (6), Man: (15);
Fisk. (3), Alta. (9), NWT (2)

Feature N 1- II

46 4'0

Appropriateness'of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 49 33 67 4

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 50 24 76 3

Readability for students 50 68 32 8

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 50 18 , 82 2

SuggeSted activities 50 36 64 5

Canadian examples 49 39 61 6

Accounts of the applications of
science 50 40 60 7

Appropriateness for slow stiidents 50 76 24 10

AppropriateneSS for bright students 50 10 90 1

References for further reading 50 74 26 9

Overall impression 50 48 52

Comment: The assessment Of the French vernion by francophone_respondents
differs significantly from that of the English version assessed by anglophone

respondents_ -

Title: Concepts in Seierice
Author(s): Paul Brandwein, W. Yasso and D. Brovey

Publisher: Longman
Number of users responding to survey: 21
GeographiCal distribution -of respondents: Man. (3), Sask. (2), Alta. (15); BC (1)

Feature N I 11

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 16 44 56

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 16 25 75

Readability for students 16 50 50

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 16 25 75 1

Suggested activities 16 37 63 4

Canadian examples 16 56 44 9

Accounts of the applications of
science 16 50 1 7

Appropriateness for slow students 16 62 38 10

Appropriateness for bright students 16 31 69 3

References for further reading 16 44 56 5

Overall impression 16 50 50
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Title: Heath Silent? Serizi; Science in Your Life, Science in Your Mild
Author(s): H. & N. Schneider
Publisher, Copp Clark
Number of users resprinding to survey: 13
Geographical distribution of respondents: PEI (1), NS (3), Man. (1); Sask (8

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you

R

teach 12 42 58

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own pno:ities 11 54 46 5

Readability for students 11 45 55 4

Illustrations, photographs, etc 11 36 64 1-

Suggested activities 11 36 64 1

Canadian examples 11 91 9 10

Accounts of the applications of - .

science 11 64 36 8

Appropriateness for slow students 11 73 27 9

Appropriateness for bright students 11 54 46 5

References for further reading 11 54 46 5

Overall impression 11 45 55

Title: Laidiaw Exploring Science Program
Author(s): Milo K. Blecha et al.
Publisher: Doubleday Canada Ltd.
Number of users responding to survey: 121
Geographical distribution respondents: NS (2), Sask. (8), Alta.
YT (24)

(II); Bc (76);

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you

II

teach 96 13 87 2

The relatibnihip of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 96 25 75 3

Readability for students 96 26 74 4

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 96 10- 90 1

Suggested activities 96 27 73 5

Ginadian examples 94 42 58 9

Accounts of the applications of
science 91 34 66 8

Appropriateness for slow students 93 61 39 10

Appropriateness for bright students 92 41 69 7

References for further reading 92 30 70 6

Overall impression 91 16 84

Comment: This aggessm.mt covers a series of six books designed for students
from grade 1 through grade 7.
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Title: Modular Activities Program in Science (MAPS)
Author(s): can Berger et al.
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin
Number of users responding to survey: 11
Geographical distribution of respondents: Man. (8), Alta (3)

Features- _

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
The relationship of the text's__

II R

8 25 c.-4, 75

objectives with your own priorities 7 29 71

Readability for students 6 33 67

Illustrations; photographs; etc. 7 14 86 5

Suggested activities 7 0 100 1

Canadian examples 6 0 100 1

Accounts of the applicationS Of
science 7 0 TOO 1

Appropriateness for slow students 8 50 50 10

Appropriateness for bright students 7 0 100 1

References for further reading 6 17 83 6

Overall impression 7 14 86

Title: Spatz Time, Energy, Matter (STEM)
Author(s): Verne N. Rockcastle et al.
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
Number of users responding to survey: 529
Geographical distribution of respondents: Nfld. (162), NS (52), NB (9), Que. (3),
Ont. (2), Man. (42), Sask. (46), Alta._(91), Be (36), YT (1); NWT (45)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 408 19 81

The relatio ip of the text's
objecti with your own priorities 407 23 77

Re ility for students 404 26 74

illustrations, photographs, etc. 405 16 84

Suggested activities 403 24 76

Canadian examples 382 44 56 8

Actbilhts of the applications of
science 393 30 70 7

Appropriateness for slow students 398 50 50 10

Appropriateness for bright students 398 21 79 3

References for further reading . 390 44 56 8

Overall impression 402 19 81

2

4

5

Comment: This assessment covers a series of seven books designed for students
from kindergarten through grade 6.
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Title: Biological Science: An Introductory Study
Author(s): William Andrews et al.
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 49
Geographical distribution of respondents: NB (5), Ont. (40), BC (4)

__Feature_ N I II R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 43 12 88
The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 43 19 81 5

Readability for students 43 19 81 5

Illustrations, photographs; etc. 43 7 93 1

Suggested activities 43 16 84 4

Canadian examples 41 32 68 7
Accounts of the applications of
science 42 40 60 8

Appropriateness for slow stud ants 43 , 91 9 10
Appropriateness for bright students 43 9 91 2
References for further reading 43 46 54 9

Overall impression 43 14 86

Title. Biologie Huntainr
Author(s): Desire, Marchal and Belanger
Publisher: Centre Educatif et Culture!
Number of users responding to survey: 6 -
Geographical distribution of respondents: Que. (6)

Feature II R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 6 50 50
The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 67 33 5

Readability for students 67 33 5
Illustrations, photographs; etc. o loo 1

Suggested activities 6 33 17 7
Canadian examples 6 83 17 7

Accounts of the applications of
science 50 50
Appropriateness for slow students 83 17
Appropriateness for bright students 6 33 67 2

References for further reading 6 100 0 10

Overall impression _6_ 83 17
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Title: Challenges to Science: Life Science
Author(s): W.L, Smallwribd
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Ryerson
Number of users responding to survey: 11
Geographical distribution of respondents: Alta: (II)

Feature - N I

46

II

96

R--
Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 11 89 2

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 8 . 12 86

Readability for students 8 12 _86

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 8 0 I00

Suggested activities 8 '62 38

Canadian examples 9 78 22

Accounts of the applications Of
science 9 33 67 6

Appropriateness for slow students 7 tS6 14 10

Appropriateness for bright students 8 25 75 5

References for further reading 8 75 25 8

Overall impression 8 12 88

Title: Concepts and Challenges in Science
Author(s): Alan Winkler et al.

Publisher: Gage
Number of users responding to survey: 9

Geographical distribution of respondents: Nfld: (I); PEI (2), Que. (1), Maii. (2),

Alta. (1), NWT-12)
Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
The relationship of the text's
9bjectives with your own priorities
Readability for students
Illustrations, photographs; etc.
Suggested activities
Canadian examples
Accounts of the applications of
science

for
/ ,

Appropriateness r slow students
Appropriateness for bright students
References for further reading
Overall impression
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7 14 86 1

7 29 71 4

7 14 86

7 14 86
7 29 71 4

6 67 33 9

7 43 57 7

7 29 71 4

7 57 43 8

7 71 Z9 10

7 14 86



Title: Errotioping Silence Concepts in_the Laboratory
Authoc(s): M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 109
Geographical distribution of respondents: BC (108), YT (1)

Feature N 1 R

%
AppropriatenetS of the science
content for the grade level pail
teach 89 12 88 1

The relationship of the text's _ _

objectives With your own prioritieS 89 /6 84
Readability for students 88 19 81 5
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 87 14 86 2
Suggested activities M 16 84
Canadian examples 85 25 75
Accounts of the applications of
science 87 29 71 8

Appropriateness for SloW students 87 70 30 10
Appropriateness for bright students 86 20 80 6
Referencet for further reading 82 52 48 9
Overall impression 86 12 88

Title: Earth Science
Author(s): W.L. Ramsey et
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Number of users responding to survey: 10
Congraphiral distribution of respondents: Nfld. (6), Sask. !ij

Feature R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 9 11 89 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 9 22 78
Readability for students 9 22 78
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 9 33 67
Suggested activities 9 33 67 4

Canadian examples 10 60 40 9

Accounts of the applications of
science S 67 33 10
Appropriateness for slow students I0 50 50 6
Appropriateness for bright students 8 50 50 6
References for further reading 9 56 44 8

Overall impression 8 37 63
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Title: Les hies et leur wilier
Author(s): M. Poirier and G. Viscasillas
Publisher: Brault et Bouthillier
Number of users responding to survey: 10
Geographical distribution of respondents: NB (2), Que. (6), Man. (2)

Feature
9Ti 96

Appropriaten ss of the science
Content for the grade level you
teach 10 50 50

The relat nship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 10 40 60 3

Readability for students 10 60 40 8

Illustrations; photographs, etc. 10 10 90 1

Suggested activities 10 50 50 5

Canadian examples 10 40 60 3

AccOunti of the applications of
science 10 50 50 5

Appropriateness for slow students 10 100 0 10

Appropriateness for bright students 10 20 80 2

References for further reading 10 70 30 9

Overall imprettibn 10 40 60

Title: Exploring Matter and Energy
Anthor(S): Milo Blecha et at
Publisher: Doubleday_
Number of users responding to survey: 35
Geographical distribution of respondents: Nfld. (1), NS (1), NB (17), Sask. (1),
Alta. (7); BC (8)

Foarurp N I 11

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 26 42 58 6

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 26 46 54 8

Readability for students 25 16 84 1

Illuttrations, photographs, etc. 25 24 76 3

Suggested activities 25 20 80 2

Canadian examples 23 30 ' 70 4

Accounts of the applications of
science 24 .17 63 5

Appropriateness for slow students 24 42 58 _6

Appropriateness for bright students 24 62 38 I0

References for further reading 24 50 50 9

Overall impression 24 33 67
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Title: Exploring Science Series
Author(s): W.A. Thurber and R,E. Kilburn
Publisher: Macmillan of r.anada Ltd.
Number of users responding to survey: 75
Geographical distribution of respondents: Nfld. (20), PEI (1
Alta. 41);_BC (3); YT (1)

j, NS (28), Wit (7);

Feature II R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 52 48 52 3
The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own prionties 61 59 41 6
Readability for students 63 62 38 7
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 63 40 60 1

Suggested activities 63 52 48 3
Canadian examples 63 84 16 10
Accounts of the applications of
science 63 63 37
Appropriateness for slow students 63 81 19
Appropriateness for bright students 63 40 60
References for further reading 62 55 45
Overall impression 63 65 35

Comment: In two cases (f and h), the number of "completely inadequate"
responses exceeded the number of responses In Other rat.gorieg

Title: EriendingScience Concepts in the Laboratory
Author(s): M. Schmid et al.
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 98
Geographical distribution of respondents: BC (97), YT (1)

Feature II R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you --
teach 87 32 68 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 86 51 49
Readability for students 85 73 27
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 86 70 30
Suggested activities 85 53 47
Canadian examples 85 79 21
Accounts of the applications of
science 85 85 15 9
Appropriateness for slow students 85 89 11 10
Appropriateness for bright students 85 40 60 2

References for further reading 83 48 . 52 3

°Vera!! impression 85 65 35
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Title: Focus on Life Science
Author(s): C.H. Heim ler and J.D. Lockard
Publisher: Charles E. Merrill
Number of users responding to at-Ivey: 15
Geographical distribution of respondents: Ont. (1), Man. (7), Sask (7)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
contr it for the grade levei you
teach
The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities
Readability for students
Illustrations, photographs, etc.
Suggested activities
Canadian examples
Accounts of the applications of
science
Appropriateness for slow students
Appropriateness for bright students
References for further reading
OveralLimpression

R

96

8 12 88

8 12 86 2

8 25 75 5

8 0 100 1

8 Z5 75 5

8 62 38 9
--

8 25 75 5
8 75 25 10
8 12 88 2
8 25 . 75 5

8 75 75

Title: Tnitiahon aux sciences physiques
Author(s): U. Haber-SchaiM it al., translated and adapted by J.M. Chevrier
Publisher: Institut de recherches psychologiques
Number of users responding to survey: 12
Geographical distribution of respondents: Que. (11), Man. (1)

Feature N I if

96 95

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 12 33 67 5

The relationship of the text's
objectives with, your own priorities 12 25 75 2

Readability for students 12 50 50 6

Illustrations, photogriphs, etc. 12 25 75 2

Suggested activities 12 25 75 2

Canadian examples 12 92 8 8

Accounts of the applications of
science 12 67 33

Appropriateness tor slow students 12 92 8 8

Appropriateness for bright students 12 17 83 _1

Refirencet for further reading 12 100 0 10

Overall impression 12 17 83
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Title: introducing Mena Concepts in the Laboratory
Author(s): M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 91
Geographical distribution of respondents: BC (90), YT (1)

Feature
%

A_p_propriateness of -the science
content for the grade level you

%

teach 72 6 94 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 71 21 79 3

Readability for students 72 26 74 4

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 72 37 63 6

Suggested activities 71 20 80 2

Canadian examples 71 44 56 7

Accounts of the applications of
science 71 70 30 9

Appropriateneii for SlOW students 72 76 24 _ 10

Appropriateness for bright students 72 33 67 5
References For further reading 71 62 38 8

Overall impression 72 14 146

Title: Traroliation a 14 hitiollit: perspective icologique
Author(s): P. Thibault and R. D'Aoust
Publisher: Editions Hurtubise HMH
Number of users responding to survey: 15
Geographical distribution of respondents: NB (3), Que. (12)

Feature

Appro _priateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 15 40 60 4

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 15 40 60 4

Readability for students 15 40

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 15 27
60
73

4
2

Suggested activities 15 60 40 8

Canadian examples 15 33 67 3

Accounts of the applications of
science 14 57 43 7

Appropriateness for slow students 15 73 27 9

Appropriateness for bright students 15 20 80 1

References for further reading 14 7' 21 10

Overall impression 15 __4`) 53
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Title: Life Science, A Problem Soloing Approach
Author(s): Joseph L. Carter et al.
Publisher: Ginn
Number of users responding to survey:
GiagraPhiCal diStribution_oirespondentS: Sask. (1), Alta. (7), NWT (2)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
conter.t for the grade level you

% %

teach 9 11 89

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 9 22 78 Z.

Readability for students 9 33 67 5 \

illustrations, photographs, etc. 9 22 78 2

Suggested activities 9 22 78 2

Canadian examples 8 38 62 6

Accounts of the applications of
science 9 78 22 8

Appropriateness for slow stUdenti 9 89 11 10

Appropriateness for bright students 9 44 56 7

References for further reading 8 88 12 9

Overall impression 9 11 89

Title: Methods of Science Today, Physical Selena 3-4
Author(s): George Erwin el al.
Publisher: Clarke, Irwin
Number of users responding to survey: 34
Ge-ographical distribution of _respondents: Ont. (33), NWT (1)

Feature
'1 %

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 30 37 63 4

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own prioritieS 30 50 50 5

Readability for students 30 33 67 2

Illustrations, photographs, fic. 30 27 73 1

Suggested activities 29 34 66 3

Canadian examples 28 54 46 7

Accounts of the applications of
science 29 52 48 6

Appropriateness for slow students 31 68 32 9

Appropriateness for bright students 28 61 39 8

References for further reading- 29 76 24 10

Overall impression 28 46 54
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Title: Physical Science: A Problem Solving Approach
Author(s): Joseph L. Carter et al.
Publisher: Ginn
Number of use's responding to survey: 10
Geographical distribution of respondents: Ont. (4, Alta (7), NIATI" (1)

_ Feature N I II

45 91i

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 9 33 67 3

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 9 44 56

Readability for students 9 33 67 3

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 9 33 67 3

Suggested activities 9 22 78 1

Canadian examples
recounts of the applications of
science

9

9

67

22

33

78

9

1

Appropriateness for slow students 9 67 33 9

Appropriateness For bright students 9 44 56 6

References for further reading 9 44 56 6

Overall impression 9 33 67

Titre: Physical Science: An Introductory Study
Author(s): William Andrews et al.
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 87
Geographical distribution of respondents: PEI (5), Ont. (32); Man: (2); Sask. (37);

Alta. (11)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 77 13 87 2

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 76 18 82 4

Readability for students 76 17 83 3

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 76 18 82 4

Suggested, activities 76 II 89 1

Canadian examples 71 52 4$ A

Accounts cf the applications of
science 76 51 49

Appropriateness for slow students 76 75 25

Appropriateness for bright students 76 25 75

References for further reading 75 75 25

Overall impression 76 16 84
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Sctenceurays
Author(s): John Mac Bean of al.
Publisher: Copp Clark Pitman
Numoer of users responding to 46
Geograrllical_distribution of r pow.,ients:

_

NS !,;,,
..

; rsifT (1)__

Appropriateneti of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 31 29 71 4

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 32 37 63 5

Readability for students 32 37 63 5

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 32 19 81 1

Suggested activities 32 22 78 2

Canadian examples 32 41 59 7

Accounts of the applications of
science 29 41 59 7

Appropriateness for slow students 32 56 44 10

Appropriateness for bright students 32 22 78 2

References for further reading 28 46 54 9

Overall impression 31 35 f-5

Coininent: This senesis made up of two books, "Green Level" Ain: "Blue
Level."

Title: Searching lot Structure
Author(S): all. Pike (General Editor)
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Niiniher of users responding to survey: 93
Geographical distribution of respondents: NIId (AS); PPI (1), NS (8)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 80 14 86 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives clth your own priorities 80 15 85 2

Readability 'or students 80 29 71 6

Illustrations; photographs, etc. 80 18 82 3

Suggested activities 80 24 76 5

Canadian examples 78 32 68 7

Accounts of the applications of
science 77 .i9 61 9

Appropriateness for slow students 79 58 42 10

Appropriateness for bright students 79 23 77 4

References for further reading 78 36 64 6

Overall impression 79 15 85
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Title: Biological Science: An Ecological Approach (BSCS Green)
Author(s): Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Publisher: Rand McNally
Number of users responding to survey: 57
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (3), Ont. (1), Satk. (16); Alta: (2);
BC (34); YT (1).

Feature
-

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 50 32 68 3

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 48 33 67 4

Readability for students 48 21 79 1

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 47 23 77 2

Suggested activities 48 50 50 7
Canadian examples 47 04 6 10

Accounts of the applications of
science o 47 64 36
Appropnateness for slow students 49 65 35
Appropriateness for bright students 48 48 52 6
References for further reading 46 41 59 5

Overall impression 47 34 66

Title: Biological Science:_An Inquiry Into Life (BSCS Yellow)
Author(s): Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace, jovanovich, Inc./Longman
Number of users responding to survey: 8
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (1)101Th.4,94 Man. (1), Alta. (1)

Feature I \ II

Appropriateness of the science
cor...mt for the grade level you
teach 7 14 86
The relationship of the text's
objectives With your own priorities 7 4 86 3

Readability for students 7 1-----\A4 86 3

Illustrations, photographs, et,. 0 100 1

Suggested activities /;/. 43 57 6
Canadian examples 7 86 14 10 t
Accounts of the applicati,ms of
science 7 71 29 8

Appropriateness for slow students 7 71 29 13.

Appropriateness for bright students 7 0 100 1

Referer es for further reading 7 43 57 6

Overo mpression 7 14 _116
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Bieikeittrittierite Molecules To Man (BSCS Blue)
AuthOr(s): Biological SCience Curriculum Study
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin
Number of users responding to survey: 12
Geographical distribution-of respondents: Que. (1), Man. (11)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 11 9 91

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities II 9 91 2

Readability for students 11 9 91 2

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 11 9 91 2

Suggested activities 11 36 64 8

Canadian examples I1 82 18 9

Accounts of the applicat ms of
science 11 27 73

Appropriatenesi for slow students II 82 _18 9

Appropnateness for bright students 11 0 100 I
References for further reading 1I 27 73 6

OVetallimpression 11 9 91

Title: Biology
Author(s): John W. Kimball rt al.
Publisher: Addison - Wesley
Number of users responding to survey: 20
Geographical distribution of respondents: Ont. (10), Alta. (10)

Feature N I II R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 15 7 93

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own prioritieS 15 13 87

Readability for students 15 33 67

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 15 7 93 2

Suggested activities 14 71 29 8

Canadian examples 13 85 15 9

Accounts of the applications of
science 15 53 47 7

Appropriateness for slow students 15 93 7 10

Appropnateness for bright students 15 0 100 1

References for further reading 15 27 73 5

Overall impression 15 20 80
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Title: Biology: Livin-g Systems
Author(s): R.F. Oram et al. _
Publisher: Charles E. Merrill
Number of users responding to survey 36
Geographical distribution of respondents: Nfld. (35), Ont. (1)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you

N 1

46

11

46

R

teach 28 7 03

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 28 7

Readability for students 28 29

Illustrations; photographs, etc. 28 11 69 3

Suggested activities 28 25 75

Canadian examples 28 86 14

Accounts of the applications of
science 28 54 46 8

Appropriateness for slow studets 28 86 14 9

Appropriateness for bright students 28 14 86

References for further reading 27 15 85

Overall impression 28 11 89

Title: Foundations of Biology
Aiithor(s): W.D. McElroy et al.
l'ublisher:Prentice-Hall Canada
Number of users responding to survey: 34
Geographical distribution of respondents: NB (8); Alta: (1); BC (22); YT (2);
NWT (1)

Feature__

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 28 39

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 28 46

Readability for students Z8 46

Illustrations, photographs; etc. 28 39

Suggested activities 27 78

Canadian examples 27 93

Accounts of the applications of
science 28 57

Appropriateness for slow students 28 93
Appropriateness for bright students 28 25

References for further reading 28 43

Overall impression 28 54
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61

54 5
54 5

61 2
22 8

7 9

43 7

7 9
75 1

57 4

46
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Title: Modern Biology
Author(sl: LH. Otto et al.
Publisher: Holt; Rinehart & Winston

umber of users responding to survey: 70
Geo-graphical distribution of respondents: NS (28), Ont. (4), Sack. (19), Alta. (16),
NWT (3)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
"i he relationship of the text's

63 8 92 1

objectives with your own priorities 63 22 78

Readability for students 63 19 81 2

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 64 25 75 4

Suggested activities o4 61 39 8

Canadian eXampleS 63 86 14 10

Accpunts of the applications of
science 63 57 43

Appropriateness for slow students 63 68 32

Appropriateness for bright students 63 33 67 6

References for further reading 63 29 71

Overall impression 63 22 78

Title: Understanding Limn: Things
Author(s): J. Reimer and W. Wilson
Publisher: D.C. Heath
Number of users responding to survey: 6
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (2), Ont

-
Feature

A_ppropriateness of the science
content foi the grade levci you

li

teach 5 80 20

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 5 80 20 7

Readability for students .:: 60 40 3

Illustrations; aho:ographs, etc. 5 80 20 7

Suggested activities 5 60 40 3

Canadian examples 4 2' 'i5 1

Accounts of the applications of
science 5 40 60 2

Appropriateness tor slow students 5 30 20 7

Appropriateness for bright stu.:ents 5 60 40 3

References for further reading 4

Overall impression 5 80 31.1
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Title: ALCHEM
Author(s): Frank Jenkins rt al.
Publisher: J.M. Le Bel
Number of users responding to survey: 14

ei:igraphical distribution of respondents: Alta. (13); BC (1)

Feature N I 11

96 96

Appropriatenest. of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
The relationship of the text's

14 21 79 2

objectives with your own priorities 14 21 79

Readability for students 14 7 93

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 14 43 57

Suggested activities 14 36 64

Canadian examples 14 7 93 1

Accounts of the applications of
science 14 21 79 2

Appropriateness for slow students 14 50 50 10

Appropriateness for bright_ students 14 29 71 6

References for further reading 14 29 71 6

Overall impression 14 29 71

8

Title: Chtmistry: An Ei-iterurtal Scifna
Aiiihor(s): G. Pimentel et I.

Publisher: W.H. Freeroan
Number of users responding to survey: 8
Geographical dis'ibution of respoildents: Que. (1); Man. (1), Sask. (6)

.i.rature R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the glade level you
teach
The releSonsh;p of the text's
objectives with your own priorities
Readability for students
Illustrations; _pl-n?(.5traphs, etc.
Suggested activit.-!s
Canadian oxampl's
Accounts of the applications of
science
Appropriateness for slow students
Appropriateness for bright students
References for further reading
Ov _:all impression

18.1

7 29 71 1

7 29 71 1

8 75 25 10

7 43 67 3

7 43 67 3

7 71 29 8

6 50 50 6
7 71 29 8
6 33 67
6 67 33
6 33 67
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Title: Chemistry:: Experimental Foundations
.4:::tcar(s): Robert W Parry et al.

Prentice-l-fall Canada
Nil aber of users responding to survey: 23_
C,eographical distribution of respondents: Quc (1), Oht. (7); MAW (3); Sask. (10),

Alta. (2)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
conter' for the grade level you

__N

teach 20 0 100

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own prioritieS 20 15 85

Readability for students 20 35 65 5

Illustrations, photographs, etc 20 20 80 4

Suggested aci;-ities 20 40 60 6

Canadian examples 20 95 5 10

Accounts of the applications of
sz-:iice 20 80 20

Apprrilateness for slow studentS 20 90 10 9

Applopriateness for bright_ students 20 10 90 2

R--;::ences for further reading 20 65 35 7

();-,rall impression ,:.: 15 35

Title Chemistry. Experiments WO"'

Author(s): Paul R. O'Connor et a/.

PUbliSher: D.C. Heath
Islumber_cf users responding to survey: 26
Geographical distribution resnendents: Nfld. (7), NS (1), Que. (3),'Orit. (2),
Man. (3), Alta. (10)

Feature R

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 22 18 82

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 22 18 87 3

Readability for students 22 14 86 2

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 22 /8 82 ---,: 3

Suggested activities 22 36 64 6

Canadian examples 22 91 9 9

ACCOUMS of the applications of
science 22 54 46 7

Appropriateness for slow students ZZ 95 5 10

Appropriateness for v '' ,._ students 22 9 91 1

References for further reading 7.2 82 18 8

Overall impression 22 18 82
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Title: Chemistry Today
Autnor(s): RI. Whitman and E.E. ZPIck
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
Number of users responding to survey: 30
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (13); Qu4. (3); Ont. (14)

_ .

Feature

Appropt.ateness of the science
content fok -ye' you

96 96

f:-,atti 23 17 83
1 he :elationt: .. , text's
objectives win; :,t+.4 own pnezhiea 23 17 83 1

Readability fo: students '23 17 83 1

Illustrations, ;notograohl '. 23 35 65 4

Suggested activities 23 56 44

Canadian examples 23 48 52 6

Accounts of the apAcations of
science 23 48 52 6

Appropriateness for slow students 23 65 35 10

Appropnateness for bright students 23 43 57 5

References for further reading 23 61 39 9

Overall impression 23 17 83

La thimir: experirices ,.rtrinpes
Author(s): Paul R :O'Connor rf W.; translated by J. Leclerc
l'ublisher: Centre Educatif et f.ulturel
Number of users responding to r vey: 7
Geographical distil;ntion of respondents. Que 17)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
conteit for the grade level you
teach 7

The relaii.mship of the text's
objectinTc with your own priorities 7

Readability for students 7

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 7

Suggest .'d activities 7

Canadian examples 7
Accounts of t II, applications of
science 7

Appropriat-- , :or 31V students 7
Appropno- for -7-ight students 7

Reference :I- reading 7
Overall imp i 7

183

..

57 43 5

43 57 3
57 43 5
29 71 2
43 57
36 14

71 29 7

100 0 10
_0 100 1

77 29 7
57 13
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f Ele'rrtenA Jr r himie expirimen tale
Author(s): R. Lahaie et 41.
Publisher: Hoit. Rinehart & Winston
Number of users responding to survey: 15
Geographical distribution of respondents: Que. (14), Ont. (1)

Feature

Aiipropnateness of the science
content for the grade level you

N I ll
%

R

teach 15 27 73 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 15 47 53

Readability for students
IlliiStratiOnS, photographs; etc:

15
15

40
40

60
60 2

Suggested activities 15 60 40 7

Canadian examples
Accounts of the applications of

15 47 53 5

science 15 60 40

Appropriateness for slow students 15 73 27 9

Appropriateness for bright students 15 27 73 1

References fo: further reading 15 87 13 10

Overall impression 15 47 53

Title: Foie: &diens of Chemistt4
Autite.:s): E.R. Toon and G.L. Ellis
Publisher. Holt; Rinehart & Winston
Number of users responding to survey: 3G_
Geographical distribution of respondents: Ont. (11), Man. (2);_liC_(15)-,AT (2)

Feature N 1 11

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade evel you
teach 22 5 95 1

The relationship of the te, .
objectives with your own priorities 22 9 91

Readability for students 22 5 95 1

Illustrations, photographs; etc. 22 23 77 6

Suggested activities 22 23 77 6

Canadian examples 22 73 27 9

Accounts of the applii.:_ ns of
science 22 14 86 _5

AppropriatenesS for slow stucents 21 :it, 14 10

Appropri..kr.ness for bright sti.dents 22 5 95 1

References for furthci reading 22 27 73 8

c...lverzll impression 22 5 95
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Title: Modules in Chemistry
Author(s): A.M. Turner and C.T. Sears, Jr.
Publisher. Allyn &r. Bacon
Number of users responding to survey: 40
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (1), NB (11), BC (28)

Feature S1 I II

Appropriateness of the setence
content for the grade level you

% %

teach 38 18 82 2

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 38 45 55 6

leadability for students 37 16 84 1

ustrations, photographs, etc. 37 32 68 3

Suggested activities 37 57 i: 7

Canadian examples 35 77 ....3 10

Accounts of the applications of
science 35 71 29

Appr . priateness for slow students 36 72 28
Appropriateness for bright students 3'. 3t, 62 5

References for further reading 3f 37 63

Overall impression 3".' 32 78

Title: inieraction of Matter and Energy
Author(s): N. Abraham of al.
Publisher: Rani? McNally
Number of users responding to survey: 8
Geographici! uistribution of respondents: NB (1). Sask. (5), BC (2)

Feature R

Appropriateness of the science
c3ntent for the grade level you
frach 7 0 100

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 7 29 71 6

Readability for students 7 14 86 5

Illustrations, phot-..7- .,,hr. rtc. 7 0 100; 1

Suggested activities 7 0 100 1

Canadian .7.ampie: 7 100 0 10

Accounts of the appl.cations of
sr' 7 71 V: 8

Ap.._ riateness for slow students 7 - 71 _29 8

Appc riateness for bright students 7 0 100 1

Ftf:-!--rct:s for further reading 7 43 57 7

Overall impression 7 :A 86
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Title: Keys to Chemistry
Author(s): Elame Ledbetter and Jay Young
Pub Hitter Addison-Wes/ey
Number of users responding to survey: 14
Geographical diStribution of respondents: Ont. (2), Man. (2), Alta. (4), BC (1);
YT (1), NWT (1)

Feature

Appropriateness of the sciert, t,
content for the grade level t-, ,I

.N

teach 13 31 69 5

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own prty,,i, - 13 23 77

Readability for students 13 8 92 1

Illustrations; photographs, etc. 13 31 69 5

Sugges' I activities 13 46 54 7

Canadian examples 13 69 31 10

AcciiiihtS of the applications of
science 13 46 54

Appropriateness for slci,w studAlits 13 62 38

,ARpropriateness for bright students 12 17 83 2

References for further reading 13 23 77 3

Overall impression 13 38 62

Tit/e: Modern Chemictry
Atithor(S): J: Metcalfe et aL
Publirher: I-folt, Rinehart & Winston
Number ur users responding to survey: 21
Geographical diStribtition Of respondents: PEI (8); NS (4), NB (1), Bask. (7), Alta
(1)

Feature r:
%

At;propriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach It , 19 81 1

The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own pri.)rities 16 31 6Q 3

Readability fnr students 16 44 56 4

IlltiArations, photographs, ctc 16 50 5:
Suggested activities 16 56 44

Canadian examples 16 87 13

Accounts of the applications of
science ''5 62 38

Appropriateness for slow students 16 87 13

Appropriateness for bright students 16 19 81

Rrc-rences for further reading 16 62 38

Overall impression 16 31 69
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Title: Undgimentglis of Physics_
Author(s): R.W. Heath et al.
Publisher: ae: Heath
Number of users responding to survey: 53
Geographical distribution of respondents: NS (3), -2ue. (1), Ont. (17), Sak. (13);
BC (19)

Feature

A_p_propriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 45 7 93 4

The relationihip of the lekt's
objectives with your own priorities 45 4 96

Readability for students 45 2 98
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 45 2 98
Suggested activities 45 18 82
Cal,adian examplei 42 26 74

Accounts of the applications of
science 43 28 72 7

Appropriateness for slow students 43 40 60 9

Appropriateness for bright students 44 29 71 8

Referencco ror further reading 42 74 26 10

Overall, impression 45 7 93

Title: Matter and Energy
Author(s): J.H. MacLachlan et al.
PubliSher: Clarke, Irwin
Number of users responding to survey: 26
GeOgraphitaldistribiltion of respondents: Ont. (26)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
cc tent for the grade level you

11

r :mai 15 7 93

T,-^ ri-.;-tionShip of the text's
of , 1,,e,:-. with your own priorities 15 13 87

i ility for students 15 20 80
Illustrations, photographs, etc. 15 40 6,2

Suggested activities 15 73 Z7 9

Canadian examplet 15 47 53 6

Accounts of the applications of
science 15 60 40 7

Appropriateness for slow students 15 87 13 10

Appropriateness for bright students 15 13 87 2

References for further reading 15 67 33 8

Overall impression 15 33 _67__
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Title: Physics (MC) _
Author(s): U. Haber-Schaim et al.
Publisher: D.C. Heath
Number of users responding to survey: 48
Geographical distribution of responderitS: NS (1). Que. (6); Ont. (18); Man, (10),
Sask. (6), BC (6)

Feature _N

Appropriateness of -the science
content for the grade level you

% %

teach 41 10 90

Tho relationship of the text's
objectives with your own priorities 41 20 80

Readability for studots 41 59 41

Illustrations, photographs, etc. 41 20 80 3

Suggested activities 41 41 59 6

Canadian examples 41 98 2 10

Accounts of the applications of
science 41 73 27 8

Appropriateness for slow students 41 93 7 9

Appropriateness for bright students 41 5 95 1

References For further reading 41 32 68 5

Overall impression 41 22 78

Title: Physics: it Human Endeavour
Author(s): D. Paul et al.
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Number of users responding to survey: 36
Ge)graphical distribution of respondents: Nfld. (15), NS (4); NB (8); Ont. (1),
Alta. (8)

Featore

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach 33 18 82

The relatictship of the text's
objectives with your own pi-lo-ties 33 30 70 3

ROad:;bility Far students 33 18 82 1

IllwArations, photographS; etc: 33 33 6' 4

Suggested activities 33 33 67

Canadian examples 33 48 52

Accounts of the applicaiions of
saence 33 42 58

Appropriateness for slow students 33 67 33 10

Appropriateness for bright students 33 42 58 6

References for further reading 33 61 39 9

Overall impression 33 33 o7
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Title: Physique JP5SCI
Author(s): U. Haber-Schaim eLat., translated and adapted by P. Tougas

Publisher: Centre Educatif et Culture)
Number of users responding to survey: 8
Geographical distribution of respondents: Que. (6), Ont. (1), Man. (1)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
The relationship of the text's
objectives with your own r-
Roadability for students

4ustrations, photographs
Suggested activities
Canadian examples
Accounts of the applications of
science
Appropriateness for slow students
Appropriateeess for bright students
References for further reading
Overall impression

6
6

33

17
67

67

..3
33

4

3
7

b 0 100 1

6 50 50 5

83 17 9

6 67 33 7

6 100 0 10

6 0 100 1

6 50 50 5

6 17 83

Title: Project Physics
Author(s): J. Rutherford et al;
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Number of users responding to survey: 8
Geographical distribut:cn of respondents: Alta. (6), NWT (2)

Feature

Appropriateness of the science
content for the grade level you
teach
The relations'aIp of the text's
objectives with your own priorities
Readabilit for students
Illustratie photographs: et
Suggeste.I act; ties
Canadian e Aples
Accounts of L:-. :..r, lications of
science
Appropriatenev; for slow students
Apprr tniateness for bright students
References for further reading
Overall Impression

N I II R

6 17 83 1

6 50 50 6

6 17 83 1

6 17 83 I
6 33 67
6 67 33

6 50 50 6

6 83 17 10

6 17 83
6 67 33

6_ .
33 67
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Appendix E = Analytical Schemes Used in Textbook
Analysis

A slightly revised version of the ddeument provided for the analysts ap-
pears below. It was accompanied 5y a response sheet on which the in-
formation was collected in a standard format.

l. Stated Intentions or Science Textbooks
2. Canadian Context in Science Textbooks
3. Science-TeChnCiltigyzSociety Interactions in Science Text-

books
4: Nature of Science (and the History of Science and Technology)

5. Careers
. Scientific Skills/Processes

Analysis Scheme No. 1

Stated Intentions of Science Textbcieks
The purpose of this part of the textbook analysis is to identify and clas-
sify the intentions stated by the authors of textbooks. These are nor-
mally to be found in the preface; but it is .'iften necessary to look
elsewhere: You will therefore; have to stucy the first chapter of the
textbook; which sometimes contains answers to the question: "Why
study science?;" a list of learning_goals(if one exists); the table of con-
tents and indeed;_any part of the book likely to contain an explicit mes-
sage from the authOrS regarding the goals of science teaching that they
wish students to attain. YOU should also examine the teacher's manual.

It should be noted that the of a stated goal is no guarant,.e
that the author does not provic:e opportunities to attain one However;
hN.e we are only interested in those .ypes of intentions that the authors
consider sufficiently importank to stag explicitly.

Once you have identified t'at, intentions, t. y should be clas-
sified according to the following r::;. t ;t Tories:

1: Science Content
2 Scientific Skills/Proi:.tsses
3. Science and Society
4. Nature of Science (including the history of science and tech-

nology)
5. Personal Growth

Science-Related Attitudes
7. Applied Science / Technology
8: Career (..Ipporturaites

A n!imlier of crit,nia follow; together with examples that will facilitate
classification.
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I. Science Content: In Chide here all goals that are directly related to learn-
ing the facts, laws and theories that make up what is commonly ailed
"science content," For example:

"Its main purpose is to provide you with knowledge about the
physical world."1
"There are two major aims in studying biology. One aim is to
become acquainted with scientific facts and with ideas that are built
on them:"2

It is worth noting that the method of expressing an intention varies from
author to author. The intentions may involve the book, the teacher, or

e thestudent and are not always phrased in such a way as _to identify ob-
servable behaviour. Sometimes they are simply phrased as statements.

2: Scientific Skill:./Proresses: Include here goals connected with_the intellec-
tual processes promoted by the author as a way of acquiring scientific
knowledge. This would include the scientific method, investigation, ap-
titudes such as creativity, hypothesizing, experimental verification and
so on. For example:

"To acquaint you with the scientific method of inquiry."3
"It is hoped that during this coarse you will develop a more inqun-7
ing attitude; and that you will think more clearly. Perhaps you will
be able to communicate more positively than to say 'well, like, it
sort of went green.' "4

3. Srienre and Society: The goals to be liSted here incliide those that men-
tion explicitly Eln social impact of science and technology. We mean by
"social impact," changes affecting the individual and the community in
such areas as health, work, communications, life,tyle, the economy;
politics and the total environment. For example:

"The basic aim of this unit is to enable students to understand en-
ergy sufficiently for them to mate we decisions about the use of
energy in the future and the conservation of energy in the
preseait. "5

We have therefore taken the trouble to give examples [... ] which
illustrate the social implicatioas, be they good or bad; o scientific
provess.':6

4. Nature of Science (including the history of science and technology): List here:
a) those goals in which the authors e .press their point of view on what
science is; b) the authors' goals regarding the histbry of science and
technology. For example:

"To help students see physics as the wonderfully many-sided hu-
man activity that it really is. This means presenting the subject in
historicai and cultural perspective."7
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"We will see the nature of science by engaging in scientific activity.
We will cell/the nature of chemistry by considering problems which

._:.. ts

lir,ona/ t.tozotir: List here intentions related to the student's general
development (cognitive, psychomotor and affective). It is often difficult
to identify them and they are not always present. For example:

This particular science book is designed to give you the oppor-
tunity to think clearly and act responsibly in dealing with your en-
viron:nent and your life."9
"So ..7hildren are encouraged to respect the knowledge and opinions
ot others --- scientists and wrrters, teachers and parents, and also
other child ren."10

v. Science-Related Attitudes: List here the authors' intentions regarding the
attitudes that students should acquire towards science: enthusiasm, re-
spect; caution; curiosity; interest and so on. For example:

"To develop students' attitudes of curiosity, of wonderment about
and involvement with phenomena in their natural environment; to
develop an appreciation for the contributions of science to daily
living; and to develop the value and inclination towards solving
proble:-..s in a scientific manner."11

7. Applied Scier,,e and Technology: List here the intentions expressed by the
authors regarding a knowledge of technology and of applications of
science. If these intentions Include social considerations, they should be
entered under category 3 For example:

"Time_should also be spent discussing the chemical industry and
organic .Qactions."12

Career Opportunities: List here the intentior expressed by the authors
concerning careers in science and technology. For example:

"To make students aware that many careers are directly related to
science and that a knowledge of science is helpful in people's work
and i rt _

Analysis Scheme No. 2

Canadian Context in Science lextbooks
The goal of this part of the study is to measure the extent to 'Which a
Canadian context is present in science textbooks. The initial problem
fac;ng us is the definition of what we understand by "Canadian con--
text." As we pointed out in the rationale for the study, the scientific con-
tent of a textbook represents the sum total of the scientific facts, laws
and theories. The context is defined as the sum total of all the information
that does not form part of the content. The Canadian contextnis; there-
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fore, that part of the general context that retakes reference to Canada in
eat ;, of the following aspects: physical, historical and sociocultural.

The term "Canadian context" raises the question of nationalism in
science teaching. We haVe no desire to enter into the debate over the
universality and unity of science, nor to discuss what constitutes an ac-
ceptable quantity Of Canadian context. These questions have already .

been the subject of extended debate and continue to generate heated
discussion. Our aim here is to furnish data for these debates and disens-
sionS. For the purposes of this analysis; we will use the following defini-
tion Of the Canadian context in science textbooks: The body of the
information contained in the textbook that is unequivocally re/a/1;d to Canadian cir-

cumstances in all forms; and to whatever is unique therein.
Our preliminary research has revealed that the Canadian context,

when it is present; takes a wide variety of forms and Cannot be entirely
determined from the table of contents or from the indeX. In that it is
generally very unevenly distributed, it is Impossible to give a rigorously
valid account through an analysis of a random sample of chapters or
pages. This analysis must therefore consider each page in detail.

The analytical scheme is composed of a series of questions, the an-
swers to which will enable us to:

determine the degree to which a Canadian context is present;
quantify passages in which the Canadian context is replaced by

a foreign context for no compelling reason.
The degree to which a Canadian context is present will be deter-

mined using three dimensions of the context: physical, historical and
sociocultural.

1: Physical Dimension: This diinenSibii is composed of all the messages
that include a reference to the Canadian geographic environment: These
ma44..be illustrations (photographs, drawings or graphics) or 'phrases
such as:

"In California, for example, is magnetic north east or west of true
North? In Quebec, on which side Of true north is magnetic north? In
Florida? In Newfoundlarid?"14

2. Historical Dimension: This dimension involves all the messages con-
cerning the history of scientific or technological activity in Canada. Be:
low are some examples:

"In 1879, an outstanding Canadian engineer, Sir Sandford Fleming,
suggested dividing the earth into time zones."15
"The first reactor in operation outside of the U.S. is the ZEE (Zero
Energy Experimental Pile) which1started up on September 5, 1945
at Chalk River; Ontario."16

3. Sociocultural Dimension: The analyst should compile all those messages
that bear on the impact of scientific and t hnological activity on the
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economic, political, social and cultural aspects of Canadian life. One
example:

"More arid more Canadians are buying processed foods because
they are easier to prepare: However, processing food can remove vi-
tamins from it: In Canada, we add some vitamins to many pro-
cessed foods to replace those that are lost during the processing.
This is called enriching the foods."17

The Foreign Context
In 1973, the Ontario Royal Commission on publishing in Canada con-
cluded as follows:

"Let it be clear that we would never advocate the artificial incorpo-
ration of the Canadian content where this would be irrelevant to
the purpose of a book. What we do call for is the presentation-of
subject matter from a Canadian perspective whenever the alterna-
tive is a foreign perspective."18

To what extent do science textbooks continue to give preference to a
foreign perspective in Canadian schools? In order to answer this ques-
tion, we must examine those aspects of the context which present a non-
Canadian point of view when a Canadian point of view would have been
more appropriate and possible. Below is an example:

"And if we wait, what should be done about the serious power
shortage that now exists in the Northeastern United States, and
that threatens to become a problem for the entire nation ? "19

Analysis Scheme No. 3

Science-Technology-Society interactions in Science Textbooks
Most of the ministries and departments of education in Canada believe
that one of the aims of the teaching of science is to make students aware
of the social implications of science and technology: The following two
examples illustrate this.
Aims of the teaching of natural sciences (Quebec, elementary level):

"To enable the child to develop as an independent, creative in-
dividual who is called upon to live in a scientific and technological
society."20

Goals of the chemistry program (Nova Scotia, senior-high level):
"Students will acquire the basic chemical knowledge in making
decisions required of participating citizens of a technological nation. They
will develop a realistic as opposed to a hostile or fearful attitude to
chemistry.

"This will be accomplished through an understanding of the
influences of chemistry and chemical technology on our society;
our everyday life and our environment. By becoming aware of the
potential uses and abuses of chemical knowledge; students will
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question the uses to which chemi and cherhical technology are
put 2i

This tendency to give a social perspective to the teaching of science is

not unique to Canada. Glen Aikenhead remarks that the need for a

science and engineering teaching program that takes their interactions
with society into account... has been spotlighted in Canada, Australia,

Great Britain and the United States, and at the international level by

UNESCO."22
This part of the analysis of textbooks is aimed at determining

whether the science textbooks used in Canada contain information or
pedagogical strategies designed to present scientific and techi ological
activity in a social light:

Identification of STS Interactions.in a Textbook

A preliminary study hag enabled us to discern two ways in which the

social impacts of science and technology are incorporated in science

textbooks:
by structuring the_Contents of books on the basis of these irri7
pacts and using theni as a justification for the teaching of
science;
by mentioning the social consequences of science and tech-
nology-in p:;ssing;--fOr-exarriple7-by -ex-amining the- questions-

raised by nuclear power generation during the study of nuclear
reactions in cherriiStry or physics:

Some authors, for many reasons, do not include any social considera=

tions in their textbooks. Regardless of how the authors may choose to

incorporate a social context, we shall define STS interaction in a text-
book as follows: Thi; sum total of messages containing information on the social

impact of scientific and technological activity and the sum total of the pedagogical

strategies (questions, itriei-iiiientg, projects; etr.) designed to make the student aware

of this impact.
Taking as a basis the works of Glen Aikenhead 23_John Zirrian,24

and Graham Orpwood and Douglas Roberts;25 we shall classify these

messages according to four categories that in our view, constitute what

is essential for STS interaction for the primary and secondary

levels.
1. Messages -that invite students to use their scientific and tech-

nologi-cal knowledge for applications of benefit to themselves

or their community;
Messages that describe the beneficial or detrimental effects of

scientific and technological activity on the welfare of society;

at the national and international levels;

3: Messages dealing with the ways in which a society exploits
scientific and technological knowledge to solve national or in-

ternational problems;
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4. Messages dealing with the ethical and legal aspects of scientific
and technological activity:

Here are several examples of messages taken from a sampling of text=
books and classified according to the four categories.

Category 1:

"City and community planning is one kind of conservation: Have a
member of a government planning commission visit your class to
explain how community planning aids the conservation of human
resources."26
"Make up a menu for one day of foods that you like. It should be
worth 38 points. You must show it supplies the right amount of en-_
ergy, carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, minerals, fibre and
water. ''27

Cali:is:or!, 2:

"What about labour- saving household appliances? Do they really
make life easier for the upper- and middle-income families who
own them? 'Not much;' says the critic; because the work done by
such machines was previously done by servants anyway. Of course
industrialization ;-rid electrification have created some jobs for peo-
ple with little training: These jobs may be more attractive than
work as a servant; but they still do not pay very well. As a result,
many low-income families cannot afford more than one majOr elec:
trical appliance. The one usually purchased by such faiiiilieS is
television set; which; the Dkeptics say, is not likely to contribute
much to improving the quality of life."28

Category 3:

"Humanity faces the problem of overpopulation. Scientists are try-
ing to find new means of solving the problem of overpopulation.
They are looking for ways of: producing more foot' ontrolling
harmful organisms and diseases; developing new agricultural re-
gions; designing houses to accommodate greater number of
individuals:"29

Category 4:

The use and control of nuclear weapons is a vital issue in the world
today. Scientists taking part in the development of the bomb were
foreiii6St among those insisting that further bomb testing be halted.
The result was a moratorium on atmospheric nuclear testing by
several countries in 1963.""
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Finally, the following criteria are added:
The passages must be topical in character. Aiiy account of STS
interaction in the past will be included iii the same analysis of
the history of science in science textb-citik:4 and
mere descriptions of the application of science, e.g. "one or
more of the hydrogen atoms of ethylene can be replaced by
groups such as -F; -Cl; -CHs or -COOCHs. The resulting prod-
ucts are synthetic polymers with such commercial names as Te-
flon; Saran; Lucite and PleXigliSS"31 will not be taken as
messages about STS interaction. The description of the social
impact here; for all practical purposes, is nonexistent

The analyst must identify messages relevant to STS interaction;
classify them according to their categories and; on the basis of a line
count; measure the percentage of space they occupy within the chapters
from which they have been taken. For each category the analyst must
seek the following information.

Category 1: This includes
the kind of activity called for (personal or colleCtiVe action and

in what environment home; school, community);
the nature of this activity (direct action, infdritiation gathering
or reflection);
the frequency of these activities.

Indicate the number of activities in the folloWing table:

Category 1: Table
Direct action

SchoiA

Home

Community

Inforrnatibri gathering Reflection

Number of activities suggesting personal action

Number of activities suggesting collective action

Each analyst shciUld Select one or two messages they believe to be repro-
sentative and copy them out.

Category 2: This includes
the kind Of scientific and technological activity that haS -conse-

quences for society;
the beneficial or detrimental nature of the-se consequences, ac-
cording to the author;
the presence of a discussion on the benefiCial or detrimental na-
ture of these consequences;
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the location of these consequences (national or international
point of view).

Enter these items in the following table:

Category 2: Table

Consequence
considered Discussion Location % in the

Type of benefictil/ present national chapter
consequence detrithental yes/no international _ (e4timate)

1.

2.

3.

4.

etc.

Category 3: This includes
nature of the PrOblems for which science and technology can
prbvide a solution;
degree of certainty, according to the author, with which this so-
lution can be feviiiid;
context of the problem (national or international).

Enter these items in the follOwing table:

Category 3' Table
Nature of
theproblem and Degree of .

description certainty Context % in the
of the absolute/ national/ chapter
solution doubtful international {estimate)

1.

2.

3

4

etc.

Category 4: This includes
i problems in which ethical considerations are evoked; nature of

these problems and context;
problems in which legal considerations are evoked (regulation;
etc:); and nature of these problems and context. .
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Enter these items in the following table:

Category 4: Table
Context % in the

Character national chapter

Problems ethical/legal intern itional (estimate)

3.

4.

etc.

Analysis Scheme No 4

Natun of Science (and the History of Science and Technology)

The ways in which the authors of textbooks present_ the nature of

science and the history of scientific and technolcigiCal activity, as well as

the space they devote to the history of the sciences vary considerably;
The reasons why the authors of textbooks introdUce a certain historical
depth into their works are also very different. At all events, passages
relating to the history of the sciences and the nature of scientific ac-
tivity, when present; are the subject of critical comment.

"A preliminary analysis of the image of the scientist (the genius)
and his role in the evolution of SCieritiit knowledge; shows that
only a partial picture of the reality is conveyed; one that tends to
perpetuate myths. Now all pedagogical activity of this kind con-
tributes to the student's alienation. He will assume that these scien7

tific 'whizzes' are responsible for the growth of knowledge and will
believe that this field is reserved for an elite; in short he will be in
we of the persons and statements of these scientific geniuses."'32

"Significant discrepancieS exist between the historical record of

science and historical content often included in science textbooks.
The consequences of distorted historical content are particularly
significant for that Majority of students who do not become
scientists."33

Thomas Russell; the author of the second quotation; commented that
"there is an. .. important need for research which studies the provision ac-

tually made, by textbooks and by teaching for students to deVelop images of

science and scientists."34 This part of the analysis is in part a response to
this recommendation. Its aim, in fact; wills to examine the kinds of

steps the authors take to inform students about the hiStbry of science

and the nature of its activities.
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Specifically; the analysis must answer the following two questions:
To what extent is the history of science presented in the text-
book and in what form?
What concept of the nature of science do the authors advance?

I. Hi.lory of science
Aims: Copy out the authors' intentions (if stated) regarding the inclu-
sion of historical aspects in their textbooks. (Refer to scheme #1)

Scientists (in the text): Using the index, copy down the names of all the
scientists mentioned and the page numbe-.-s of the textbooks on which
the authors discuss them; then answer the following questions.

What is the total number of scientists mentioned?
Of these, how many are mentioned only to characterize a law or
theory? For example: "We can therefore write
This is called Boyle's law." "In 1887, Heinrich Herz discovered a
phenomenon called the photoelectric effect.")
Of the total number, how many of the accomplishments of
scientists are described in a manner conforming to a traditional
concept of the scientific method (observations, hypotheses, ex-
periments, etc.)?
Of the total number of scientists counted above, how many are
described in an historical and social context?
Of the total number of scientists, how many are mentioned in
connection with a research group or an exchange of information
between them and their colleagues?
Classify the scientists by nationality and determine the per-
centage for each country:
What percentage of the scientists are women?

Case Studies: A case study in the history of science; according to Klopfer
and Watson:

"involves the critical study of the development of a major scientific
concept: [It] not only involves the final result of the scientific in-
quiry but stresses the scientists who were involved, the information
available to therrL their search for better facts and explanations, and
the intellectual and social climate in which they worked."35

The analysis must answer the following questions:
Does the textbook include case studies in the history of science
that involve all the elements pointed out by Klopfer and Wat-
son? Look for a study critical in nature about the development of
a major scientific concept that mentions the scientists involved.
and their relationship, the information available to them, how
they searched for better farts and explanations and the intellec-
tual and social climate in which they worked.
If so, how many?
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And on what subjects? Select up to three case studies that show

a high degree of breadth and quality.
The "great men" approach and the "case studies" approach
have been selected because they most frequently occur in
science textbooks. Does the textbook examined present any
particular approach to the history of science that seems origi-
nal? What seems to be conveyed by this approach? Please

illustrate.
Does the textbook reproduce original illustrations or publica-
tions associated with the history of science? If yes, how many?

2- nature of science
Copy out the definitions of science (or of a particular discipline:
physics, biology, etc.) given by the authors.
Copy out the descriptions of the scientific method (or scientific
approach, scientific thought processes, investigation; etc:) given

by the authors.
Illustrate types of information relevant to the nature of science;

i.e.; material from which students might reasonably be able to
deduce, "Science is like this... "
Estimate the quantity of each of such statements on average
through the book based on random samples of text.

Analysis Scheme No. 5

Careers
TO what extent do the textbooks deal with careers in the fields of science

arid engineering and invite students to consider these fields? This part of

the analysis is intended to provide answers to these two questions. Bear
in mind that the analysis is descriptive in its intent. The question of de-
termining whether it is appropriate to invite pre -university students to
consider scientific careers; like the question of determining whether
science textbooks are the most suitable Vehicles for conveying such
suggestions; will be discussed at a later time.

The analyst must answer the following questions:
Does the textbook contain anything about careers in science

and engineering?
If yes; make a list of the careers described in the textbooks
For each career answer the following questions: What level of
education is required for this career? Pre-university; Bachelor's
degree; Master's degree, or Doctoral degree? Is it of a multidisci-
plinary character ? -Do the authors mention the names of poten-
tial employerS? Do the authors indicate the personal skills
needed for this type of career? If the career in question is illus-_
trated by photographs, how many of them are of men? of
women? IS the student explicitly invited to adopt this career?
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Analysis Scheme No 6

Scientific Skills/Processes

Laboratory work provides students with various occasions to develop
particular scientific skills and processes through direct interaction with
materials. The laboratory manual is the part of the textbook concerned
with these activities and contains instructions to be followed b'y le stu-
dent in order to carry out experiments. The instructions trans! to into
specific tasks that will be examined in this analysis by using a, instru-
ment (the "Laboratory Structure and Task Analysis Inventc. y") de=
signed by Marlene Fuhrman; Vincent Lunetta, Shirnshon Novick and
Pinchas Tamir. Since the complete instrument with instructions for its
use has been published elsewhere, only the basic categories are repro-
duced below.

The goal of this part of the analysis consists of sorting out the types
of laboratory activities suggested by textbook writers and identifying
the types of intended behavioural outcomes oF these activities. At a la er
stage; we will assess the degree of commonality between the scientific
skills/processes expected by ministries Of education and those intended
to be developed through the use of the laboratory workbooks.

Laboratory Structure and Task Analysis Inventory

Organizational Categories

A. Structure
a.1 Hi structure
a.2 Low structure; open
a.3 Inductive approach
a.4 Deductive approach

B. Relation to Text
b.1 Precedes text
b.2 Follows text
b.3 Integrated with text

C. Cooperative Mode
C.1 Students work on a common task and pool results
C.2 Students work on different tasks and pool results
c.3 Postlab discussion required

D. Laboratory Simulations
d.1 Student performs "dry lab" data given by authors
d.2 Student performs task that simulates or models

phenomena
d.3 Student performs experiment by gathering data from a

secondary source
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d.4 Student performs simulated experiment by interacting
with a program

Task Categories

1:0 Planning and Design
1.1 Formulates a question or defines problem to be investi-

gated
1.2 Predicts experimental result
1.3 Formulates hypothesis to be tested in this investigation
1.4 Designs observatio or measurement procedure
1.5 Designs experiment

2.0 Performance
2:1a Carries out qualitative observation
2.1b Carries out quantitative observation or_measurement
2:2 Manipulates apparatus; develops technique
2.3 Records results, describes observation
2.4 Performs numeric calculation
2.5 Interprets, explains or makes a decision about experimen-

tal technique_
2.6 Works according to own design

3.0 Analysis and Interpretation
3.1a Transforms results into standard form (other than graphs)
3:1b Graphs data
3.2a Determines qualitative relationship 4,

3.2b Determines quantitative relationship
3.3 Determines _accuracy of experimental data
3.4 Defines or discusses limitations and/or assumptions that

underlie the experiment
3.5 Formulates or proposes a generalization or model
3.6 Explains a relationship
3.7 Formulates new questions or defines problem based upon

results of investigation

4.0 Application
,1.1 Makes predictions based upon results of this investiga
4.2 Formulates hypothesis based upon results of this

investigation
4.3 Applies experimental technique to new problem or

variable
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11. Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schein, Theory in Practice: Increasing ProfeS-
sionol Effectiveness; Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1974.

12. Douglas A. Roberts, op. cit., p. 245.
13: Douglas A. Roberts; "Curriculum Emphases as a Key Area for Decision

Making: The Case of School Science," in Studies of Curriculum Derision Making, ed.
K.A. Leithwood OIST Press, Toronto 1982.-

14. Douglas A. Roberts and Graham W.F. Orpwood, Properties of Matter: A
Teacher's Guide to Alternative Versions, OISE Press Toronto, 1979.

15. Douglas A. Roberts and Graham W.F. Orpwood; "Classroom Events
and Curricular Intentions: A Case Study in Science Education," Canadian journal
of Education, 1982, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 1-15.

16. Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schein, op. cit., p. 4.
17, Chris Argyris, Roaoning; Learning; and Action: Individual and

Organizational Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1982, p. 83.
18. Chris Argyris and Donald A. Schiin, p: 7.
19. Chris Argyris, op. cit., p. 85.
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H. Deliberative Inquiry
1 Much of this section is based directly on Graham W.F. Orpwood, The

Logic of Curriculum Policy Deliberation: An Analytit Study from Science Edu,
cation," UnpiibliShed doctoral dissertation; University of Toronto, 1981. (ED
211 372)

2. Cf. Leroi B. Daniels, "The Concept of Curriculum;"_Paper presented at
the annual meeting of thaCanadian Sodety for the Study of Education; Halifax;
1981.

3. For example; K.A. Leithwood et al., Planning Curriculum Change; OISE
Press, Toronto, 1976; see especially chapter 4.

4. Len Berk; Editorial; Curriculum inquiry, 1976, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 99-100.
5. /hid.; p. 100.
b. This diStinCtion is taken from Ernest House; "Technology versus

Craft: A Ten Year Perspective onInnovation," journal of Curriculum Studies; 1979;
vol. 11, no. 1, p. 11.

7. Aristotle; The Politics; VIII; 2; 1337a(33) 1337b(1).
8_ F. Michael ConnellY, Florence G. Irvine and Robin JLEnns_, "Stakehold-

ers in Curriculum," in Curriculum Planning for the Classroom, edited by F.M. Con-
nelly; A.S. Dukaci. and F. Quinlan, OISE Press; Toronto; 1980; pp. 44-55.

9. Mid., p. 44.
10: The deliberative method for attending to curriculum problems is de-

scribed by Joseph J. Schwab; The Practical.- A_Language _for Curriiulum, National
Education_Associatiom Washington, D.C., 1970, and The Practical 3: Transla-
tion into Curriculum," School Review; August 1973; vol. 81, no. 4, pp. 501-522.

11:_Gratiam W.F._Orpwood, "The Ethics of Involvement by Researchers in
Curriculum PoliCYmaking," journal of _Educational Thought, December 1983, VOL

17; no 3; pp. 221-229; also William A.Reid,"SchiaolS, Teachers; and Curriculum
Change: The Moral Dimension of Theory Buildin Educational Theory, Fall

1979; voL 29; no. 4.
12. Other papers in the series are: Glen Aikenh , Science in Social issues: 1M-

plii-attons for- Teaching; Donald George, An Engineer's View of Science Education; Hugh

MuribY, What is Sciimtific.Thinkinle; Marcel Risi: Macroscole: A Holistic Approach to

Science Teaching; Douglas Roberts, Scientific Literacy,- Towards Balance i9 Setting Goals

for School Science Programs:
13. Workshop proceedingspublished t6 date are as follows: Who Turns the

Wheel?, Proceedings of a workshop on the science educatiOn of women; edited
by Janet Ferguson; Quebec Science Education: Which Directions?; edited by Jean-
Pascal Souque and Paul Dufour."

14._Joseph J. Schwab, The Practical: A Language for Curriculum; National Edu-
cation Association; Washington; D.C.; 1970, p. 36.

Ill. Reeartli for Policy Deliberation

1. Stephen Multi-tin; Human Understanding, PrincetOn University Press;
Princeton; NI.; p. 153.

2. See, for example; several essays in A. Hugh MLnby, Graham W.F.
Orpwood and Thomas L. Russell, Seeing Curriculum in New,Light: Essays from

ScienCe Edii-cation, OISE Press; Toronto; 1980; also Donald A. Schon, The Reflective
Practitioner: How ProfessionalS Think in Action, Basic Books; New York-, 1983.

3. Freerria Elbaz; "The Teacher's Practical Knowledge: A Caie Study," Un-
published doctoral disSertation, University of Toronto; 1980.

4. Geoffrey Vickers; The Art of judgment: A Study of Policymaking, Chapman
and Hall; London, 1965, p. 39.
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5. Robert E. Stake and Jack A. Easley, Jr., Case Studies in Science Education, US
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1978:

s: John Olson and Thomas Russell; "Draft Plans for a Series of Case
Studies of Canadian Science Education," Unpublished paper prepared for the
Science and Education Committee of the Science Council of Canada, October
1980, p. 3.

7. Sam D. Seibert "The Integration of Fieldwork and Survey Methods,"
American journal of Siyiology, 1973, vol. 78, no. pp. 1335-1359.

IV. Science in the School Curriculum

1. in English; the term. "ministry" is actually used only in Ontario and
British Columbia; elsewhere in Canada, "department" is the designation for the
branch of the provincial or territorial government responsible for education. In
this study, hOwever, we use "ministry" as the generic term and "department" or
"ministry" (as appropriate) when referring to specific jurisdictions. In French,
the term "mirustere" is universally applicable.

2. Part of the agreement between the Science Council of Canada and
CMEC was that an undertaking by the Science Council would not duplicate
studies already conducted by CMEC. The work described in the following
CMEC reports has, therefore, not been verified by us: Secondary Education in
Canada: A Student Transfer Guide,3rd edition; Council of Ministers Of EduiCation,
Canada, TOrcinta, 1981; Science: A Survey of Provincial Curricula_at the Elementary and
Secondaryievels; prepared by Sharon M. Haggerty and E.D. Hobbs for the Cur-
riculum Committee of the Council of Ministers of Education; Canada; Toronto,
1981.

3. "Science," for the purposes Of this study; is that subject area so desig-
nated by each province or territory (see chapter I for further discussion on this
point).

4. In this area; the work of Paul Dufour; research associate at the Science
Council, is gratefully acknowledged.

5. The three levels (early; middle and senior) are defined in chapter 1.
6: See Graham W:F: Orpwood; "The Logic of Curriculum Policy Delibera-

tion: An AnalytiC Study from Science Education," Unpublished doctoral disser-
tation; University of Toronto; 1981; especially chapter 3.

7. For example, Secretary of State, English EdO-cational Publishing in_Canada
and french Educational Publishing in Canada; Supply and Services Canada, OttaWa,
1978.

V. The Official Aims and Strategies of Science Education

.
1. Sharon M. Haggerty and E.D. Hobbs, Science: A Survey of Provincial Cur-

ricula at the Elementary and Secondary Levels; Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada; Toronto; 1981, pp. 24-34.

2. Ibid., P. 9.
3: For example; the eight "dimensionsof scientific literacy" of Lawrence L.

Gabel, "The DevelopMent of a Model to Determine Perceptions of_Scierttific
Literacy ;" Unpublished doctoral dissertation; Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio, 1976; also the seven "curriculum emphases" identified by_ Douglas A.
Roberts; "Developing the Concept_of 'Curriculum- Emphases' in Science Educa-
tion," Science Edigation; 1982, vol. 60; no. 2, pp: 243,260, _ _ _ _

4: Certainly the first two_ and possibly higher levels also of Bloom's tax-
onomy of cognitive objectives fall within this category: See Benjamin S. Bloom;
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Taxonomy of Educational Olnectives: The Classification of Educational Goals; Hardbook 1:
Cognitive Domain; David McKay, New York, 1956.

5. Cf. Roberts's "correct explanations" and "solid foundation" emphases
(Douglas A. Roberts, "Developing the Concept of 'Curriculum Emphases' in
Science Education;" Science Education; 1982, vol. 60, no. 2, pp. 247:249).

6. For a discussion of theobjectives of this program see, for example, Rob:
ert M. Gagne, "Elementary Science: A New Scheme of Instruction;" Science;
1966., no 151; pp: 49-53. Canadian research in the area of process SkillS iii
science education includes Marshall Nay, "A Process Approach to Teaching
Science;" Science Education; 1971; vol. 55, no. 2, pp. 197-207.

7. A. Hugh Munby; What i5_Scientific Thinking?, Discussion paper, Science
Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1982.

8. Exceptions include materials published by the SEEDS Foundation (Ed-
monton) and by OISE Press (Toronto).

9. For example, Graham W.F. Orpwood and Douglas A. Roberts, "Science
and_Society: Dimensions of Science Education for the 80s;" Orbit February
1980, io. 51; also Glen Aikenhead; Science in Social Issues: Implications for Teaching,

Science Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1981.
10. Newfoundland epartment of Education, Elementary Science Course De-

scription, St. John's, Ne
j4

ndland; January 1978; p. 3.
11. See A. Hugh Munby;_ 'An Evaluation of Instruments Which Measure

Attitudes to Science," in World Trends in Science Education, edited by C.P. MacFad-
den, Atlantic Institute of Education; Halifax; 1980.

12. Donald A. George, An Engineer's View of Science Education, Discussion pa-
per; Science Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1981.

13. Frank W. Jenkins et al., ALCHEM, J.M. LeBel, Edmonton; 1979:

14. Max Black; "Reasoning with Loose Concepts," in Margins of Precision: Es-

say5-rn Logi( and Language, edited by Max Black; Cnrnell University Press, Ithaca,
NY; 1970, pp. 1-13.

15: Haggerty and Hobbs; op. cit., p. 3.
16: This point is argued in detail in Douglas A. Roberts and Graham W.F.

Orpwood, "Classroom Events and Curricular intentions: _A Case Study in
Science Education," Canadian Journal of Education, 1982, vol. 7, rib. 2, pp: 1-15.

17._ Marcel Risi; Macroscole:_A Holistic Approach to Science Teathing, Science
Council of Canada, Ottawa, 1982.

18. A. Hugh Munby, "An Evaluation of Instruments Which Measure Atti-
tudes to Science;" in World Trends in Science Education, edited byC.P. Maaadden,
Atlantic Institute of Education, Halifax; 1980:

VI; Textbooks in:Science Education

1. Ontario, Ministry of Education; Circular /4: Textbooks; Toronto, 1981,

p. 15:
2: Quebec; Ministry of Education, The Schools of Quebec, Policy Statement and

Plan of Action, Quebec City, 1979, p. 103:
3. Saskatchewan Education, Science: A Curriculum Guide for Division 111,

Regina; 1979; p. 9.
4: Doris _W. Ryan, Ontario Classroom Textbook Survey, The School Group of

the Canadian Book Publishers' Council in cooperation with the Ontario Teach-
ers' Federation; Toronto; 1982, p. 67.
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VII. Descriptive Analysis: Aims and Methodology
1. Sharon M. Haggerty_ and_E.D. Hobbs, Selene?: A Survey of Provincial Cur-

ricula at the Elementary and Secondary Levels; Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada,_ Toronto, 1981, _p. 3.

2: Paul R. O'Connor et al.; Chemistry: Experiments and Principles, D.C. Heath,
Toronto, 1982,_ p. vii.

_3: R.W. Heath and R. R. MacNaughto_n_; Physical Science: InteraCtion of Matter
and Eilt;i*, D.C. Heath, Toronto, 1976, p. 197.

4. Thomas F: Morrison et al., Precis de biologie humaine, translated by Andre
Decarie, Editibni HRW, Montreal, 1977, p. 4 (our translation):

5: p; 188; (our translation)
6. O'Connor et al., op. cit., p. 330.
7: Graham W F Orpwood, "Canadian Content in- School and

Changing Goali of Education," Education Canada, Spring 1980; vol; 20, no. 1; p.
19.

8. Thomas Russell, "What History of Science; How Much, and Why?"
Science Education; 1981; vol. 65; no. 1, p. 56.

9. Marlene Fuhrman et al., The Laboratory Structure and Task Analysis Inventory
- _LAI: A User Handbook; Technical Report 14, University of Iowa Science Educa-
tion Center, Iowa City; 1978:

=

VIII. Descriptive Analysis: Results

1. Milo K. Blecha et al.; Exploring Matter and Energy (Teacher's edition),
Doubleday Canada, Toronto, 1978, p. 160.

2. Quebec Ministry of Education; Direction du Materiel Didactique, Grille
d analyse des stereotypes discriminatoires dans le materiel didactiaue, Quebec; 1981; _

3: School Group; Canadian Book Publishers' Council, Textbooks are for EV:

eryone,Toronto, n.d._
4: U. Haber-Schaim et al., PSSC Physics, 5th edition, D.C. Heath, Toronto,

1981, p. 128.
5: Marlene_Fuhrman et al., op. cit.
6. Vincent N. Lunetta and Pinchas Tamil-, "Matching Lab Activities with

Teaching Goals;" The Science Teacher, 1979, vol. 46, no 3, pp. 22:24.
7. Pinchas Tamir and Vincent N. Lunetta;'Inquiry-related Tasks in High

School Science Laboratory Handbooks," Science Education, 1981, vol. 65, no. 5, pp.
477=-484.

8. Marlene Fuhrman, V.N. Lunetta, and S. Novick, "Ari Analysis of
Laboratory Activities in Contemporary Chemistry Curricula;" journal of Chemical
Education, in press.

9. Vincent N. Lunetta and Pinchas Tamir; An Analysis of Laboratory Ac:
tivities in Two Modern Science Curricula: Project Physics and_PSSC-," Paper pre-
sented at the National Association for Research in Science ATraching, TOrOnto, 1
April 1978.
_ 10; W. Haber,Schaim e t a l., Physique, guide de travaux pratiqueS, 2fid
Editions Lemeac/Hachette Canada, Montreal 1970;_p; 19 (our translation).

11. M.C. Schmid and M.T. Murphy, Developing Science Concepts in the Labora-
tory, 2nd edition, Prentice-Hall; Scarborough; 1979; p. 2.

12. Thomas H.B. Symons, op. _cit p. 162.
13. James Page; A Canadian context for Science Education, Science Council of

Canada, Ottawa, 1979._
14. Charles H. Heimler and J. David Lockard, Focus on Life Science, Charles E.

Merrill, Toronto, 1977, p. 15.
15: Ibid., p. 460.
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16. Biological ScienceS Curriculum Study; Biological Science: An Ecological Ap-
pro-och (BSCS Green Version); Rand McNally, Chicago, 1978, pp. 46-53.

17. /bid., pp. 194-195.
18: J.W. Kimball;_ Biology,_ Addison-Wesley, Toronto, 1978.
19. J.I. Otto and Albert Towle, Modern Biology; Holt; Rinehart & Winston,

Toronto;_ 1969; p. 610.
20. Ibid., p. 140.
21: Robert W. Parry_ et_al.._Chemistry: Experimental Foundations, Prentice-Hall;

Scarborough, 1975, pp. 228-229.
22. Ibid.; p._493.
23. Paul O'Connor et al., Chemistry: Experiments and Principles, D.C. Heath,

Toronto;_ 1977; p_. 95.
24. Pail! R. O'Connor el al., La Chitnie: Experiences_etprincipes, version francaise

par Jacques Leclerc; Centre Educatif et Culture!, Montreal, 1974; p. 80 (our
translation ).

+25. Jacques Desautels, Ecole Sciente = Ether, Quebec Science Editeur; 1980;
p. 123 (our translation).

26. Verne N. Rockcastle et al., STEM (Teacher's Guide); Addison-Wesley;
Toro,to, 1977, p. T4.

27. Charles Desire et al., BiOlOgie Humaine, Centre Educatif et Culturel; Mont-
real, 1968, p. 3 (our translation):

28. Heimler and Lockaid, op._ cit., 0. 4.
29. R.L. Whitman and E.E. Zinck; Chemistry Today, Prentice-Hall, Scarbor-

ough; 1976; p. 5.
30. J.H. MacLachian et al.; Matter and Energy: The Foundations of Modern

Physirs. Clarke, Irwin, Torontii, 1977, p.
31. William A. Andrews_ et_ al.; Physical Science: An Introductory Study

(Teacher's Guide), Preritiee4fall, Toronto; 1978; p: xi:
32: MacLachlan et al.. op. cit., p. 282._
33. G. Orpwood and D. Roberts; "Curriculum Emphases -in Science Educa7

tion ill: The Analysis of Textbooks," The Crucible, 1980, vol. 11, no 3, pp: 36-39:
34. Lance FaCtrit and Robert Kooser;_ Value Presuppositions in Science Textbooks:

A Critical_ Bibliography; Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, 1981:
35. Mid., p. 3.

_ 36. PauL R. O'Connor et al., ChiiiiiStry: Experiments and Principles; D.C. Heath;
Toronto, 1981, p. 2:

37. Rene Lahaie et al., Elerrieriti de thimie experimentale, Editions HRW; Mont-
real, 1976; p. 7 (our translation).

38. See, for_ezainple,for Gaston Bachelard; La _Formation_ de resprit scientifique,
J. \hitt; Paris; 1967; also Jean-Pascal Souque and Jacques Desautels, "La course
d'obstacles du SaVbit," Quebec Science; 1979;_vol. 18; no 1; pp. 36739.

39:_Paul_ O'Connor et al.z Chemistry: Experiments and Principles (Teachers
guide), D.C. Heath, Toronto; 1977 p: 149:

40. Factor and Kooser, op. cit., p. 4.
41. See, for example; Brent Kilboum; "World_Views and Science Teaching!"

in Seeing Curriculum in a New Light, edited by-A.H. Munby, Orpwond and
T.L. Russell, OISE Press; Toronto; 1980;_Elijah Babihian, An Aberrated Image
of Science in Elementary SchoCil Science Textbooks," School Science and Mathemat-

ics, 1975, vol. 75; no: 15; pp. 457 -460.
42. Jack H. Cliiiiti*her, FOtus on Science: Exploring the Natural World

(Teachers manual); D.C. Heath; Toronto, 1980, p. 1.
43. Milo K. Blecha et all; op. tit;
44: R.R. MacNaughton and R.W. Heath, op. 6.-
45. Bialdgital Sciences CurrictiVan Study; Biological Science: An Ecological Ap-

proach (Teacher's guide), Rand McNallY, Chicago, 1980, p.
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46: John Kimball; Biology; Addison-Wesley; Toronto, 1977.
47. R.L. Whitman and E.E. Zinck, op. cit.
48: R. Lahaie et al.; op. cit. (our translation).
49. E. Ledbetter and J. Young, Keys to ChemiStry, Addison-Wesley, Toronto,

1977.
50. W. Andrews et al., Biological ScienCes: An introductory Study, Prentice-Hall,

Scarborough, 1980.
51. Paul R. O'Connor et al., Chemistry: Experiments and Principles, D.C. Heath;

Toronto, 1981, p.
52. O'Connor, et al., ibid. E.R. Toon and G.L. Ellis, Foundations of Chemistry,

Holt, Rinehart & Winston; Toronto; 1973: A.M. Turner and C. T. Sears, inquiries
in Chemistry, Allyn & Bacon, Toronto, 1977. Parry et al., op. cit. R. Lahaie et al., op.
i'it.

53. See, for example, Decker F. Walker, "Learning Science from Textbooks:
Toward a Balanced Assessment of Textbooks in Science Education:" in Research

in Science Education: New Questions, New Directions, edited by James T. Robinson;
Center for Educatiogat Research and EValuation, Boulder, Colorado, 1981.

Appendix a Analytical Schemes Used in Textbook AnalySis

1: William A. Andrews et al., Physical Science: An Introductory Study, Prentice-
Hall Canada, 1978, p. xiii.

2: Biological Science Curriculum Study; Biological Science: An Ecological Ap-

proach (BSCS green version), Rand McNally, 1978, p. 1.
3. William -A: Andrews_ei a/.; op. _cit., p. xiii.
4. Ken Ashcroft, Action Chemistry, The Book Society of Canada, 1974; p: 1:
5. Manfred _Schmid _et al_ Developing _Science Concepts in the Laboratory,

Teacher's Guide, Prentice-Hall Canada, 1980, p. 1.
6. R. Lahaie et aL, Elements :de chimie expirimentale, Les Editions HRW Ltie,

Montreal, 1976, p. iii (our translation).
7. Dave Courneya and Hugh McDonald; The Nature of Matter, D.C. Heath

Canada Ltd., 1976, p. 14.
8. Paul O'Connor et al.; Chemistry: Experiments and Principles; D.C. Heath and

Co., 1977, p. 1.
9. John MacBean et al., Srienarways; Blue Version, Copp Clark Pitman, 1979,

p. viii.
10. Verne N. Rockcastle et al.; STEM Level 5; Teachers' Edition, Addison-

Wesley Publishing Company, 1977, p. T-5.
11. Charles H. Heimler and J.D._Lockard; Focus on Life Science, Teacher's An-

notated Edition, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1977,. p. 17T.
12: Ken Ashcroft; op. cit.; p: ix.
13. Milo K. Blecha et a/., Exploring Matter and Energy, Teacher's Edition; Dou-

bleday Canada Ltd.; 1978; _p. T-6.
14. Verne N. Rockcastle et al., STEM, Teachers' Edition, Addison-Wesley;

1977, p. 99:
15. Manfred C. Schmid and Maureen T. Murphy, Developing Science Concepts

in the Laboratory; Prentice-Hail; 1979; p. 242.
16. Douglas Paul et al., Physics: A Human Endeavour, The New Physics; Holt;

Rinehart-and Winston_of. Canada; 1977; 97.
17. Schmid and Murphy, op. cit., p. 546.
18 Canadian Publishers and Canadian Publishing, Royal Commission on Book

Publishing, Queen's Pnnter for Ontario, 1973;
_ 19: R.D.Towns_e_nd et al., Energy, Matter and Change, Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1973, p. 215.
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20. Gouvernement au Quebec, Direction generale du developpement
pedagogique, Programme d'etudes, Primaire; Sciences de la Nature, 1980.

21. Nova Scotia Department of Education, Chemistry 011, 012, 311; 312, A
Teaching Guide; 1977.

22. Glen Aikenhead, Science in Social issues: Implications for Teaching,Discussion
paper; Science Council of Canada, 1981.

23. Glen Aikenhead, ibid.
24. John Ziman, Teaching and Learning About Science and Society, Cambridge

University Press, 1980.
25. Graham W.F. Orpwood anal Douglas A. Roberts, Science and Society:

Dimensions of Science Education for the 8057 Orbit, February 1980, no 51.
26. C.H. Hcimler and J.D. Lockard, Focus on Life Science, Charles E. Merrill;

1977, p. 459.
27. Manfred C. Schmid and Maureen T. Murphy, Developing Science Concepts

in the Laboratory, Prentice,-Hall; 1977; p. 567.
28. James Rutherford et al., Project Aysics,_Holt; Rinehart & Winston; 1971.
29. Verne N. Rockcastle et al., STEM, Level 6, Addison-Wesley, 1977;

p. 305.
30. Douglas Paul et al, Physics: A Human Endeavour, Holt, Rinehart & Win-

ston of Canada, 1977, p. 96:
31. Paul R. O'Connor of al., Chemistry: Experiments and Principles, D.C. death,

1977, p. 371.
32. Jacques Desautels, Ecole + Science = l cliec. Quebec Science, Quebec Science

Editeur, Sillery, 1980:
33. Thomas L. Russell, "What History of Science, How Much; and Why?;"

Science Education, 198_1; vol,_ 65 no. 1; pp. 51-64.
34. Thomas L. Russell, ibid.
35: Leo E Klopfer and Fletcher G. Watson, "Historical Material and High

School Science Teaching," The Science Teacher; October 1957; vol.
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